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HAPPY TALK
WHY MEASURING HAPPINESS IS IMPORTANT
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INTERVIEW: UK FINANCE CHIEF LIZ LEGGE
CFO PATHWAYS NEW ROUTES TO THE TOP
CPD TECHNICAL IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS
AUDIT THE FIVE-YEAR FURORE

WELCOME

Welcome
JOY DIVISION

How happy are you? It’s a difficult question to answer at
all, let alone objectively and precisely. Yet, on a national
scale at any rate, your happiness is increasingly under
scrutiny by the government. Our cover feature this
month takes a look at the growing interest in this area
from policymakers. It might all sound altruistic, but the
rationale is indeed sensible. If they can measure the
nation’s happiness against variables that something can
be done about – health, education, income, housing, social contact etc – then
governments can work out how they can use their resources most effectively to
increase our sense of well-being. In other words, how much happiness they can
generate per pound by spending money on one thing rather than another. Turn to
page 18 to read more.
Some finance professionals might dismiss such exercises as woolly and
imprecise, which of course they are. But that doesn’t mean they don’t have value.
It might be easier to quantify our net worth as individuals, but most people would
regard their happiness as more important than their wealth (although of course
such measurements may simply reveal that money tends to buy happiness!).
There are parallels here with developments in accountancy, as hard-to-measure
non-financial information is increasingly brought into corporate reporting – see
our integrated reporting feature on page 36. Again, the rationale is sensible.
In today’s complex, connected world of ever larger global organisations, those
charged with allocating resources and decision-making need a fuller picture than
just the hard numbers, so we as a profession need to work towards the best
possible ways of measuring and communicating non-financial factors.
Whether the extra challenges will increase or decrease the happiness levels of
CFOs, financial controllers and auditors remains to be seen, but at least we’ll be
able to have a stab at measuring by how much.
Chris Quick, editor, chris.quick@accaglobal.com
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NEWS | PICTURES

▼ SHAREHOLDER PAYOUT CALLING

Vodafone sold its 45% stake in Verizon Wireless to US
telecoms group Verizon Communications. The £84bn
deal is one of the biggest in corporate history

▲ONE FOR THE ROAD

Personalised number plates – like this one
on the car driven by Prince William after his
wedding to Catherine Middleton – give the UK’s
net worth a £2.3bn lift, according to the Office
for National Statistics. The DVLA has millions on
offer, and last year raised £67m in sales

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

▲ SECOND TIME LUCKY

Japanese sports fans celebrate after hearing that Tokyo had won the
bid to host the 2020 Olympics – it last hosted the Games in 1964

PICTURES | NEWS
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◄ NO NAPPING FOR IKEA
A man rests in an IKEA branch
in Shanghai – a common
sight in the store. The
Swedish company is now the
largest foreign commercial
landowner in China

► GLARING ERROR

Curved London skyscraper the
‘Walkie Talkie’ was blamed
for reflecting light which
scorched property and cars
parked on a nearby street

▼ DRIVE INTO THE FUTURE

Jaguar Land Rover announced 1,700 new jobs at Solihull
plant. JLR recently unveiled the C-X17 concept vehicle – a
cross between a sports car and an SUV

▼ CONTROVERSIAL DELIVERY

The Royal Mail was due to be privatised
after commissioning a report from PwC that
forecast letter volumes falling by 4% a year

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS
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News round-up
This month’s stories include revenue growth for PwC and Deloitte, a rise in demand for
integrated reporting, fears of an accountant ‘brain drain’ and a surge in audit tenders
PwC REVENUES UP 3%

PwC has grown revenues
in the UK by 3% to £2.7bn
for the year ending June.
Revenues grew by 1% in
the assurance practice,
3% in the tax practice and
9% in consulting, while
remaining flat in mergers
and acquisitions. Profit rose
to £740m, up from £727m
in 2012.

Deloitte increased revenues
in the UK by 8% to £2.5bn
in the year ending May.
Revenues grew by 14% in
its consulting practice, 12%
in audit, 6% in tax and 1%
in corporate finance. Profit
distribution to partners
rose slightly, from £569m
in 2012 to £571m in 2013.
The firm is creating 1,750
vacancies for school leavers,
students and graduates.

DEMAND FOR UK STAFF
British accountants are in
strong demand in Australia
and employers will pay for
relocation costs, according
to the Emigration Group, a
migrant advisory service.
The highest demand
is in the major cities –
Sydney, Melbourne and
Brisbane – and ranges from
accountants who are newly
qualified to those with
experience. Accountants
who can grow practices
and attract clients will
be most attractive to
Australian employers.

HMRC LAUNCHES ADR

HMRC has launched
its Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) service.
Using independent
facilitators, the service
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TRENDS

DELOITTE GROWS BY 8%

INNOVATION DRIVES
COMPETITIVENESS

Excellent innovation
and strong institutional
environments are increasingly
key drivers of competitiveness
for national economies,
according to the World
Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Report 201314, which ranks 148 nations.

will enable small firms
and individuals to resolve
disputes with HMRC
without having to go to a
tribunal. The adoption of
the new service follows
a successful two-year
trial and consultation
with professional bodies.
Richard Summersgill,
HMRC’s director of local
compliance, said: ‘We
know that taxpayers like
the speed and flexibility
of Alternative Dispute
Resolution and evidence
has shown that by using
the simple service,
many disputes can be
significantly shortened
and resolved without
recourse to tribunal.’
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RSM TENON ACQUIRED

RSM Tenon has been
acquired by Baker Tilly. The
parent RSM Tenon business
entered administration after
breaching banking covenants
and Lloyds Banking Group
declined to grant a covenant
waiver. Baker Tilly bought
the profitable parts from
administrator Deloitte
without taking on any
historic debts. Laurence
Longe, Baker Tilly’s national
managing partner, said:
‘Baker Tilly and RSM
Tenon are businesses of a
comparable scale operating
in similar markets across
the UK and internationally,
and so combining our
strengths and skills will

UK

France

China

Brazil

provide us with new
opportunities for growth, as
well as further strengthening
and expanding our offering
to the market.’ RSM Tenon
was the seventh largest
accountancy firm in the UK,
with about 2,500 employees
in 38 offices.

DELOITTE FINED £14m

Deloitte has been fined
£14m and given a ‘severe
reprimand’ for breaches
of professional standards
regarding its role as adviser
to the MG Rover Group.
Former Deloitte partner
Maghsoud Einollahi has
been excluded from the
profession for three years.
The Financial Reporting

»
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$4bn

Loans originated on P2P
platforms since inception

$2bn

Forecasted loan
origination on
P2P platforms for
2013 alone

233%

Annualised growth
of the largest
P2P platform

150%

Annualised growth
of UK P2P lending
platforms

TRENDS

Source: Liberum Capital

CROWDFUNDING TAKES OFF

A surge in peer-to-peer (P2P) lending
– crowdfunding – has led the Financial
Conduct Authority to pay closer attention
to the sector, which is strengthening its
regulation from next year.
According to research commissioned by
rebuildingsociety.com, one in four (26%)
people in the UK would consider loaning
money to UK SMEs through peer-to-peer
lending after regulation is introduced.

Council has now published
its final report of the
disciplinary hearing, which
its executive director for
conduct, Paul George,
urged all members of the
profession to read.

IR DEMAND ON RISE

PwC reports growing
demand for integrated
reporting from investors and
companies. ‘Stakeholders
are increasingly considering
internal and external
non-financial factors, such
as resource scarcity or
demographic shifts, when
assessing companies’ longterm prospects,’ says PwC
in the firm’s latest point of
view. It adds: ‘Companies

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

that have embarked on the
integrated reporting journey
view it as a change process
that has enabled them to
think differently about their
businesses.’ Integrated
reporting has enabled
companies to strengthen
financial reporting
across their business
activities and improved
internal collaboration and
communication, while some
have used the process to
develop key performance
indicators, says PwC.

FRC SUPPORTS IR

The Financial Reporting
Council is calling for greater
use of integrated reporting.
It made the call in its

consultation on guidance
on strategic reporting.
Melanie McLaren, the
FRC’s executive director
for codes and standards,
said that investors want
information to be clearer,
more forward looking and
more closely related to
companies’ business model.
‘Along with our project on
establishing a framework for
disclosure, the guidance is
aimed at “cutting clutter”
and improving relevance
of corporate reporting to
investors,’ she said.

SMEs NEED FX ADVICE

Many practitioners are
overlooking opportunities
to help clients manage
their foreign exchange risk
exposure, according to an
ACCA report. Fewer than
a quarter of small and
medium-sized practitioners
(SMPs) play an active
role in helping SME clients
manage foreign exchange
risks, reports SMEs and
foreign exchange risk: are
small and medium-sized
accountancy practices up to
speed? The international
survey of 1,350 SMPs
found that 71% had SME
clients with international
activities. Fluctuating
exchange rates can cost
SMEs money, so it makes
sense for them to seek
advice from financial
advisers in managing
that risk, said ACCA’s
senior economic analyst
Manos Schizas. Read the
report at www.accaglobal.
com/access

HK AUDITOR DROPPED

Early Equity, a UK plc, has
been instructed by the
Financial Reporting Council
to drop its Hong Kongbased auditor. The FRC
told Early Equity that while
the Hong Kong audit firm
Clement Chan is authorised
to audit companies that
are incorporated outside

the UK and listed in the
UK, it is not authorised to
audit public companies
such as Early Equity that
are incorporated in the UK.
Clement Chan immediately
resigned and was replaced
by Haysmacintyre.

RELOCATIONS ON RISE

There will be a 50% rise
in global relocations of
accountants and other
professionals in the next
decade, as companies move
towards more flexibility in
locations in the search for
growth, according to PwC
research. Future trends will
include more movement
from East to West, longdistance commuting, virtual
mobility and project-based
assignments, says PwC.
‘Many companies are facing
the reality that they don’t
have the right talent in the
right places to fulfil their
global growth ambitions,’
explained Carol Stubbings,
PwC UK’s international
assignment services leader.

AMAZON GOES TO COURT
Amazon has petitioned the
US Supreme Court to quash
a move by New York state
to require the company to
collect an online sales tax
on New York citizens buying
goods from Amazon’s
website. The demand
reflects growing concern by
local governments and citycentre retailers that online
retailers have an unfair
advantage by avoiding bricks
and mortar taxes. Amazon
declined to comment.

VODAFONE SETTLES

Vodafone has paid £1.25bn
to HMRC to settle an
outstanding disagreement
concerning where royalties
should be declared. The
settlement involved Vodafone
recovering €67m that
had been paid in tax on
the royalties to the Irish
Revenue service. It is thought

ROUND-UP | NEWS

that Vodafone will not be
liable for UK capital gains
tax on the £84bn sale of
its 45% stake in the US
Verizon service. HMRC said
it was unable to comment on
confidential client matters.
Vodafone did not respond
to enquiries.

ROBSON RHODES FINED

Robson Rhodes has been
fined £225,000 and ordered
to contribute £750,000
towards the costs of the
Accounting and Actuarial
Discipline Board tribunal
into its audit of iSoft. Former
iSoft financial controller Ian
Storey was reprimanded and
fined £15,000, ordered to
pay costs of £20,000 and
excluded from his ICAEW
membership for at least
eight years. Robson Rhodes
auditor Glyn Williams was
reprimanded and fined
£15,000. The tribunal’s
hearings took place in 2010
and 2011, but the findings
were not published while

criminal proceedings were
taking place. These have now
been abandoned.

EX-PARTNER JAILED

A former Chantrey
Vellacott partner has been
imprisoned for three years
for theft. He had been an
insolvency practitioner for
the firm and stole £235,000
from creditors. He is now
bankrupt and was unable
to repay the money. A
spokesman for the firm
said that the fraud had
been detected internally
and creditors recompensed
for losses. He added:
‘We, of course, reviewed
our internal processes
when this was detected
three years ago and
further checks have been
introduced subsequently.’

NAIR & CO BOUGHT

Accountancy firm Nair
& Co has been acquired
by private equity investor
HgCapital. Nair & Co

56%
30%

TRENDS

21%

has 450 employees, is
headquartered in Bristol and
has offices in India, the US,
Singapore, Japan and China.
It specialises in support
for high-growth young
businesses that are seeking
to expand into international
markets. HgCapital said
that accountancy and
administrative services
were a target sector for its
investments. Private equity
firms have expressed a
strong interest in buying
into the legal services sector
in recent years, but with
limited success.

ADVISERS FACE FINES

Tax advisers will be fined
up to £1m for failing to
cooperate with investigations
into tax avoidance schemes
under proposals put out for
consultation by the Treasury.
‘High-risk’ promoters face
additional fines of £10,000
for each day they fail to
cooperate. The proposals are
part of a package of greater
powers for HMRC, which
will require prior notice of
tax avoidance schemes. The
primary objective is to deter
tax avoidance schemes, said
the Treasury.

NEW RECRUITS AT FRC

56%

Ex-colleagues

30%

Social media

21%

University
friends

8%

Family
members

5%

Dedicated
networking
group

EX-COLLEAGUES GIVE LOWDOWN

Former colleagues are accountants’ most
important networking tool, according to
recruitment specialists Marks Sattin.

PwC’s director of its
financial services assurance
practice, Marian Williams,
has been appointed by the
Financial Reporting Council
as its codes and standards
director. Angus Bogle
becomes director of investor
engagement, joining from
Fidelity International where
he was head of equities. He
has recently been assisting
the Association of British
Insurers in a review of
equity investments.

POYNTER CHAIRS F&C
Kieran Poynter has
been appointed nonexecutive chair of F&C
Asset Management. He
is former chairman and
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senior partner at PwC and
has been an F&C board
member since 2009. He is
also a director of Nomura,
International Consolidated
Airlines Group – which owns
BA and Iberia – and British
American Tobacco.

RTI IMPACT SURVEYED

HMRC has launched an
online survey requesting
information on the impact
of real-time information
(RTI). Employers and
their agents are asked to
complete an online survey
about their experience of
the obligation to report PAYE
information ‘on or before’
the point that employees are
paid. The information will be
used to assess the impact
of the changes and whether
these need to be amended.
Employers who have missed
two filing deadlines are
being contacted by HMRC
by post to remind them of
their obligations.

SKILLS SHORTAGE LIKELY
There is a ‘brain drain’
of accountants and other
finance professionals,
leading to a skills shortage,
according to the Association
of Professional Staffing
Companies. It reports a
‘spectacular rebound’ in
demand for accountants and
other professionals, which
has ‘risen exponentially’
and is likely to lead to a
sustained recovery in the
market for these skills.
Research by APSCo member
Randstad concludes that
the UK faces a shortfall
of 10,200 qualified
accountants by 2050 due
to skills shortages, an
ageing workforce and the
government’s restrictive
migration policy.

DEMAND DOUBLES

Demand for accountants
and finance professionals in
the NHS, local government,
housing and charity

»
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sectors has doubled in the
last year, according to the
latest Badenoch & Clark
Professional Talent Spotlight.
The survey found that
demand in the NHS had
been spurred by next year’s
deadline for remaining
NHS trusts to achieve
foundation trust status,
which requires them to meet
rigorous criteria of financial
sustainability. There is
also strong demand from
charities, which are placing
greater value on strategic
management capability and
change management skills.

EY LOSES FULLER’S AUDIT
EY has been replaced as auditor of the pub chain
Fuller’s, following a competitive tender. Grant Thornton
has been appointed in its place. Based in London,
Fuller’s has around 360 pubs.
Meanwhile, Standard Chartered has decided to put its
audit out to tender; KPMG is currently the auditor.
An increasing number of companies are putting their
audits out to tender, under pressure from regulators such
as the Competition Commission, reported to be issuing
its final report on the audit market later this month. More
on page 22.

SFO PROSECUTES OLYMPUS

SECURITY FAVOURED

The Serious Fraud Office has begun criminal
proceedings against Olympus and its UK subsidiary,
Gyrus Group. The two companies have been charged
with making statements to auditors that were
misleading, false or deceptive. Olympus faces one
charge and the Gyrus Group faces four charges.
An enquiry was initiated after allegations were made
by former Olympus CEO Michael Woodford. Olympus has
already been prosecuted in Japan, leading to suspended
sentences for three senior executives. The alleged fraud
relates Olympus’s acquisition of Gyrus.

Most freelance accountants
regard job security as
more important than pay,
according to a survey
of the profession. The
research for the Giant
Group – which supports
freelance accountants –
found that 63% of those
asked favoured long-term
assignments, down 2% in
the last year and up 5%
over the last two years.
Only 37% regarded pay as
more important. The survey
also found that accountants
are increasingly optimistic
that they will find new
assignments when one
is completed.

the moment we are simply
gathering information on
tax rulings.’ When contacted
by Accounting and Business
the Commission declined
to comment but did not
challenge the accuracy of
the report.

EC ASKS QUESTIONS

HALL OF FAME BECKONS

The European Commission
has requested information
from Ireland, Luxembourg
and the Netherlands to
consider whether they
breached European Union
laws with their corporate
tax rules and collection
practices, according to
the Financial Times. The
Commission is reportedly
interested in whether
arrangements with
multinationals such as Apple
and Starbucks represent
unfair tax competition
between member countries.
The newspaper quotes the
commission as saying: ‘At
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Sir David Tweedie,
former chairman of the
International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB),
has been inducted into The
Accounting Hall of Fame. He
was presented with his award
at the American Accounting
Association’s annual meeting
in Anaheim in California
by Robert Herz, former
chairman of the Financial
Accounting Standards
Board and himself a Hall of
Fame member. The citation
recognised Tweedie’s role
in the development of
accounting standards in the
UK and with the IASB.

PAC OFFPUTTING

Criticisms from the Public
Accounts Committee (PAC)
of large companies for
paying little in corporate tax
are deterring foreign direct
investors, according to David
Sproul, Deloitte UK’s senior
partner and chief executive.
Some companies advised
by the firm have put on
hold plans to invest in the
UK, fearful that tax policy
and legislation will change.
‘They look at the PAC, they
look at some of the media,
and interpret that as lack of
certainty,’ he said.

BONUSES DEFERRED

Some £1.7bn in bonuses
was deferred to avoid the
former 50 pence top rate
of income tax, according
to the Financial Times.
The claim was made after
Office for National Statistics
figures revealed that £4.2bn
in bonuses was paid after

the end of the tax year in
April, a £1.7bn increase
on the previous year. The
FT calculated that this cost
the Exchequer £85m in tax,
of which £35m related to
bonuses in the financial
services sector.

MEASURES CUT FRAUD

Stronger measures to tackle
fraud and errors have saved
the government £6.5bn since
the last general election,
claims Cabinet Office
minister Francis Maude. The
government accepts that
there is still a heavy burden
from fraud and error, in
particular through the tax
and benefits system, costing
more than £31bn a year, or
£500 per person. A priority
is to reduce fraud through
improved data sharing
between departments. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist

How do you turn data from a
billion trades into a buying opportunity?

With next-generation infrastructure and services, Dell, together
with Intel, is helping the world’s leading financial institutions
securely manage hundreds of billions of pounds’ worth of
transactions, every day.
To see how we can help solve your most important business
challenges, visit Dell.co.uk/domore or call 0844 444 3091
Call lines open Monday to Friday 8am to 8pm and Saturdays 9am to 6pm.

Dell Products, Registered in Ireland. Reg. No. 191034 c/o P.O. Box 69, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 1RD. Intel and the Intel logo are
trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. ©2013 Dell Inc. All rights reserved.
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SWEET TALK

Having steered Nestlé through tough economic times, UK and Ireland CFO Liz Legge
says the foods giant not only has to stay loyal to its consumers, but attract top talent too

N

Health kick
The rebrand away from confectionery is more than a publicity
stunt as the world’s biggest food company by revenue looks to
health and nutrition products as the path to growth. Sales of
‘functional foods’ – modified to provide health benefits – are
often growing more quickly than foods sales as a whole. Even
with Nestlé’s Purina pet care brand, the focus is shifting to
extending pets’ lives by feeding them the right food.
Nestlé is understandably reluctant to demonise the
confectionery products that form the bedrock of its
incredible success. With consumers’ discretionary spend
declining, the company’s foray into the health market has
not been easy. In March, Nestlé announced that it was
closing its Jenny Craig diet business in the UK following
disappointing sales.

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

8,000

The number of employees in the UK across
22 sites, including 14 factories.

10.2%

BASICS

estlé’s collection of more than 8,000 brands,
many of them household names, reads more like
a shopping list than a corporate portfolio. It spans
breakfast cereals, coffee and beverages, prepared
dishes and cooking aids, water, infant food, pet food and, of
course, confectionery. But the brands filling our collective
kitchen cupboards are just the tip of the Nestlé iceberg.
Together with other lines including sports and healthcare
nutrition, Mövenpick ice cream, Nespresso coffee capsules,
the Nestlé Professional range for the food service industry,
joint ventures and a 30% stake in L’Oréal (the agreement
expires next April and there has been speculation that one
side might sell), Nestlé achieved sales growth of 10.2% in
2012, posting a profit of CHF14bn (about £10bn) on global
turnover of CHF92.2bn (about £60bn) in 2012.
It seems ironic that I’ve rescheduled a personal
trainer session to interview Liz Legge, Nestlé’s CFO for its
operations in the UK and Ireland. While the Swiss consumer
foods giant may describe itself as ‘the world’s leading
nutrition, health and wellness company’, my mind shortcuts
immediately to the chocolate bars it produces.
It’s not an entirely misguided perception; Nestlé’s York
facility is a global centre for confectionery and the hub of
innovation, having invested £50m in the past five years to
create one of the largest and most successful confectionery
factories in the world. It produces more than a billion
KitKats each year, plus other sweet treats including Aero,
Milkybar and Polo, which are exported and sold in 50
countries worldwide.

Increase in Nestlé global revenue – to
CHF92.2bn – in 2012.

£2bn

Total UK sales in 2012 (CHF2.9bn).

5 MINUTES

The time taken to manufacture enough
KitKats to outstack the Eiffel Tower.

75

The age of the Nescafé brand.

Nestlé’s European revenues are approximately CHF15bn,
and for the past three years, Legge, who started work with
Nestlé 11 years ago, has been holding the purse strings to
the UK and Irish markets, with a broad financial remit that
includes pensions, corporate, treasury, financial services
and the IS/IT divisions. She heads up a finance team of 230
people across the Gatwick and York offices.
Legge plays down the irony of having confectionery in a
portfolio of health and nutrition products, saying: ‘Chocolate
isn’t necessarily bad for you. It’s about portion control.’
The self-professed chocoholic, who has eaten a Blue
Riband biscuit every day since joining Nestlé, took on the CFO
role in 2010, just as the UK was emerging from recession. A
major restructure of Nestlé’s confectionery business in 2006
was instrumental in helping it weather the ensuing economic
dip. ‘When the recession came along we’d already made
some tough choices. We restructured the business in 2007
and have continued to drive efficiencies across the business
over the last five years.’
Legge also believes having the right brands has stood
the firm in good stead: ‘Whether there’s a recession or not,
people will always buy confectionery. It’s a small, affordable
treat. From that perspective we’re well placed. But it’s tough.’
The question begs whether a business riding on the success
of age-old brands including Nescafé (75 this year),

»
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▌▌▌‘IF SOMEONE BUMPS INTO ME IN THE CORRIDOR
AND HAS A QUESTION, I AM HAPPY TO DISCUSS
RATHER THAN PLAN A FORMAL MEETING’
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*
*

2010

‘On principles stand like a rock
and on processes bend like a willow.’

Nestlé UK & Ireland, CFO.

2006

‘I genuinely don’t believe that
I’ve had to play a man’s game in
order to succeed. It’s about building
your network and bringing people
together, but ultimately you have to do
a good job.’

2002

Nestlé Purina UK & Ireland, finance director.

2001

Bristol-Myers Squibb/Procter & Gamble
(Clairol), associate finance director EMEA.

1991

TIPS

CV

Nestlé Confectionery, finance director.

*

Bristol-Myers Squibb, cost accountant,
then management accountant, then finance
manager Europe and finance controller EMEA.

1977

Unilever/Forbo, started as factory
controller, becoming management
accountant and project co-ordinator.

*

‘Don’t spend too much time on things
you can’t control. Just because
something could happen, doesn’t mean
that it’s going to. Have contingency
plans and learn from your mistakes:
if it does happen, make sure that it
doesn’t again.’
‘Having the right people on the team is
key to driving the overall performance
of the function. That is why developing
talent is so important.’

▌▌▌‘WHETHER THERE’S A RECESSION OR NOT,
PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS BUY CONFECTIONERY.
IT’S A SMALL, AFFORDABLE TREAT’
Quality Street (nearly 77) and After Eight (51) can rise
to the challenge of a new breed of consumers who buy
different products in a different way. ‘We’ve seen a growth in
discounters, and the online market is changing as well. We’ve
never seen such a quantum leap in the way the shopping
world is going to evolve over the next few years. But you don’t
have the same time to react,’ says Legge. Proof that Nestlé
is keeping up with the times comes in the form of its recent
decision to tie with Google for its new mobile operating
system, Android KitKat.
One constant is consumers’ commitment to Fairtrade.
Nestlé began rolling out Fairtrade product five years ago with
its four-finger KitKat. The two-finger version became certified
in January 2013 and is now the second-biggest individual
Fairtrade product sold, after bananas. ‘One of the challenges
of certifying a brand as large as KitKat is insufficient supply
of quality Fairtrade-certified Ivorian cocoa to certify in one
go, which is why we staggered it. Nestlé UK & Ireland is
committed to certifying all its chocolate products by end of
2015. By the end of 2013, Smarties, Aero, Yorkie and Wonka
will be made using sustainably sourced cocoa through UTZ
certification. Combined with Fairtrade, this now accounts for
over half of the cocoa used as sustainably sourced.’
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Legge’s CV is a who’s who of fastmoving consumer goods (FMCG) giants.
After leaving school, she joined Unilever
as a factory accountant, a choice purely
down to location: the factory was near
her home in Newcastle.
From the factory side, Legge built her experience in
finance roles. By her early 20s she was managing a team of
six when her boss suggested she study for her professional
accountancy qualification by correspondence course and day
release. After passing first time, a commercial finance role
beckoned. She left Unilever for Bristol-Myers Squibb and its
haircare products company, Clairol, subsequently acquired
by Procter & Gamble. Legge’s first job at Nestlé was as FD of
Purina UK & Ireland, the company’s pet care business.

Dog eat dog
The FMCG market’s highly competitive nature makes Legge’s
meteoric career progression all the more impressive. Recent
figures from the Association of Graduate Recruiters reveal
that graduate vacancies at FMCG firms are the most sought
after. The scale and breadth of Nestlé is a real draw at the
milk round. ‘It’s a lot about personality traits and not just the
academic qualifications. We are looking for future leaders
with drive and the ambition to succeed in Nestlé. I need
people with analytical skills, not just technical skills, and the
ability to challenge rather than just attend a meeting. We
want the crème de la crème grads, and we want them to stay
and develop their career in Nestlé.’

INTERVIEW | FOCUS

Legge says there is no silver bullet to her success: ‘It’s
about delivering on your commitments. Since I joined Nestlé
until nine months ago, I had the same boss for over 10 years.
During this time we worked as a team, successfully turning
around a number of businesses and continuously driving
change.’ That boss was Paul Grimwood, chairman and CEO
of Nestlé UK & Ireland until October last year, now CEO of
Nestlé USA. Now, for the first time in her Nestlé career she is
working for a woman, Fiona Kendrick.
The female CEO/CFO double act is a first for Nestlé and
unusual for such a male-dominated industry. Legge prefers
not to dwell on the gender issue. Growing up with four
brothers prepared her well, she says. ‘You’ve got to hold
your own and be as good as they are. It’s not a gender thing
– more about your ability to do the role. I genuinely don’t
believe I’ve had to play a man’s game to succeed. It’s very
much about building your network, having the right team and
ultimately doing the job.’
Legge denies that there’s a glass ceiling for women within
Nestlé but, with just five women in her leadership group of 15,
she accepts the need for businesses to nurture female talent.
Yet the panacea is not female quotas on boards: ‘Women
definitely bring something different to the board. I think it’s
about having a mix but I wouldn’t force a set number.’
Meanwhile, another key female appointment at Nestlé –
Wan Ling Martello, former executive vice-president of global
e-commerce and emerging markets at Wal-Mart, took on the
role of CFO of Nestlé SA in April 2012 – is making waves
across the business globally.
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Martello’s retail background is also addressing what
Legge describes as the biggest downside to working for
Nestlé: the speed of decision-making. ‘Traditionally, due
to the scale of Nestlé, the decision-making process can be
slow. However, Wan Ling’s motto, “On principles stand like a
rock, on processes bend like a willow”, is starting to make a
difference. It’s fantastic to see the change she has made in
such a short time.’
Legge describes her own management style as pretty
flexible. ‘I have an open-door policy, and I think I’m easy to get
on with and not one for huge protocol – so if someone bumps
into me in the corridor and has a question, I am happy to
discuss rather than plan a formal meeting,’ she says.
For Legge, risk management is rising up the agenda, with
fraud a key focus. ‘It’s about making sure we have the right
controls in place. I meet with my team on a monthly basis
to talk about compliance and we also share feedback on
potential risks across the business.’
Elsewhere, Legge is continuing with her three-year
operational masterplan to put her department at the centre
of the business. ‘Whenever there’s a project, I want finance
to be the first name on the list. The finance function is on a
journey of continuous improvement.’ ■
Rachel Fielding, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.nestle.co.uk
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HAPPY TALK

In an effort to replace GDP as a measure of progress,
statisticians are trying to gauge happiness through tangible
life-quality elements. But will these be lost in translation?

W

hen the authors of the US declaration of
independence said that ‘life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness’ were goals of their
nascent state, they knew what they were talking
about. For what is the point of life, and the freedom to
direct it, if it does not generate happiness?
Probably all political and religious creeds agree that
happiness is a good idea, but there is far less agreement
over what it actually entails. And there is even less
consensus over how to achieve happiness, especially via
government policy. But today, statisticians are trying to
help square that circle by measuring happiness and
linking it to tangible life-quality elements that
governments can change.
The goal is to improve on using gross
domestic product (GDP) as the key
benchmark signifying progress. It has long
been agreed that this is not effective. For
instance, in the 1990s, academics at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
showed that once people had access
to purchasing power parity of around
US$10,000 a year, their happiness did
not deepen significantly as they grew richer.
Additional happiness was henceforth boosted
through non-economic emotional, spiritual and
other agencies.
This realisation has helped fuel an already existing
movement – promoted especially by the Himalayan kingdom
of Bhutan – towards producing policy indicators that assess
a society’s collective happiness or wellbeing, trying to
orientate government actions towards that end.
The UN General Assembly in August 2011 passed a
resolution that not only recognised ‘happiness as a universal
goal and aspiration’, but that ‘the gross domestic product
indicator by nature was not designed to and does not
adequately reflect the happiness and wellbeing of
people in a country…’ It asked member states
‘to pursue…measures that better capture
the importance of the pursuit of
happiness…’ And
it asked those
governments
which had been
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developing statistical indicators measuring happiness to
share them.
The challenge has been accepted and national statistical
offices have started collecting this data in earnest. In March
this year, the world’s largest think-tank, the Paris-based
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), released its Guidelines on Measuring Subjective
Well-being. It claimed that this was ‘the first comprehensive
framework for internationally comparable and intellectually
robust data on this topic’, allowing ‘statisticians and
researchers to better measure how individuals evaluate and
experience their lives’.

Comparable indicators
Of course, a major problem with measuring
something as subjective as happiness
is making sure that indicators are
comparable and psychologically reliable,
so the OECD has taken a sophisticated
approach (see box).
These principles are, according to
an OECD note, ‘intended to be used as
a resource for data producers developing
their own surveys, but also include sections
that will be more relevant to potential users of
subjective wellbeing data such as policy analysts
and economists’. That, essentially, is measuring
changes in psychological wellbeing against variables
that governments can do something about, such as
unemployment, health, education, income, housing
or maybe something as soft as social contact.
The OECD wants governments to link wellbeing
measurements to policy delivery, so that they not
only know how to make people happier, they know
how much it might cost. Research undertaken thus
far, for instance, has shown that anywhere in the world,
unemployment significantly reduces people’s happiness
(they need four times as much money in benefit to be
as happy being idle); and also that people particularly
dislike commuting, regarding it as
dead time. So, wellbeing
statistics not only
show how much
happiness can be
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▲ ON TOP OF THE WORLD

▌▌▌‘WE CAN SAY HOW MUCH LIFE
SATISFACTION YOU CAN BUY FOR A DOLLAR‘
generated by creating jobs and reducing work journey
times; by combining them with government employment or
transport budgets, they offer analysis on what policy choices
will boost wellbeing and their cost.
‘We can say how much life satisfaction you can buy
for a dollar,’ says Conal Smith, the OECD’s leader on
the development of international guidelines on the
measurement of subjective wellbeing. ‘It gives some
empirical evidence and that’s a large chunk of what policy is
involved with.’
Rich-world governments are starting to take this on
board. The UK government, for example, has introduced
subjective wellbeing matrices into its policy assessment
guidance for state agencies.
Smith provides an example from a regional police force,
which conducted a subjective wellbeing assessment of
citizens, asking them what police services and service
delivery made them happy. It had been assumed that
response time to crime calls was critical; the sooner the
police arrived, the better. Not so. The research showed
that this was only the case for violent crime. When property
crime, such as burglary, happened, what was more important
was that the police turned up when they said they would,

»

The mountain kingdom of Bhutan
was the first country in the world to
introduce a Gross National Happiness
index, which is now applied to a range
of government policies

OECD GUIDELINES
FOR HAPPINESS INDICATORS
The OECD guidelines’ definition of subjective
wellbeing cover the following principles:
Life evaluation Subjects are typically asked how
satisfactory their life feels on a scale of 1 to 10.
This, the OECD has found, usually involves a mindful
cognitive assessment by subjects of their lives.
Affect A person’s feelings or emotional states, typically
measured with reference to shorter time periods – say,
how they were feeling at various points over the past
two days and what they were doing at the time. The
aim here is to get a true emotional gut-reaction feeling.
Eudemonia A sense of meaning and purpose in life,
or good psychological functioning. Here, for instance,
the OECD is measuring how good people feel about
the way their life is going and what contributes to that.
Satisfying employment and parenting are often cited
as strong positive elements.
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▲ SIGN OF THE TIMES

Despite improvements in Egypt’s GDP, life expectancy and
education, the country’s happiness index fell in 2008–09 –
perhaps indicating the political turmoil ahead

◄ ROYAL BOOST

The Office for National Statistics found that last year’s Diamond
Jubilee celebrations, which included a special bank holiday,
had a positive effect on people’s wellbeing
even in two hours’ time. Armed with that knowledge, police
managers were able to devote more resources to responding
swiftly to violent crimes while scheduling officers to meet
less urgent jobs.

Better Life Index
A ‘Better Life Index’ created by the OECD, suggests that
governments deepen this psychological data by linking
it to measurements of how societies fare in jobs, health,
housing and civic engagement. The OECD adds advice on
reporting and analysing the data collected, as well as ‘ways
of mitigating the effect of various sources of bias’, giving
examples of surveys and prototype questions.
‘Subjective wellbeing data can provide an important
complement to other indicators already used for monitoring
and benchmarking countries’ performance, for guiding
people’s choices, and for designing and delivering policies,’
says Martine Durand, the OECD’s chief statistician. ‘[But]
to provide a fuller picture, subjective wellbeing data must be
examined alongside information on more objective aspects
of life.’
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HOW THE UK SCORES

Common standards essential
It is important, says Smith, that there are common data
collection standards and methodology. Because the OECD
wants national statistical offices involved – and indeed
many already are – there is a real risk that if governments
develop their own metrics, these will not be internationally
comparable – and that reduces their value to governments
wanting to learn from other countries’ experience.
Imagine how much less value GDP measurements would have
if governments counted this key economic data differently.
There are inevitably some issues of cultural bias in
happiness metrics; some countries’ cultures are more prone
to declarations of pessimism – for instance, France – than
are some Anglo-Saxon cultures, such as the US and UK (see
box). However, some clear messages are already emerging
from wellbeing data.
One is that being poor is no fun. Smith notes that less
developed countries such as Togo tend to have life evaluation
assessments of between 3.5 and 4, while richer countries
such as the UK, Norway and Denmark tend to be in the 7 to
8 range.
To really underscore the potential importance of this
information, wellbeing assessments undertaken in Tunisia,
Algeria and Egypt showed a steep fall in happiness from
2008–09, even though for the previous decade regular
improvements in GDP, life expectancy and education were
logged. The wellbeing assessments were insufficiently
detailed to pinpoint what the problem was, but ‘the data
predicts the Arab spring’, says Smith. What might a sensible
government in the region have done if it had been more
aware of this data? Could revolutions, that took many by
surprise, have been headed off?
Which brings us back to Bhutan. It has developed its
own precise metrics for a Gross National Happiness index

The British may be more optimistic than the French,
according to the OECD’s Better Life Index, but how
does the UK score in relation to the rest of the world?
When they were asked to rate their general
satisfaction with life on a scale from 0 to 10, British
people gave it a 6.8 grade, slightly higher than the
OECD average of 6.6.
While there is little difference in life satisfaction
levels between men and women across OECD
countries, education levels, however, strongly influence
subjective wellbeing. Whereas British people who
have only completed primary education have a life
satisfaction level of 6.4, this score reaches 7.2 for
those with tertiary education.
Major national events also have an impact on life
satisfaction levels. Another survey, carried out across
the UK, found that the Olympics and the Diamond
Jubilee had a positive effect on people’s happiness.
The proportion of people rating their life
satisfaction as 7 or more out of 10 rose from 75.9% in
2011–12 to 77.0% in 2012–13, the Office for National
Statistics (ONS) said in its national wellbeing report.
Glenn Everett, programme director for measuring
national wellbeing at the ONS, said the events may
have boosted wellbeing because they were perceived
as one-off, once-in-a-lifetime celebrations.

since fully democratic government was achieved in 2008
and it is now applied to a wide range of government policies.
However, the country – which had a per capita GDP of just
US$2,284 in 2012 – has yet to dovetail its systems with
the OECD, which will make it hard for the time being to
check whether the home of gross national happiness is up
there with Scandinavians (Sweden has a per capita GDP
of US$57,948) in terms of national cheeriness. If it is, we
might all learn something.

■

Keith Nuthall, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘In pursuit of happiness’, Accountancy Futures, Edition 06
www.accaglobal.com/ab1
OECD Guidelines on Measuring Subjective Well-being
http://tinyurl.com/oecdwell
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The five-year furore
One person’s sensible proposal is another’s idea of madness, says Robert Bruce, in
response to the push to make companies re-tender their audits every five years
The proliferation of regulators since
the days of the Enron collapse, and
acceleration after the financial crash,
was seen as a way to bring greater
certainty to what had become an
unstable business world. But now
that we have had a period of time to
observe how they all work, doubts are
beginning to emerge. The assumption
is that they must all be working for the
public good. And that is right. But the
outcomes don’t always turn that noble
assumption into a reality.
The difficulty regulators have is that
individually they exist for a specific
purpose. And generally they pursue
those tasks diligently. The problems
arise when one regulator’s objective
becomes another’s disaster. This is the
root of the difficulties the Competition
Commission’s investigation into the
market for audit services has created.
There have been several efforts over
the last decade either to break up the
perceived monopoly of the Big Four
accounting firms or to nurture new
competitors. But they have tended
to founder. Management specialists
argue that in a truly global market
having four competitors tends now to
be the norm. The sheer size, scale and
resources required quite naturally limit
the number of entrants.
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But this doesn’t deter a regulator
whose objective is based on theories
rather than practicalities. The
Competition Commission investigation
and its preliminary findings is a good
example. For it the idea of insisting
that companies should have to put
their audit out to tender every five
years seems sensible. To regulators
whose responsibility is to promote and
maintain audit quality the idea is mad.
And the recently published
responses the Commission received to
its preliminary findings bear this out.
The Financial Reporting Council, whose
objective is, among others, promoting
high standards in accounting and
auditing, and which had previously
produced a guideline that all FTSE
350 audits should be put out to tender
every 10 years, was far from happy. It
said that the Commission’s decision
to stick to a five-year re-tendering
timetable would ‘not achieve the
Commission’s objective and/or is not
proportionate having regard to the cost
and risk involved’.

The recently created Prudential
Regulation Authority was even more
scathing. In its response it makes clear
that: ‘We could not support proposed
remedies that put that audit quality
at risk, regardless of the benefits they
might bring more generally to the
competitiveness of the statutory audit
services market.’ And it makes it clear
that the five-year tendering requirement
should be dropped. ‘If audit quality
is not to be put at risk,’ it says, ‘the
period needs to be several years longer
and perhaps as long as the 10 years
that is the newly established current
best practice in the UK’.
It underlines its opinion that the
Commission’s view is wrong by pointing
out that ‘with a mandatory tender
process every five years, a new auditor
would complete only three statutory
audits before the tendering process
would start again and, in any case, for
two of those audits the new auditor will
have been getting up to speed’.
The PRA also reckons the process
isn’t going to do much for competition
in the audit services market. ‘We
question,’ it says, ‘whether holding a
tendering process when the auditor
has delivered only one up-to-speed
audit will achieve the improvements in
competition envisaged.’
And the practical points were
echoed by many of the responses from
within business. Mark Seligman, the
chair of the audit committee at energy
company BG Group, provided feedback
from his experience of having been
through the audit re-tendering process
recently. Again the idea of doing this
every five years struck him as less than
sensible. ‘I am certain this period is
too short,’ he says. ‘It took nearly two
years from my initial wish to re-tender
to the change of auditors, including 11
months from when the process actually
started until the change was made.
Since then, a further four months on,
and I would say the bedding-in process
is still not complete. The idea that we
would be obliged to start rethinking the
whole process in approximately three
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▲ HEAVY BURDEN

BG Group’s re-tendering exercise took 11 months from
starting the process to the actual change of auditor

years’ time is too short, too disruptive
and too burdensome.’
The 100 Group, representing the
bulk of senior FDs, also raised practical
points: ‘There is a misconception that
for a modern large-scale business
it is possible for an auditor to reach
optimal effectiveness immediately
upon appointment.’ It also pointed
out the fundamental business realities
that could turn into unintended
consequences for the Commission:
‘From a cost point of view, auditors
address this by increasing staffing and

review processes in the short term. The
cost of this tends to be spread over
the life of the audit. Accordingly, the
commercial risk posed by a mandatory
re-tender would be factored into the
cost and borne by shareholders.’
Even the lawyers are baffled.
GC100, the general counsel and
company secretary body, says that: ‘We
still do not understand how tendering
the audit every 10 years necessarily
increases the likelihood of more midtier firms being appointed auditors
to FTSE 350 companies. Increased

BUT THERE ARE SUPPORTERS…
There was one argument that the Competition Commission’s proposals
were too lenient. PIRC (Pensions & Investment Research Consultants)
sent in a spirited response saying ‘the clearly dysfunctional market for
audit services needs a jolt’ and that five years was too generous a period
between tendering. ‘We believe that mandatory tendering after five years
is the minimum that should be introduced,’ it said.
It was shocked that the Financial Reporting Council ‘itself lobbied the
Competition Commission against proposed remedies such as mandatory
rotation or more frequent tendering’. And it was shocked at the amount
of lobbying generally. It warned the Commission that it had spotted
‘similarities in the texts of submissions’. And just in case the Commission
was unaware that lobbying went on, PIRC concluded by saying: ‘We
therefore wish to make the Commission aware that there may have been an
attempt to orchestrate responses in opposition to the proposed remedies in
order to dissuade you from taking action.’ Surely not. Whatever next?

barriers to entry from higher costs of
entering into a market tend to restrict
new entrants to a market, so reducing
the likelihood of the mid-tier firms
being able to compete.’
In the end it is the fundamental
disconnect between the objectives of
different regulators operating in similar
fields and the resulting overlap which
makes all this such nonsense. The
pursuit of dogged theory by some and
the effort to strengthen practical issues
by others doesn’t provide effective
solutions. And it is the practical stuff
which tends to be left stranded. As
one respondent to the Commission’s
preliminary findings rather wistfully put
it: ‘I wonder how many Commission
members have actually sat in an audit
committee meeting?’ ■
Robert Bruce is an accountancy
commentator and journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘Pick me!’, Accounting and
Business, Edition 09/2013
www.accaglobal.com/ab21
You can download the
Competition Commission’s
provisional decisions at
http://tinyurl.com/CCaudit1
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Extinction gene
As Baker Tilly’s takeover of Tenon shows, it’s a tough world for accountancy firms and even a
merger may not save them if partners keep the fiefdom mindset, says Peter Williams
In early September Baker Tilly
completed its acquisition of RSM
Tenon and at that point the hard work
really began – no doubt for both sides.
The collapse of the debt-laden firm
into the arms of a rival marks the
closure of a sorry chapter. It is hard
to see many other professional firms
now following the RSM Tenon route of
stock market listing and aggressive
acquisition, notably its merger with
RSM Bentley Jennison in 2009. And
just to finish off the tale of sorrow,
RSM Tenon’s accounts had to be
restated following the discovery of
significant accounting errors. It is not
the best advert for a professional outfit
that earned its crust telling others how
to manage their accounts and run their
businesses. The National Firm of the
Year Award in 2011, courtesy of the
British Accounting Awards, must seem
a long time ago.
Clearly, some firms fare better.
Around the same time the Baker Tilly/
Tenon deal closed, PwC’s annual
results showed profits of £740m and
distributable profits per partner topped
£700,000. Figures only to be dreamed
about by most in practice.
When training in the 1980s, I would
hear the expression a third for costs, a
third for staff and a third for partners

trotted out with some regularity. It was
a financial target probably few firms
achieved (PwC didn’t quite make it
in these results), but it implied both
a certainty of strategy and clarity of
expectation of a bygone era.
Accountancy professionals may not
be the most dynamic of entrepreneurs
but they remain well equipped to run
their own ship. That competence has
not deserted them, but what has hit
with increasingly ferocity over the
past years has been an oversupply, as
recession-hit businesses dampened
down demand for accountancy services
as they sensibly tried to avoid taking
on extra professional costs during the
long recession. What they wanted was
the minimum amount of help at the
smallest cost.
So if you had to pick what was more
representative of commercial reality for
most accountancy firms – Tenon’s prepack or PwC’s millions – then, sadly, it

is the struggle for survival. It has always
been hard to run an accountancy firm
successfully, especially in the middle
tier. And those pressures are increasing.
Not helped by the half-decade
downturn, partners in the mid-sized
firms have faced a damned if they do
and damned if they don’t dilemma.
If they don’t merge with another
firm, they will face cost pressures in
terms of meeting the need to invest in
technology, deal with regulation and
pay the bills for expenditure such as
marketing. Yet if they do merge, they
have to deal with the equally difficult
task of reaping the benefit from the
increased scale, and that means
ruthlessly taking out unsustainable
costs by deduplicating physical
locations and back-office functions,
and getting rid of the most costly staff
and partners who aren’t pulling their
weight in terms of productivity.
And while the knives are being stuck
in around the back, it is a top priority
to keep smiling at the front of the
shop so that clients don’t wander off
because they can see the fall in service,
or they’re hacked off their long-term
contact partner has just been shown
the door.
This makes it a challenge to do the
crucial task that must be achieved
for the merger to be a success: retain
the revenue. It is not made easier by
a partnership culture where partners
see themselves running their own
empires with their own clients, staff
and ways of working, while in a form
of loose and flexible legal and business
collaboration with their fellow partners.
Such confederations just won’t work
in today’s business climate. Partners
may still co-own the business but if
they want to be owners of anything
with any value then they have to be
prepared to cede control and take and
follow orders. If not, their demise may
not be as spectacular as RSM Tenon’s
but it will be inevitable. ■
Peter Williams is an accountant
and journalist
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The law on workplace pensions has now changed and every employer must comply. Start
planning for automatic enrolment today by finding out the staging date for your company.
To get started visit tpr.gov.uk/actnow

Workplace pensions. We’re all in.
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Facts vs fantasy
Describing the business model can help reveal the story behind the numbers, but let’s
just make sure that the story isn’t used to obscure the numbers, says Jane Fuller
In this era of angst about the form and
purpose of company accounts, one of
the more down-to-earth concepts is
that of the business model.
We all think we understand this.
It is the story behind the numbers.
The starting point is a snapshot of
the company. Is it in manufacturing,
service or finance? Domestic or
international? Mature and stable or
immature and growing fast? And so on.
Definitions of business model
have cropped up in a couple of
important papers this year. The draft
international integrated reporting
framework offers the ‘chosen system
of inputs, business activities, outputs
and outcomes that aims to create
value over the short, medium and long
term’. EFRAG, the European advisory
group on financial reporting, focuses
on ‘the value creation process of an
entity, ie how the entity generates
cashflows’ (see the June 2013 bulletin
in the Getting a Better Framework series
and the Financial Reporting Council’s
headline projects).
The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) has
increasingly been swayed by business
model arguments. In its discussion
paper on the conceptual framework, it
proposes to make it explicit that it will
‘consider how an entity conducts its
business activities’.
So should we all applaud an
outbreak of common sense? Not so
fast. Describing what goes on in the
business world is not the same as
setting a standard to deliver consistent,
comparable and neutral information.
The first caveat is that the model is
closely associated with presenting a
company’s performance ‘through the
eyes of management’. In the review
of IFRS 8 on segment reporting,
which gives considerable leeway to
managements, the IASB found that
preparers were happy, but by no means
all users were. The latter pointed to
inadequate breakdowns of activities
and the latitude to obscure company
structure and cross-subsidies, or losses.

Many users of accounts reckon that
there is quite enough management
spin in the front half of the accounts,
in the narrative reporting section,
and that the financial statements
provide a reality check. The place for
sector-based performance indicators,
non-GAAP numbers and non-financial
reporting – all potentially useful
information – is in management
commentary, not the statutory
accounts.
The second drawback is in the use
of the business model argument to
create unsatisfactory compromises
in proposed standards. In IFRS 9 on
hold-to-collect loans and in the latest
leasing exposure draft, new categories
reflect business models. But they also
compromise the underlying logic,
create opportunities for companies to
manipulate the P&L and undo attempts
to simplify the standards. For ‘business
model’ read ‘business pushback’.
To be fair, as EFRAG points out,
business models tend to focus on the
larger picture, are relatively stable and
not difficult to verify. This makes them
a better basis for standards-setting
than management intent, which may
bend with the wind. It is also clear that
the business model is highly relevant
to users and encourages entity-specific
reporting as an antidote to boilerplate
tracts. And I am less hung up on
spreadsheet-friendly comparability
than other analysts.
I would also argue that when
financial statement presentation is
finally revisited an important definition
will be that of operating profit, which is
essentially a business model issue.
The fine line to tread is between
providing neutral information that lets
management and investors compose a
story about the company and allowing
the story to drive the numbers. The
latter needs to be resisted. ■
Jane Fuller is former financial editor
of the Financial Times and codirector of the Centre for the Study of
Financial Innovation think-tank
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Three pathways for progress
Delivery of ACCA’s strategic priorities, promoting an ethical profession and championing
corporate reporting leadership are key for new ACCA president Martin Turner FCCA
It is a great honour and immense privilege to have been elected as
your president at ACCA’s AGM in September.
I am very excited about the year ahead and, in particular,
I am delighted that my Council colleagues and I will be
able to meet members, students, employers, tuition
providers and regulators at our Council meeting in
Dubai next year. The meeting will not only give us
an opportunity to see at first hand one of the most
important and increasingly influential markets in
the UAE but also to visit Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Pakistan and Oman, where we have thousands of
members and students.
On behalf of ACCA members, my key
priorities for 2013/14 will be the delivery and
development of ACCA’s strategy to 2015 and
2020, promoting an ethical profession and
championing leadership in corporate reporting.
The first of these is critical and we’ll be
listening carefully to members’ views on the
issues we need to address.
The focus on ethics is not only because doing
the right thing is central to ACCA’s core message of
public value, but also because it is a vital part of our
qualification framework and more relevant than ever.
In terms of championing leadership in corporate
reporting, I want to continue to build on the good
work ACCA does in global standards. We want to see
the adoption of consistent global standards since they are
needed for economic and financial certainty – to help build
and maintain investor confidence and trust.
From experience, I know how important ACCA is to helping
forge careers and providing support and services to members. I
have been an ACCA member since 1976, and have sat on Council
since 2004. My career has been in the health sector. I was a
founder member and president of the Health Service Society
of Certified Accountants more than 25 years ago. I
have sat on ACCA’s Market Oversight Committee,
Governance Committee and Remuneration
Committee. I have been chief executive
of regional health services in the
UK and Australia. I now work as a
management consultant in the
UK health sector and am FD of a
private health company in the UK.
I look forward to meeting as
many members as possible
during the coming year and am
proud to have the opportunity
to serve as your president. ■
Martin Turner FCCA is a
management consultant
in the UK health sector
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The view from

‘

MY ROLE IS TO HELP OTHERS UNDERSTAND
THE IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL CONTROL’
SUZANNE JONES ACCA, FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
– PROTECTION FINANCE, LEGAL & GENERAL
I love the breadth of the
role of an accountant. As
a financial controller of
the protection division for
Legal & General (L&G),
I deal with all types of
people across professions
and skillsets. One day, I
will be working with other
finance professionals,
analysing results and
producing forecasts.
Another day, I will be liaising with the
policy administration teams who deal
directly with the customers. A key part
of my role is to help others understand
the importance of financial control and
how many of their responsibilities have
an impact on the financial results of
the company.

The team that I work
in has recently taken
up responsibility for
overseeing the financials
for the France and
Netherlands units that
sell protection and
savings products. One of
the main challenges in
my role is learning about
international markets.
Another challenge that I
face is ensuring I have exposure to, and
a good understanding of, the strategic
objectives of the protection businesses.
Understanding the strategic direction,
the products, pricing and the market
itself all impacts the financial
forecasting of sales, premiums and –
ultimately – profit.

I have worked at Legal & General for
12 years and am proud to work for a
company that truly cares and puts the
customer first. I have done a number
of roles in a variety of divisions,
all of which have been challenging
and interesting, and drew upon the
various skills I have developed from
my accountancy background. One of
the benefits of working for a company
like L&G, which sells a wide range
of products in an ever-changing and
challenging market, is that I am
confident that there will be plenty of
opportunities for me to continue to
develop my professional career.

My biggest achievement to date
has been setting up the financial
infrastructure and the production of
management information for an
ISPV (insurance special purpose
vehicle). To do this, I liaised
with external consultants, policy
and oversight, IT and systems
departments to ensure that all
impacts were considered and that
the processes, reconciliations and
accounts were set up correctly. I was
also responsible for recruiting a team
to run these processes once they had
been established.

Over the past five years, I have
focused on expanding my technical
skills. I have chosen roles that involve
working with actuarial individuals and
getting close to the implementation
of International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and other key
financial metrics. Now, I would like to
move back to a role where I manage
people, as it is one of my strengths.

Outside work I love cooking for my
friends and family. I enjoy travelling
and relaxing with a glass of wine and
a good book. If I had to choose three
things I couldn’t live without, these
would be my husband and family,
music and travel.

■

Interested in appearing on this page? If
so, please contact Eneritz Corral
eneritz.corral@accaglobal.com

SNAPSHOT:
OIL AND GAS
The global oil and gas
industry is a challenging
working environment with
fantastic opportunities.
‘With rising global energy
demand, the industry has
a wide range of challenges
and opportunities across
the upstream, midstream,
downstream and oilfield
services sectors,’ says Peter
Howarth, operations director
for accounting and finance at
Badenoch & Clark.
The drive for renewable
energy sources has driven
activity, particularly in liquefied
natural gas and shale gas.
‘For newly qualified
accountants, those that
have studied while working
within the industry have the
best chance of securing a
permanent position, and we
are seeing a strong demand for
ACCA accountants heading into
project roles,’ adds Howarth.
‘The majority of FTSE and
AIM-listed companies tend to
be headquartered in London,
and this is where you would
expect to see the majority
of corporate finance roles
located. Joint venture, project
and operational roles tend to
more locally based.’

£90K+

Newly qualified accountants
working in oil and gas can
expect to earn around £45,000
to £65,000, with those working
for more than three to six years
earning more than £90,000.
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CORPORATE | FLEET MANAGEMENT

Fleets of the future
In the final article of our series on fleet management, we look at the road ahead: the drive
for greater efficiencies makes a strong case for electric cars, telematics and pool schemes
In 2002, when the government
changed how benefit in kind (BIK) was
calculated to the current emissionsbased system, the death of fleet was
widely predicted. Eleven years later,
this system has been so successful that
the continuing roll-out of ever more
efficient vehicles, allowing drivers to
pay less tax, has reduced the amount
of tax HMRC has been able to collect.
As a result, there have been recent
changes to capital allowances, and
the gradual lowering of emissions
thresholds over the next four years.
This longer-term view means
organisations that provide cars for
employees and leasing companies also
need to plan ahead. ‘A couple of years
ago, we assessed fleets every four to
five years; now it is every year,’ says
commercial director for LeasePlan
Matt Dyer. ‘And where the tax guide we
sent out ran to three or four pages, it
is now a 40-page booklet, and we are
doing it in conjunction with Deloitte to
make sure we have got it right.’

▼ BLUE-SKY THINKING

Future generations of fleet managers
will undoubtedly push the boundaries

Outsourcing trend
The dedicated fleet manager is
an increasingly rare beast, as
organisations outsource the role to
leasing companies, which liaise with
procurement or an internal supplier
manager. This arrangement partners
internal knowledge of each company’s
sector and structure with leasing
expertise to drive efficiencies that may
not be possible to effect internally. ‘It
means the fleet industry will have to
get sharper, broader and deeper on the
quality of service delivered to these
companies. We will have to evolve our
offering,’ says Dyer.
Construction companies are an
example of this move to outsourcing.
‘Where they tended to buy vehicles
in the past, they are now going out
to lease,’ he says. ‘Commercial
vehicles are important, high-profile,
and off-road time becomes crucial.
We have done a huge amount of work
with suppliers such as maintenance
providers, and have a solution which
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allows us to proactively book servicing
out of hours; and with tyre suppliers
to make sure they can work in that
pressured environment.’

Volt from the blue
Although electric cars are still
expensive, infrastructure for charging
them remains patchy and a question
mark hangs over residual values, they

will become an increasingly viable
option. ‘The launch of the BMW i3
and the electric Ford Focus later this
year are important milestones and
clearly show that manufacturers
believe there is a strong future for this
market,’ says principal consultant at
Lex Autolease Chris Chandler.
Makers of hybrid vehicles are also
upping their game: the Vauxhall
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▲ PLUGGING IN

Recharge points for electric cars
are currently few and far between

As leasing providers move to keep
up with the times, they will develop
ways to find efficiencies. And the
rising cost of cars will put pressure on
companies to reduce their car fleet.
‘A car as a status symbol, a
shiny Merc or BMW badge, and the
aspiration to move to a better car, is a
very English thing, but one car to one
person is beginning to be outdated,’
says head of consultancy services at
Alphabet Jon Burdekin. This will dictate
a closer look at the company car park,
where large numbers of cars lie idle
for a large chunk of the day. ‘With a
flexible, car-share approach, the same
vehicle will be used three or four times
a day,’ he says. And optimal route
planning may not only allow reductions
in vehicle numbers but enable more
sales or servicing calls per day.
Some of the above techniques will
be enabled by telematics or other incar technology, which will log details
of journeys, routes, speed and more.

▌▌▌‘PICTURE A WORLD WHERE ONLY PHYSICAL
THINGS LIKE OIL OR TYRE CHANGES HAVE TO BE
DONE MANUALLY: IT WILL SAVE DOWNTIME’
Ampera has an on-board generator that
takes over when the battery ‘dies’. It
has very low CO2 emissions – the
combined technology gives more than
100 miles to the gallon. Senior product
manager for BT Fleet Shaun Rowley
sees a possible future where lithium
battery cells are automatically charged
via a pulse delivered on motorways.

Fuel to the fire
In addition, ‘Manufacturers are
investing considerable sums in
developing cleaner and more efficient
vehicles,’ says Lex’s Chandler. ‘Citroen,
for example, recently launched the
first seven-seat people carrier emitting
less than 100g of CO2, something that
would not have seemed possible five
years ago. The fleets of the future will
have considerably more low-emission
vehicles to choose from.’
Lex Autolease anticipates these
continued improvements will make
salary sacrifice increasingly popular.
‘These schemes are most cost-effective
for drivers when they select ultra low
emission/low-tax vehicles.’

Telematics is ‘the huge elephant in
the room’, says Burdekin, but good
communication emphasising duty of
care can overcome resistance and this
will become the norm.
‘Telematics can reconstruct a scene
during an accident – the street, the
speed your driver and the one in the
other car were doing, a picture of the
bend where the accident happened. It
is useful to be able to tell an insurance
company that is making a personal
injury claim against you, “I have proof
my driver was doing this.”’
Technology will also let leasing firms
be proactive in car care, giving drivers
advance notice of servicing, doing a
CO2 analysis or a safety recall. Remote
servicing is also on the horizon: most
vehicles are likely to be plugged into a
computer during servicing, so there is
nothing to stop any of that work being
done remotely. ‘We picture a world
where only physical things like oil or
tyre changes have to be done manually.
It will save downtime because it could
be done at night, while the driver is
asleep,’ says Burdekin.
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Alphabet is embracing technology
with a passion. ‘A couple of customers
are piloting software that records
journeys to give a clear view of what
they are doing, looking at a typical
month’s standard business and if 84%
of journeys are less than 60 miles
each, they could potentially be done
in an electric car,’ says Burdekin.
‘That gives huge savings on car tax,
insurance and fuel. It will determine
which piece of transport is best for the
journey. And we are looking to partner
with a telematics provider.’

Redressing emissions
BT Fleet recently launched a system
that remaps a vehicle’s engine control
unit, which controls the air/fuel mix, to
be more fuel-efficient and give a lower
CO2 footprint. ‘BT’s fleet is the secondbiggest in the UK and we proved the
initiative on its Open Reach vehicles,
giving a saving of more than £3m on
fuel,’ says FD Andrew Edington. ‘We
reduced the CO2 by 25,000 tonnes
across the fleet, which is the equivalent
of taking 1,900 London taxis off the
road. It is insurance-backed and does
not affect warranty claims.’
Edington sees car-sharing being
complemented by car clubs, especially
in large cities. Unbundling is another
option promoted by BT Fleet, where a
company might buy a fully maintained
lease-provided vehicle but purchase
funding and maintenance separately
to achieve a more competitive price.
And Edington sees potential savings
in owning vehicles rather than leasing
them: ‘You have more flexibility on how
long you run the vehicle – keeping it for
longer than the initial lease term might
be to your economic advantage.’
Management of car fleets is less
advanced than that of commercial
vehicles and the future holds exciting
opportunities for introducing new and
greater efficiencies. Technology and
data gathered through that will play an
ever increasing role which, combined
with adept communication, will erode
its ‘Big Brother’ image. ■
Catherine Chetwynd, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

‘Anatomy of a modern fleet’,
AB.UK, September 2013:
www.accaglobal.com/ab15
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A BANKER’S VIEW

In this third article of our 2013 series on access to finance, Rebecca McNeil, head of
Business Lending at Barclays Business Banking, examines what underpins lending costs

Q

If the banks borrow at Bank of England base rate,
why do I pay more interest on my loan? And what
other costs should I be prepared for when thinking
of raising finance?

Interest rates have been at record lows in the UK for
some time. The Bank of England base rate has been held
steady at 0.5% since March 2009 and new BoE governor
Mark Carney has hinted that it will remain at this low level
for some time to come. When compared to the BoE base
rate of 14.875% in October 1989, it’s clear that this is a
relatively good time to be borrowing money.
Nevertheless, interest rates can change fast. Understanding
what drives the interest rates that banks charge their
customers could be useful knowledge for business owners and
managers – particularly when contemplating taking out a new
loan or business finance product.
So what makes up the interest rate
that banks charge their private and
business customers? It isn’t as simple
as ‘base rate plus’, with the plus being
profit margin. In fact, a variety of
factors contribute to the final interest
rate charged.

Regulatory capital concerns the level of capital that banks
are required by regulators to hold separately in reserve –
these funds cannot be reinvested or lent out – in order to
reduce the risk of their collapse. Under Basel III, this cost
will increase significantly, and local regulatory scrutiny will
also affect the requirements. Therefore, the more banks lend,
the more regulatory capital they must hold.

Impairment and other costs
Alongside funding costs, a second key factor driving the
interest rate charged to bank customers is the cost of
impairment – when finance is not paid back to the bank
or is in a distressed position, the bank clearly loses money.
This cost is reflected in the interest rates charged.
When businesses take out bank loans, they are accessing
a service from the bank and there are, accordingly, servicing
costs to be covered. These could include the cost of providing

▌▌▌A BANK’S FUNDING COSTS ARE MADE UP
OF THE COSTS OF DEPOSIT PRICING, GOING
TO THE MONEY MARKETS AND CAPITAL

Funding costs
By far the most important driver of the final interest rate
charged by the bank is its cost of funds – how much it costs
the bank itself to borrow the money it then passes on to its
business customers in the form of a loan or other finance
facility. In reality, a bank’s funding costs are made up of the
cost of deposit pricing – the amount it pays to its saving
customers – the cost of going to the money markets, and the
cost of capital. These last two elements are less visible to the
customer, but significant in their impact on a bank’s cost.
The cost of funds via the money markets is influenced by
a number of factors, but particularly the prevailing economic
climate. During periods of eurozone instability or other major
world events, market participants can be extremely nervous
about the economic health not only of major banks but also
of certain European countries; the cost of funds is driven
up by the international situation, meaning even AAA-rated
entities can be required to pay a high cost for funding. Banks
such as Barclays have no magic means of conjuring up cheap
money when the markets are in such a state of uncertainty.
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statements and of any periodic reviews of the loan terms.
There are also costs associated with the use of shared bank
facilities – buildings, computers, other assets and typical
business services – and with the human resource cost of
providing business finance services. These may be reflected
in the interest rate or in a separate lending fee.
A relatively small element of the interest rate will be
contributed by acquisition costs – the costs of attracting
business finance customers, though this is often covered
in part instead by an arrangement fee. Associated costs
in this category would include the banks’ marketing and
account-opening activities.

Tax and profit
Tax is a cost for the banks as for all other businesses. There
will, therefore, be an element of the interest rate charge that
reflects the corporation tax paid by the bank. Which brings
us to the last element of the interest rate: the bank’s profit.
Banks want to lend and attract more deposits – this is a
fundamental part of their business. Naturally they need to
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factor the costs of lending into the interest rates charged
together with an element of profit, as would any other
commercial business. The banking market is competitive
and customers are willing to shop around for the best
deal. Barclays continually brings innovation to its
processes to keep costs down, in order to give customers
the best possible offer.

Product variations
These broad cost categories apply to all core business
finance products and services, but the specific level of
each does vary according to the type of bank product being
accessed. For example, where a loan is secured against an
asset, as with a commercial mortgage, the impairment cost
will typically be lower than for an unsecured loan where
the bank has more exposure to bad debts. However, the
cost to the bank to acquire these funds tends to be higher
for secured loans, reflecting the fact that the money being
supplied is tied up for longer. Secured loans and commercial
mortgages will usually require funding for a longer period
than an unsecured loan.
The interest rate aside, there are often other costs
associated with business finance for which owners and
managers should be prepared. For example, for loans secured
against assets, there may well be one-off professional fees
to pay. If taking out a commercial mortgage, for example,
the business will need to pay for the property to be valued.
There will also be solicitors’ fees.
The more complex the issues – any unusual technicalities
with the title to the property, for example – the higher the
associated professional fees are likely to be.
Raising business finance clearly comes with costs, which
need to be factored into business plans. Business owners
and managers need to understand the costs they are being

ONLINE ADVICE ON
BUSINESS FINANCE
This article is just part of a partnership between
ACCA and Barclays, which is helping small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to grow.
The initiative includes a jointly branded area of ACCA’s
website providing advice to accountants in practice and
SMEs on obtaining business finance. Written by experts
from both Barclays and ACCA, the site:
looks at the different types of finance available
explores what to consider when choosing which
type of finance is the right option for a business
explains how different types of loans are structured
provides guidance on making that all-important
loan application.
There are also example business plans and cashflows
to help put together an effective loan application.

*
*
*
*

charged, and the various flexible ways in which they can
be paid. Some may prefer to spread lending fees over the
life of the loan, and others to pay as an upfront cost. It’s
worth remembering, too, that business customers could
offset such costs through Barclays’ 2% cashback deal on
loans enabled through the government’s Funding for Lending
Scheme. This gives banks cheaper access to capital, which
Barclays passes on for customers to receive an immediate
cash injection.
Even without such benefits, interest rates and lending
fees should be assessed in the light of the business impact
they can deliver. If a well-timed funding injection could
trigger a new phase of business growth, the associated
costs could be recovered many times over.
The best advice for any business thinking about borrowing
funds is to discuss plans with their accountant and bank
managers to ensure they secure the right solution for them. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Find the ACCA/Barclays site at:
www.accaglobal.com/en/business-finance.html
Read the previous article on access to finance online,
‘Inside track: a banker’s view’, AB.UK, July 2013:
www.accaglobal.com/ab16
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CALL TO COLLABORATE

With many countries continuing to
face high levels of unemployment and
challenges in economic growth, EY’s
G20 Entrepreneurship Barometer 2013
calls on governments to collaborate with
entrepreneurs to kick-start their economies
and create jobs. The barometer follows the
EY report Avoiding a lost generation, which
was launched at the Young Entrepreneurs
Alliance Summit in Moscow in June.
Mature countries scored highest overall
on the barometer for providing the best
ecosystems for entrepreneurship.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL HOTSPOTS

CANADA

UK
US

SOUTH KOREA

AUSTRALIA

ENTREPRENEURS

WHAT DO ENTREPRENEURS NEED?
Access to funding
70% struggle to access funding in their country

74%

Entrepreneurship culture
15% believe their country’s culture supports entrepreneurship

Attributed their company’s
innovations to job creation

Tax and regulation
83% want tax incentives focused on innovation
Education and training
84% say specific entrepreneurship training is required for success
Coordinated support
33% see business incubators as a top entrepreneurship accelerator

84%
See opportunities where
others see risk

FIVE PILLARS

The barometer ranks countries for providing the best ecosystems for entrepreneurship across five pillars.
In the graphic below we show the top six countries ranked under each category.

Access to
funding
US
UK
China
Canada
Australia
South Africa

Entrepreneurship
culture
US
South Korea
Canada
Japan
Australia
UK

Tax and
regulation
Saudi Arabia
Canada
South Korea
UK
South Africa
Japan

Education
and training
France
Australia
US
South Korea
EU
UK

Coordinated
support
Russia
Mexico
Brazil
Indonesia
India
China

THE SURVEY

The barometer is based on a survey of over 1,500 leading entrepreneurs and qualitative data on
entrepreneurial conditions across the G20. It also draws extensively on EY’s own research of more than
200 government leading practices. Access the barometer at http://tinyurl.com/qznshqu
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WHAT THE WORLD

The responses to the draft international integrated reporting framework consultation
are in. Ramona Dzinkowski analyses what interested stakeholders had to say

T

he shortcomings of traditional corporate reporting
have long been of concern to users of financial
statements and other stakeholders. The gist
of the issue is that corporate reporting has a
considerable way to go to explain the value creation
capabilities of the company.
Steven Wallman, an expert on intangible valuation and
former commissioner of the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), says: ‘The inability to recognise as
assets on the balance sheet some of the new and most
significant building blocks of business has resulted in
balance sheets that bear little resemblance to the true
financial position of firms they are supposed to describe.
We are assigning the balance sheet to the status of an
antique and ignoring the needs of a broad array of financial
statement users, including users such as creditors who are
increasingly lending on soft assets.’
In April, the International Integrated Reporting Council
(IIRC), a coalition of regulators, investors, companies and
standard-setters, released for comment its latest draft of
the integrated reporting framework. By most accounts,
the framework is an ambitious and holistic approach
to capturing and reporting the activities of companies.
Integrated reporting, according to the IIRC, attempts to:
catalyse a more cohesive and efficient approach to
corporate reporting that communicates the full range of
factors that materially affect the ability of an organisation
to create value over time;
inform the allocation of financial capital that supports
value creation over the short, medium and long term;
enhance accountability and stewardship for the broad
base of capitals (financial, manufactured, intellectual,
human, social and relationship, and natural) and promote
understanding of their interdependencies;
support integrated thinking, decision-making and actions
that focus on the creation of value.
The April framework was the culmination of a multiphased public consultation process beginning with the
2011 discussion paper Towards integrated reporting –
communicating value in the 21st century, and followed by a
prototype framework in November 2012, successive drafts,
and a final review and endorsement by the IIRC’s working
group and council. Meanwhile, over 100 companies around
the world are currently testing the principles of integrated
reporting in their corporate reporting cycles.

*
*
*
*
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Once again, the public was asked to comment
on the integrated reporting framework; not
unexpectedly, the 359 responses provided mixed
reviews. On the one hand, the IIRC was lauded
for its efforts to give stakeholders a fuller
understanding of how companies produce
value; on the other, achieving consensus on a
final version of integrated reporting is clearly
a work in progress.

Widely valued
The work of the IIRC is widely valued
by the broader accounting community.
The Federation of European Accountants
‘commends the IIRC for the significant
achievement of issuing the draft framework…
and supports the IIRC’s objective of gaining
as much practical experience with the draft
framework as possible.’
Similarly, international companies such as
Microsoft welcome a fresh look at corporate reporting
that gives greater transparency and communication
with shareholders. As Microsoft’s treasury controller
Bob Laux explains: ‘Many of us involved in financial
reporting have lamented, admittedly in very
generalised terms, that financial reporting seems
to be moving more towards a compliance exercise
rather than a communication exercise. Microsoft
believes that integrated reporting provides the
mechanism to improve financial reporting by
providing information in a concise manner on how
a company creates and sustains value.’
ACCA also believes the IIRC is on the right lines
with its framework and the way ahead is to flesh out
the gaps. Richard Martin, ACCA’s head of corporate
reporting, says: ‘The plans for integrated reporting
are right in principle and there is a significant
opportunity for the quality of corporate reporting
to be improved by giving to investors and others a
more complete view of the entity and its prospects
over a longer time frame than is usually covered
in traditional corporate reporting. However, the
framework still needs to be fully field-tested, and
it would help prospective preparers greatly if the
IIRC were able to provide case studies of best
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THINKS
practice across a range of different organisations.
These would also help promote adoption and
aid compliance in an area where there is much
enthusiasm but little awareness.’

The challenges
However, challenges remain. One major
question is whether an integrated report is
to be the overarching reporting framework
with links to sub-reports that are traditionally
required, or whether elements of integrated
reporting should be incorporated into other
established reports. The American Institute
of CPAs (AICPA) suggests the filer should
decide, and that US companies may prefer to
incorporate the content elements of integrated
reporting into their existing voluntary reporting
structures, as opposed to developing a separate
standalone report.

organisation representing business and labour associations
across Europe, says: ‘Instead of bringing the existing
reporting together and reducing the overall excessive
amount of information, the consultation draft is suggesting
introducing yet another separate report.’ It goes on to warn
that another standalone report will not only increase the
administrative burdens for business, but ‘will add to the
existing information overload that prevents stakeholders
from seeing the wood for the trees’.
Although the IIRC recognises the ability to obtain reliable
data will affect how far integrated reporting can be applied,
critics recommend a reality check. The Canadian Investors
Relations Institute says the IIRC ‘does not adequately
acknowledge the fundamental shift in corporate culture
and the significant investment in systems and processes
required to enable integrated management that must take
place before an integrated report can be produced. We
recognise that the IIRC’s mandate is reporting, but success
will be elusive without more effort to provide some guidance
on implementing integrated thinking
and many of its inherent processes.’
Some companies also suspect
the IIRC is simply asking too much.
HSBC Bank says: ‘With the current
burden of reporting borne by financial
institutions, we do not think it is
reasonable to expect companies to
produce separate integrated reports. Given the detailed
statutory and regulatory framework which is applied to
banks, and the volume of required disclosures, it will be
difficult to integrate reporting in full.’
Finding a way to measure or even describe the ‘six
capitals’ and their inter-relationships also remains a
concern. HSBC says the IIRC does not go far enough in
explaining how value should be measured: ‘The framework is
surprisingly vague on how companies should compute value
and on how users of an integrated report should assess
it, given that value creation is at the heart of integrated
reporting. Value created in the form of financial returns
to providers of financial capital is a familiar concept, but
qualifying it in the form of positive or negative effects on
other capitals and other stakeholders introduces a degree of
subjectivity which is virtually impossible to quantify.’
Others question the value of reporting on any of the six
capitals unless they can somehow be tied to the bottom line.

▌▌▌‘INTEGRATED REPORTING HAS THE
POTENTIAL TO ENHANCE THE DEPTH, BREADTH
AND QUALITY OF CORPORATE REPORTING’
Observers have also commented that the
current framework is too conceptual and that
integrated reporting will be neither comprehensive
nor comparable between companies unless there
is authoritative guidance. CGA Canada says that
without specific guidance or standards the model
loses its appeal, and has called on the IIRC to adopt
a more proactive approach and develop authoritative
and principles-based comprehensive standards,
including specific indicators and measurement
methods. ‘In the absence of such authoritative
and principles-based comprehensive standards,’
it warns, ‘diversity in practice will emerge and the
comparability of integrated reporting will diminish.’
Others question the wisdom of adding yet more
disclosure and reporting to the plate of the CFO
and, without the force of law, whether there’s
any real hope of adoption. Business Europe, an

»
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The way ahead
So where does this leave the IIRC in its efforts to spawn new
‘integrated thinking’ around how a company creates value?
Many want practical case studies from existing pilot projects,
and for a slow and iterative approach to future drafts.
ACCA recommends that the IIRC makes sure that any
further iterations of the integrated reporting framework are
developed in close consideration of existing frameworks.
One of the IIRC’s short-term priorities, it says, should
be to liaise with other regulators and standard-setters to
address potential barriers to the adoption of integrated
reporting. ‘In particular, steps need to be taken to ensure
that integrated reporting can be made consistent with, and
avoid duplication with, existing requirements and guidance
relating to corporate reporting – for example, the UK’s new
strategic report. Best practice examples are needed on how
cohesion can be achieved with current requirements for
annual reports, MD&A, sustainability reports and the like.’
PwC, which has been supportive in its response to the
latest framework consultation draft, sees it not so much
as the final destination as a step in the right direction: ‘We
believe integrated reporting has the potential to enhance
the depth, breadth and quality of corporate reporting
and a principles-based framework is a major step
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in its development. The complexity of the issues being
addressed and the extent to which experimentation will
expose further challenges will almost certainly result in the
need for the framework to continue to evolve. The existing
framework should not therefore be regarded as the final
destination but a big step in the direction of bringing the
reporting model firmly into the 21st century.’
The IIRC plans to issue the initial version of the
framework in December 2013 and to update it periodically
as integrated reporting evolves. ■
Ramona Dzinkowski is an economist and business journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Consultation and responses: http://tinyurl.com/c6dml9s
See ‘ACCA publishes integrated report’, this issue, ACCA
section; and ‘Vision for the future’, AB, International
Edition (05/2013), at www.accaglobal.com/ab22
Susana Penarrubia, director, Deutsche Asset & Wealth
Management (of Deutsche Bank AG) discusses
integrated reporting: http://tinyurl.com/nt2cx9d
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NEW ROUTES
TO THE TOP

What career paths do the next generation of CFOs need to follow? ACCA’s Jamie Lyon
reports on how the career trajectory of aspirant finance leaders is gradually changing

A

re all bets off when we consider what the future
CFO role will look like, and the career experiences
that will equip the CFOs of tomorrow with the
skills, experiences and capabilities they will need?
ACCA and IMA (Institute of Management Accountants)
explore this question in one of the largest-ever global studies
of current and future CFO career paths. The conclusions are
set out in a new report, Future pathways to finance leadership,
which looks at the career routes that current finance leaders
have taken, and at their views about future career journeys,
addressing the critical question for those seeking to join the
next generation of CFOs: how do I get there? More than 750
CFOs, finance directors and C-suite finance leaders were
involved in the survey.
The bottom line is that optimal career experiences are
already being defined, a reflection of how the role of today’s
finance leader is changing, as well as broader technological,
social and economic trends impacting business and the
finance function: faster business change, rebalancing growth

rulebook needs to be entirely rewritten: our research reveals
this is a story of evolution, not revolution. So what are the
words of wisdom from current CFOs on the career experiences
that aspirant finance professionals should get under their belt?

Focus on your fundamentals
Future CFOs will still need a strong financial understanding
and should target career experiences that provide them with
that understanding across various points in the finance value
chain. Ninety-five percent of current CFOs agreed it was
important that future CFOs have experience in the core areas
of financial and management accounting. Almost half of them
have had six or more finance roles during their career. The
finance fundamentals are not changing, but the context is.

Get strategic
The future CFO role in supporting strategic growth is more
valued. Current CFOs cited strategy formulation and execution
as the most important area in which future CFOs should have
experience. Over the next decade the
business landscape will be reshaped by
market volatility, globalisation and
transformational innovation. In a climate
where ‘commercials’ will change quickly,
deep business understanding will be
prized. Future CFOs will gain from having
the battle scars of commercial experience.

▌▌▌TRADITIONAL ROUTES THROUGH FINANCE
TO CFO ARE APPLYING LESS AND NEW STEPPING
STONES ARE GAINING IMPORTANCE
across markets, the changing footprint of the finance
organisation, and the proliferation of information and data.
Traditional linear routes through the finance function to
CFO are applying less, and new stepping stones are gaining
importance. As the CFO role rebalances between its traditional
stewardship responsibility and the finance leader’s role in
helping the organisation create value, so the capabilities and
skills that must be brought to bear will change, as will the
career experiences of value. Not that the finance leadership

Analytics: the next big thing
How organisations regress, correlate and extrapolate data to
drive better decision making is the next ‘big opportunity’ for
tomorrow’s finance team as data grows and the multiplicity of
information presents challenges to business decision-making.
Today’s CFOs see insight and analytics as a key priority for
how finance can add value moving forward. It makes sense for
aspirant CFOs to get experience in this area.

»
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TODAY’S ‘CLASSIC CAREER’
Most CFOs started their career in audit firms or
finance functions, and most have never had a role
outside the finance function.
Today’s CFOs started their careers in classic
‘finance’ training grounds. Forty per cent began their
finance careers in public accounting firms, while 42%
started in a finance role in business. The majority
(61%) have never taken roles outside the finance
team. This represents an ongoing challenge for finance
leaders in developing their commercial acumen and
understanding, and suggests much of this takes place
in situ as CFO, rather than during the career journey.
Only just over a quarter of the current CFOs in the
sample had spent time in an overseas role. Financial
director and financial controller roles remain the prior
destination of choice for those with their sights set on
the top finance job. Meanwhile, 60% of current CFOs
were recruited externally.

TODAY’S LADDER TO THE TOP
Previous
role?
Internal or
external recruit?

31% Controller
60% External

Current CFOs said experience in risk management was
the third most important area for future CFOs, and risk
management challenges were seen as the second most
important factor influencing the CFO’s future role.

Become a dealmaker
Merger and acquisition (M&A) activity was identified as the
fourth most important experience area. As well as technical
finance experience in structuring deals, such activity can
help expand skills in change and project management. As
operations rebalance and tap into growth opportunities,
we expect more M&A activity in the future. Funding, capital
market experience and investor relations are core future
finance capabilities for CFOs of larger businesses too.

Know your stakeholders

Emerging
market role?

75% No

International
experience?

73% No

Role outside
finance?

61% No

CFO aspirants need to plan for roles that broaden their
stakeholder engagement and cultivate strong relationship
management skills. But the emerging powerhouse stakeholder
that future CFOs need to be mindful of in an age of brand
disloyalty is customers of the business. The future finance
organisation will need to be attuned to the needs of different
consumers and develop a culture which is customer-centric.

Develop the management skills that matter

Moved
industries?

74% Yes

More than five
finance roles?

56% No

Moved
businesses?

80% Yes

First
role?

Risk experience

While next-generation CFOs will need a wide range of skills,
a number of standout management capabilities are needed.
The top four skills identified in our survey were leadership,
communication, strategy and change management.

Regulation and reporting

42% Business/industry
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Regulation was cited as the third-highest influence on the
future CFO role. Future chiefs need to be confident operating
in a regulated environment and be adept at implementing
structures and processes that manage legislative and tax
requirements effectively. We can also expect ongoing changes
in reporting requirements – a rise in integrated reporting,
more involvement of the finance organisation in reporting on
corporate performance measures, increasing use of financial
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Teuta Bakalli FCCA, CFO,
Pepper Europe

To achieve sustainable growth in
the future, CFOs will really need to
understand and be very competent
in risk management. They have
to recognise that the risks that
businesses face will continue to
evolve – for example risks relating to
social and digital media, or risks as a result of globalisation
and expanding the business into emerging markets.

Jeffrey C Thomson, president
and CEO, IMA (Institute of
Management Accountants)

Today’s CFO faces many challenges
and these will only increase,
especially in the areas of
globalisation, technology, consumer
sophistication and competition.
CFOs need to have multiple lines
of sight – oversight, hindsight, and foresight – and balance
technical skills with leadership skills.

and non-financial data, recalibrating investment assessments
to account for environmental or social impacts, and so on.

Get connected
Tomorrow’s CFOs need to be technologically adept and
understand how solutions can drive better finance delivery
and workflow. The convergence of social, mobile and cloud
technologies may revolutionise practices, while other
developments include plug-and-play technology, and access to
real-time information that allows CFOs to cut data many ways
to obtain an instant integrated view of business performance.

Expand your footprint
The future CFO will need to be able to manage the different
demands between mature and emerging markets, and align
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Roberto Mello, CFO, GE
Healthcare Greater China

Take the opportunities to have
different assignments in different
parts of the world. Understand
how things are done, become
more adaptable in your thought
processes, to different cultures;
working effectively in one country
is not always the same in another country. Recognise that
diversity is powerful, and learn how to leverage it.

Richard Moat FCCA, CFO,
Eircom Group

An important piece of advice I
would give future CFOs is to gain
commercial experience and business
understanding. For aspirant CFOs
who wish to lead larger listed
organisations, getting experience
of capital markets and merger,
acquisition and disposal activity will be ever more important.
Chair of the ACCA/IMA Accountants for Business Global Forum

their strategies accordingly. They will need to be adept at
working in the global business environment, leading teams
which are diverse and virtual across mature and emerging
markets. Future CFOs who have cross-cultural, cross-market
business and finance experience will be highly valued. ■
Jamie Lyon FCCA is head of corporate sector at ACCA
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Future pathways to finance leadership can be found at
www.accaglobal.com/transformation
Interviews with CFOs in China can be viewed at
www.accaglobal.com/ab19
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Career boost
Your leadership journey begins by looking within yourself, says our talent doctor Dr Rob
Yeung. Plus, searching for jobs with your mobile device, the perfect commute, and more

TALENT DOCTOR: LEADERSHIP
I work at an organisation that my colleagues and I
describe as a ‘leadership consulting firm’ and I run
workshops helping people to become better leaders.
But what do we mean by the term ‘leadership’?
There are theories of leadership such as the
charismatic leadership model, the transformational
leadership model and so on. But I don’t think that
we need such jargon. To understand what leadership
is, we need only to think about the good leaders we
have encountered.
Try it now. Pause and bring to mind a specific leader
or two who brought out the best in you. They may have
been leaders who managed you or merely leaders you
observed, but try to think about two such individuals.
Now ask yourself: What exactly did each do or say
to bring out the best in you? And how did each make
you feel? When I’m doing this exercise in leadership
development workshops, I usually ask managers to
write down the exceptional leaders’ names and a few
bullet points about what they did and the feelings they
engendered. You can try it too if you like.
Ask enough people and they usually say that these
good leaders inspired them, trusted them, empowered
them and made work fun. Effective leaders challenged
people, invited discussion and made people feel valued,
respected and that they had an important role to play
within the organisation.
Now try the reverse thought experiment too. Think
back to a couple of leaders who dragged you or others
down. Most managers I work with can only too easily
recall such leaders. What did each of these not-so-good
leaders do or say? And how did each make you and
others feel?
In answer, many people say that the ineffective leaders
they’ve encountered tended to be moody, negative
individuals. Perhaps they micro-managed their teams,
were quick to find fault or blamed others. These leaders
often caused such consternation and frustration that
most people would have been happier if they had left
the organisation.
So there you have it. If you’re a leader who wants to
get better at what you do, you don’t need to understand
theories that are currently in vogue about leadership.
Just think back to the good leaders you’ve come across
to understand the kind of behaviour you should aspire
to demonstrate to bring out the best in others. Likewise,
recall those ineffective leaders you’ve had the displeasure
of working with to remind yourself how not to manage
those around you.
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Of course, understanding how you would like to be –
your personal vision of your future self – is only the first
step in the journey towards becoming a better leader.
You next need to get feedback from colleagues on how
you currently are. Only by understanding the gap
between your future vision and your current reality can
you then plan the practical steps to get there. But with
effort it’s possible to become a better leader, the kind
of person who inspires others to want to do and perform
at their best.
Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership consulting
firm Talentspace and author of over 20 bestselling
career and management books, including E is for
Exceptional: The New Science of Success (Pan Books).
He also appears as a business commentator on BBC
and CNN.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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MOBILE JOB SEARCH

So far in 2013, 24% of UK
smartphone users have used
their device to search for
job vacancies online – a 7%
increase on 2012, according
to Google’s Think Insights
research.
Last year, ACCA Careers
ran what was at the time the
largest survey of UK mobile
recruitment attitudes and
activity. Of the 32,000 users
that took part, 63% said
they had used their mobile
device to search for a job.
However, only 48% said they
would apply for jobs in this
way, with many citing a lack
of confidence in the process
and security, or unhappiness
with the user experience.
Attitudes elsewhere are
more forgiving, with mobilefirst in Africa meaning it’s
almost the norm and 4G
mobile connectivity rolled
out in many countries.
Companies are also taking
pains to keep up, with the
Big Four among the many
that have created apps,
optimised their mobile
recruitment through social
media and invested in
mobile-optimised sites.
But what are the pros and
cons of mobile recruitment?
Pros: get the latest jobs
anytime, anywhere; respond
to employers and apply for
jobs quickly; stay ahead of
those who apply via desktops
in the evening. Cons: the
user experience can be less
friendly than via a desktop;
mobile sites/devices are not
always as secure.

THE VALUE OF CPD

ACCA has produced a
video on getting the most
value out of your CPD. It
underlines that, whichever
path your career is taking,
CPD learning needs to be
relevant to your role and
career ambitions. It also
emphasises that, whether
you’re in accounting and
finance, teaching, law or
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THE PERFECT COMMUTE
In Indonesia’s West Java province only 300 train carriages service
500,000 commuters daily. So people sit on roofs and hang out
of doors. And in Japan commuters are squeezed into trains by
stationmasters. In fact, you might say the ‘perfect commute’ is
not to have one at all.
Not everyone’s is like this of course. More people are
cycling, meaning that their commute pays them
back in health benefits and is cheaper, while also
doing the environment a favour. But for many
commuters, late trains, crowds and smelly
armpits are a daily hazard.
So here are a few ideas on getting value
from your commute. Read a good book.
Smartphones and tablets can also define
whether you’re a ‘power commuter’ – one
who deals with emails, or browses the
latest headlines – or a ‘catch-up-on-metime commuter’ – one who plays games,
updates Facebook, or chats about the night
before with friends. Whatever you do, your
commute can be bonus time not lost time.

THE BIG BREAK
CONOR LAWLER ACCA
Lawler, who became an ACCA member last year, is vicepresident, finance, at luxury hotel Atlantis, The Palm,
in Dubai. With a proven track record in the international
hotel industry, Lawler previously worked as FD for Hyatt
Hotels across Europe and the Middle East. ‘It’s an
interesting and diverse business,’ he says of working for
such a globally recognisable brand. Read Lawler’s full
interview in ACCACareers.com’s Success Stories.

Lawler’s top five tips for a successful career in the hotel sector:
1 How important are
soft skills?
It’s a people industry, so
dealing with people and
building and leading a
team are imperative.
2 First thing you look for
in potential employee?
The right attitude and
willingness to learn.

elsewhere, by completing
your CPD requirement you’ll
remain competitive in your
job market and enhance
your career development.
See right for details. ■

3 What are the in-demand
skills for 2014?
Adaptability and being
up to date with the latest
technology.
4 What advice can you
give young finance
professionals?
Be open to change and
look outside the box for

opportunities to grow
and develop.
5 What’s the toughest
interview question you’ve
been asked?
Do you know there is
a height limit for this
position? (I’m 6 feet 6
inches tall and had applied
to join the US Air Corps).

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

See the video on getting the most value from
your CPD at www.accaglobal.com/ab20
www.accacareers.com
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Operations management CPD

Get verifiable CPD units
by answering questions
on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

In the fourth article in his series about management theories,
Dr Tony Grundy looks at a range of operational approaches
In this article I explore
a number of theories
that deal with operations
management, including total
quality management (TQM)
and Six Sigma, business
process reengineering
(BPR), lean management,
virtual organisations and
strategic cost management.

TQM
Total quality management
was a very powerful process
in its day for dealing with
inefficiency – particularly the

factory. Much impressed,
they asked for a million pairs
of shoes – with no more
than five defective pairs.
The first box duly arrived;
there were five pairs of
defective shoes. The buyers
rang to complain. They were
told: ‘Well, you ordered a
million pairs and no more
than five defects. So we
shipped you the defects. We
don’t actually do defects.’
TQM was originally
a Japanese philosophy
brought to the West by W

One needs to be very
discerning about these
corporate theories and
belief systems. The acid
test is, as we saw in my
articles on the topic, what
economic value actually
comes out?
The significance of TQM
to accountants is that it
suggests that one of the key
drivers of cost is the cost of
quality defects; this can be
up to 10% of the total cost
structure, and some have
estimated more.

management);
applying automation: IT
to cut out and simplify
processes;
organisational
simplification;
change management.
Basically, BPR – the original
gurus of which were Michael
Hammer and James Champy
– is another example of a
‘theory’ that is a collection
of disparate techniques
which have then been
moulded into a unified,
structured process – not
unlike the blue- and redoceans material we looked
at last year on strategy
and the balanced scorecard.
There doesn’t seem to be
too much of it around at the
minute – which is odd, as it
thrived around the time of
the early 1990s recession.
My observations of
clients who use BPR is that
they often don’t realise that
this is pretty fundamental
organisational change and
needs to be managed as
such; often, the failure is in
the implementation.
BPR is relevant to
accountants as it can be
a most useful challenge to
redundant processes within
finance – witness supplier
payments, the production
of management reports/
accounts etc.

BPR

Lean management

Business process
reengineering is a
challenging process
that seeks to simplify
complexity. In effect, it is a
combination of
process mapping
(descended from
‘organisation and
methods’, from scientific

This can be defined as
the process of ensuring
that investment is limited
to those processes and
resources that add value
to the end customer. Also,
there should be zero waste.
To enable that to happen,
great attention needs to
be given to smooth flow

▲ DRIVING THE DIFFERENCE
The concept of lean management
was engineered by Japanese car
manufacturer Toyota

cost of errors and waste. In
the mid-1980s a veritable
army of consultants swept
through organisations to
rid them of error-prone
processes. A central idea
was that of ‘zero defect’, as
exemplified in this story told
at the time:
Some Western buyers
visited a Japanese shoe
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Edwards Deming. When
the flood of consultants
retreated (everyone had
been TQMed), another influx
came in through TQM reborn
– or Six Sigma. This again
focused on zero defect but
was more institutionalised;
people were almost regarded
as ‘initiates’ and graded up
to ‘black belt’.

*

*
*
*
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in value-adding activities.
Having lots of stock
lying around is thus not
consistent with that and is to
be avoided by having ‘pull’
processes (the Japanese
labelled this kanban).
This philosophy has its
roots in the car industry;
before the term ‘lean’ was
coined, Ford laid huge
emphasis on efficient
manufacturing processes.
‘Lean’ can be traced back
to scientific management in
the form of work studies.
The actual crystallisation of
the process was at Toyota.
Indeed, such a process
is a philosophy – like TQM
(and there are common
elements with that and
BPR) – and thus it is a
cultural phenomenon. Here
lies the rub: to implement it
requires some culture shift
and organisations are often
resistant to doing that. So
while lean management
might seem a very attractive
idea, the failures can easily
outweigh the successes.
Lean management is
important for accountants
as it highlights that business
models based on low cost
may be based on low
wastage and not on lower
customer value.

Virtual organisations
Turning more directly to
organisational theory we
need to address virtual
organisations. These are
characterised as those
with few physical assets
(such as internet-based
organisations), those that
may not be discrete legal
entities, those based on
alliances/partnerships, and
those with a geographically
dispersed workforce – or a
combination of these.
Even where the whole
organisation isn’t virtual
it is possible to find
‘virtual teams’. This is
becoming more prevalent
in the finance department

– where accountants sit
physically in a business
team while reporting to
senior finance management.
This can have the
advantage of much greater
intimacy and added value
– and also lower cost as
there is less need for a very
hierarchical structure within
finance.
A lot of this is enabled
by technology – especially
by email and mobile.
Virtual organisations were
foreseen at least in part by
organisational guru Charles

quite as powerful as they
are claimed to be. One feels
a certain hunger for a more
integrative approach.
I define strategic cost
management (SCM)
as ‘managing costs for
shareholder value’. To
ensure that costs are never
managed in isolation, they
should also be appraised
according to both short- and
longer term benefits.
Another rule is that costs
should never be managed
in such a way that will
undermine the strategy and
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phases. Implementation can
take months.
Useful tools for the
diagnosis include value
and cost-driver analysis,
helping to do the trade-off
between value and cost.
If the reality is that costs
are plainly too high, then
it can be permissible to
simplify the process by just
asking the question, ‘Why?’
and representing that as
a simple ‘fishbone’ analysis.
Value and cost drivers are
described in my articles on
economic value.

▌▌▌ONE NEEDS TO BE VERY DISCERNING ABOUT
CORPORATE THEORIES. THE ACID TEST IS, WHAT
ECONOMIC VALUE ACTUALLY COMES OUT?
Handy as long ago as 1994
– before the internet and
emailmania had taken off.
One thing to take away
from this idea is that there
are frequently a lot more
organisational models
to choose from than the
straightforward functional
hierarchy. Other areas
worth studying include selfmanaged teams. This is not
only of relevance to the FD
in terms of finance staff,
but also in advising on cost
management elsewhere in
the business.

Strategic cost
management
While there are clearly some
useful things to draw from
all these approaches, one
might get left feeling that,
individually, they aren’t

competitive advantage. This
means that it is a no-no
to reduce costs now if the
value destroyed in the future
will exceed the savings.
My five phases
of SCM are: issue
definition; diagnosis
(why are costs too high/
ineffective?); challenging
options; evaluation; and
implementation.
The first four phases
are perhaps best done at
least in part through some
kind of workshop activity.
Typically, a couple of days
should take you through the
majority of the first three

For challenging
options there are various
checklists. For example,
imagine that you were
an alien taking over this
company: how would you
manage costs here?
Just as in TQM, BPR
and lean management, the
biggest constraints are the
soft ones – for example,
leadership and culture. So it
is opportune that next month
we move on to leadership. ■
Dr Tony Grundy is an
independent consultant
and trainer, and lectures at
Henley Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.tonygrundy.com
See Grundy on video at tinyurl.com/q92h7xb

TONY GRUNDY ARTICLES ONLINE
This is the fourth article in a series by Tony Grundy on management theories. Due to
steps we have taken to streamline our processes, readers in some parts of the world will
not have seen the first three articles in the series – Theoretically Speaking, Evaluating
Performance and Knowledge-based Theories – but they are all available at www.
accaglobal.com/abcpd. Grundy’s series of articles on strategy and economic value added,
published in previous editions of Accounting and Business, can also be found here.
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Walking the talk
In his second article on putting finance on the map, David Parmenter extols the virtues
of networking with colleagues, and gives some tips on how to prepare for a presentation
In last month’s article, I
argued that one needs to
manage the perception
of the finance team’s
contribution. This month I
address some new areas.

Network within the firm
Only fools believe one’s
achievements speak for
themselves. Walk about more
– encourage the management
and financial accountants,
accounts payable staff and
so forth to spend more time
on proactive visits. Spend
time adding value to the
senior management team by
helping them to understand
the business. Ways of doing
this include:

*

*

charity, and budget
holders donate some
small change and enjoy
some hospitality at the
finance team’s office.
You have scored a goal
by just organising such
an event.
Ensure that you talk
positively to others.
Popular people are
seldom the fountain
of negativity – so learn
to keep your negative
thoughts private.
No matter how much
pressure you are under,
learn to smile whenever
someone comes to
your desk. This needs
plenty of practice as the
corporate accountant
has more deadlines than
most head office staff.

Be great on your feet

Use morning or
* afternoon
break times

*
*

for networking with
budget holders and other
stakeholders. See working
through a coffee break as
a lost opportunity rather
than a badge of honour.
Invite new staff from
major subsidiaries or
departments to call in
when they are next in the
head office.
Consider running events
where the finance team
organises a coffee break
to raise funds for a local
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Far too often the accountant
will short-change themselves
by ‘under cooking’ their
preparation and practice
time before giving a
presentation.
Being great on your
feet is a skill you need
to master in order to
be a great corporate
accountant. I will assume
that you have attended a
presentation skills course,
a prerequisite to delivering
bulletproof presentations.
The speed of delivery, voice
levels, use of silence and
getting the audience to
participate are all techniques
that you need to be familiar
with and comfortable using.
There are at least 25
rules for a good presentation
which I have discussed in
my recent book, Winning
CFOs: Implementing and
Applying Better Practices.

NEXT STEPS
1 Aim to have a coffee break with a peer, colleague or
stakeholder at least twice a week
2 Send me an email and I will send you a copy of
my 25 rules for a good presentation
3 Attend a ‘train the trainers’ course to take your
presentations to the next level
4 Read the books featured in this article
5 Observe how the successful people in your
organisation dress and replicate this

I set out a few for you to
consider:
1 At least 10 to 20% of
your slides should be
high-quality photographs,
some of which will not
even require a caption.
2 Read Presentation Zen by
Garr Reynolds, Slide:ology
by Nancy Duarte and
Enchantment by Guy
Kawasaki.
3 Use Kawasaki’s
‘10/20/30 rule’ for a
sales pitch presentation.
Have 10 slides that last
no more than 20 minutes
and ensure all text is no
smaller than 30pt in size.

4 Bring theatrics into
your presentation, use
memorable props, be
active and have a bit of
fun. This will fully engage
your audience.
5 Practise your delivery.
The shorter the
presentation, the more
you need to practise.
An important pitch to
the board should be
practised more than 10
times, for example. ■
David Parmenter is a
writer and presenter on
measuring, monitoring and
managing performance

LOOK A MILLION DOLLARS
If you look a million dollars, then you will feel like a
million dollars. Note that most of your organisation’s
successful managers actually look successful.
Observe them and create a look of ‘success’ that you
are comfortable with. Far too often I see corporate
accountants apparently proud of how little they
spend on their wardrobe. It could be said that quality
business attire and a well-groomed appearance are
‘tickets to the game’.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.davidparmenter.com
www.davidparmenter.com/courses
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What lies beneath
ACCA’s Richard Martin casts a keen eye over
the new conceptual framework to see how it
impacts current debates over IFRS
The International
Accounting Standards Board
is revising its conceptual
framework and has issued
a discussion paper on the
issues it is considering
in that review. The IASB
has had a framework
for the preparation and
presentation of financial
statements since 1989,
and is part-way through
replacing this with the
conceptual framework. This
consultation covers the
remaining areas.
The framework sets
out the important issues
underlying the standards,
but it is not a standard,
and companies do not
have to follow it to comply
with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS).

Why is the framework
important?
If there is no standard
to cover an issue, then
companies can look to the
framework among other
things to work out what to
do. But its main use has
been to guide the IASB in
developing new or revised
standards.
Many see the addition
of the ‘conceptual’ tag to
the framework as proof that
IFRSs are too ‘theoretical’.
For others the framework
gives consistency and
coherence in the standards
and that is their best
defence against lobby
groups on particular issues.
It is hard not to
look at the framework
without thinking how it
impacts current debates
over standards and how
standards might develop.

existence
of conditions not
affect their recognition?
The discussion paper
looks at examples from its
emissions trading project to
illustrate different outcomes
from those decisions.
Likewise with options – how
much should economic
compulsion to exercise
certain options affect

▌▌▌IF THERE IS NO STANDARD TO COVER AN ISSUE,
THEN COMPANIES CAN LOOK TO THE CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK TO WORK OUT WHAT TO DO
The sections on
the objectives and
characteristics of reporting
were recently revised in
collaboration with the
Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB), the
US standard setter, but the
new sections will be done by
the IASB alone.

Definitions of assets
and liabilities
Some aspects of the
definition of assets do
not seem to be changing
significantly – namely,
control and the capability
to produce future economic
benefits. However, the
definition of an asset will
not include a reference to
the probability of those
benefits. Nor will this be
reflected in a recognition
threshold. So when there
is only a low probability of

benefit or great
uncertainty, then
that will only be reflected
in the measurement of the
asset or its exclusion on the
grounds that the resulting
information is not useful.
How might this impact the
treatment of internally
generated goodwill,
contingent assets or mineral
reserves for example?
On liabilities the
framework tries to keep
the definition symmetrical
with that of an asset,
which seems helpful. In
deleting probability from the
definition and recognition,
comparable issues around
uncertain and conditional
liabilities are raised. Should
only unconditional liabilities
be included, or ones where
there may be conditions but
there is no practical ability
to avoid them? Or should the

whether there is a liability
or not? This could affect
options to extend leases (in
the current exposure draft)
or redeemable shares with
‘step up’ dividends.

Measurement: fair
value or historical cost?
This is currently a gap in
the framework and the
issue is very prominent
in much of the debate
about IFRS in the light of
the financial crisis. The
discussion paper indicates
that the IASB will continue
with a mixed measurement
model and identifies three
measurement bases:
cost
current market prices,
including fair value
cashflow.
The decision about when
to use one or another will
depend on the relevance

*
*
*

»
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of the information to users
both in the balance sheet
and the income statement.
It will also depend on how
the asset will be realised or
the liability settled and on
cost/benefit grounds.
It seems difficult to
argue with this or
see much
change in
the cost/
fair value
boundary
as a result.
Cashflow-based
measures (such
as those used for

treated
as equity.
It puts
forward six
principles for
better disclosures.
Some controversial
issues in chapters that
have been ‘completed’
are included (see box).

Where now?

PRUDENCE, RELIABILITY AND STEWARDSHIP
These concepts from the 1989 framework were dropped in the chapters already
completed by the IASB and FASB jointly. The discussion paper reiterates why –
prudence and neutrality were considered contradictory. However, Hans Hoogervorst,
the IASB chairman, has described the phrase that prudence was caution in the face
of uncertainty as ‘pure common sense’. The discussion paper does a better job with
reliability, which was replaced by representational faithfulness together with the
enhancing characteristic of verifiability. It is most convincing on stewardship, where the
word has gone but the concept remains. Indeed, the paper is sprinkled with references
to the accountability of management for the resources with which they are entrusted.

provisions, pensions and
deferred tax) should reflect
variations in expected
cashflows, time value
of money, risk premium
(including an entity’s own
credit risk in liabilities) and
any liquidity effect. Own
credit risk is not always
recognised (for example, in
pension liabilities), nor is
the time value of money for
deferred tax. So this might
imply changes are needed in
these standards.

Profit and
comprehensive income
What has not changed is
that the framework remains
driven by assets and
liabilities and that equity is
the residual difference, and
gains and losses represent
changes in them.
The other big issue in
this project is what gains
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and losses should be
part of profit or loss and
what should go to other
comprehensive income
(OCI)? Should items that
go to OCI be recycled
into P&L when realised?
Treatments at stake might
include cashflow hedging,
revaluation of property,
actuarial gains and losses
on pension liabilities, the
new fair value through OCI
category in IFRS 9 and
changes in discount rates in
IAS 37.
The default treatment will
be to P&L, but there will be
cases where an IFRS could
put certain items through
OCI. If so, recycling will be
expected. The categories
of such items might be
framed more narrowly as
measurement mismatches
(for example, between a
balance sheet at fair value

and P&L based on cost),
or defined more widely to
add transitory longer-term
remeasurements. Cashflow
hedging or the fair value
through OCI from IFRS 9
would qualify either way,
but many items currently
allowed through OCI would
only qualify if the IASB goes
for the wider definition (such
as revaluations, actuarial
gains/losses, changes in
own credit and designated
equities under IFRS 9).
The discussion paper
covers a host of other
matters, including the
concepts of going concern,
the business model and
the boundary between what
are liabilities and what is

The consultation on this
framework is open until
14 January 2014. It is
a chance to consider
fundamental issues in
financial reporting
that many claim are
changing and not
for the better. It is
also another battleground to
debate the issues in current
projects such as leases and
financial instruments.
The discussion paper
points the way to the
resolution of issues where
standards are inconsistent.
It clearly draws the line
under the convergence
model with the FASB, even
to the extent of inviting
comments on the jointly
completed sections.
There will probably be
an exposure draft of the
proposed framework before
the final version. But how will
it affect IFRS at that point?
The framework will alter
the way new and current
projects are completed.
However, the standards
that are inconsistent with
the new framework may
not be altered right away.
Standards like IAS 20 on
government grants pre-date
and are incompatible with
the 1989 framework, but are
still in effect today. ■
Richard Martin is ACCA’s
head of corporate reporting
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

A Review of the Conceptual Framework for Financial
Reporting can be found at http://tinyurl.com/ma5udq6
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IAS 36, Impairment of
Assets, describes the
procedures that an entity
should follow to ensure
that it carries its assets
at no more than their
recoverable amount, which
is effectively the higher of
the amount to be realised
through using or selling the
asset. When the carrying
amount of asset exceeds
the recoverable amount,
the asset is considered to
be impaired and the entity
recognises an impairment
loss. Goodwill acquired in
a business combination
or intangible assets with
indefinite useful lives have
to be tested for impairment
at least on an annual basis.
The standard details the
circumstances when an
impairment loss should be
reversed, although this is
not possible for goodwill.
For the purposes of
impairment testing, goodwill
should be allocated to
the cash-generating units
(CGU) or groups of CGUs
benefiting from goodwill.
Such group of units should
not be larger than an
operating segment before
aggregation. For any asset,
an impairment test has
to be carried out at each
reporting date if there is any
indicator of impairment. IAS
36 gives a list of common
indicators of impairment
such as increases in market
interest rates, market
capitalisation falling below
net asset carrying value or
the economic performance
of an asset being worse than
projected in internal budgets.
Detailed disclosures,
including the circumstances
that have led to impairment

Are you complying?
Following research by ESMA, the regulatory bodies are focusing
on key aspects of IAS 36, says Graham Holt
are required in relation to
each CGU with significant
amounts of goodwill and
other intangible assets.
These include the key
assumptions on which
management has based
cashflow projections,
a description of
management’s
approach to
determining the
values of each
key assumption,
terminal growth rates
and discount rates
as well as sensitivity
analysis where a
reasonable change in
a key assumption would
lead to impairment.
Additionally, the
International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB)
has recently published

▌▌▌COMPLIANCE WITH SOME IMPAIRMENT
DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS VARIED CONSIDERABLY,
SUGGESTING INCONSISTENCY IN THE APPLICATION OF
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS
Recoverable Amount
Disclosures for Non-Financial
Assets (Amendments to
IAS 36). These narrow
amendments to IAS 36 detail
the disclosure of information
about the recoverable
amount of impaired assets if
that amount is based on fair
value less costs of disposal.
When developing IFRS 13,
Fair Value Measurement, the
IASB decided to change IAS
36 to require disclosures
about the recoverable
amount of impaired assets.
The recent amendment
limits the scope of those

disclosures to the recoverable
amount of impaired assets
that is based on fair value
less costs of disposal. The
amendments are to be
applied retrospectively for
annual periods beginning on
or after 1 January 2014 with
earlier application permitted.
In January 2013,the
European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA)
issued a report on the
accounting practices
relating to impairment
testing of goodwill and
other intangible assets.
ESMA reviewed the nature

of disclosures in the 2011
IFRS financial statements of
a sample of 235 companies
with material amounts
of goodwill. Similarly, a
recent research report by
the Centre for Financial
Analysis and Reporting
Research (CeFARR) at the
Cass Business School
entitled Accounting for asset
impairment: a test for IFRS
compliance across Europe
reviewed the compliance of
European listed companies’
as regards IAS 36. The
authors, Hami Amiraslani,
George E Iatridis and

»
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Peter F Pope, investigated
the degree of compliance
with IFRS by analysing
impairment disclosures
during 2010/11, relating to
non-financial assets within
a sample of over 4,000
listed companies from
the European Union plus
Norway and Switzerland.
The two reports make
interesting reading and
there is some consistency
in their conclusions. The
findings of the CeFARR
research contextualise
the ESMA report. CeFARR
found that compliance
with some impairment
disclosure requirements
varied quite considerably

regulatory regime. They
further conclude that
companies operating in
a strong regulatory and
enforcement setting appear
to recognise impairment
losses on a timelier basis.
These findings could have
implications for future
investment decisions in
terms of lower risk in
certain jurisdictions.
In the current economic
and financial crisis, assets
in many industries are likely
to generate lower than
expected cashflows with the
result that their carrying
amount is greater than their
recoverable amount with
the result that impairment

market capitalisation ratio
of its sample rose from
100% at 2010 year-end to
145% at 2011 year-end
and further, that as at 31
December 2011, 43%
of the sample showed a
market capitalisation below
equity compared to 30%
in 2010. Of these entities,
47% recognised impairment
losses on goodwill in
their 2011 IFRS financial
statements.
ESMA feels that the
increased equity/market
capitalisation ratio
and relatively limited
impairment losses call into
question whether the level
of impairment in 2011

▌▌▌THE QUALITY OF IMPAIRMENT REPORTING IS BETTER
IN COMPANIES WHOSE JURISDICTION HAS A STRONG
REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE.
THE UK AND IRELAND ARE IN THIS CATEGORY
suggesting inconsistency
in the application of IFRS.
Compliance with impairment
disclosure requirements
that required greater
managerial involvement
was less rigorous than
those requirements with
low effort required. This
leads to a tendency to use
boilerplate description,
which helps reduce the
cost of compliance. There
appears to be considerable
variation across European
countries in compliance with
some impairment disclosure
requirements.
CeFARR found that the
quality of impairment
reporting is better
in companies whose
jurisdiction has a strong
regulatory and institutional
infrastructure. They placed
the UK and Ireland in
this category. However,
impairment disclosures
seem to be of lower
quality in jurisdictions
where there is a weaker
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losses are required.
However, ESMA found that
the material impairment
losses of goodwill reported
in 2011 were limited to a
small number of companies,
and these were mainly
in the financial services
and telecommunication
industries. Overall
impairment losses on
goodwill in 2011 amounted
to only 5% of goodwill
recognised in the 2010 IFRS
financial statements.
An indication of
impairment could be a fall
in market capitalisation
below the carrying value of
equity. An equity/market
capitalisation ratio
above 100% is one of
the external sources of
information indicating that
assets may be impaired,
and should be considered
in assessing the realistic
values of key assumptions
used in impairment
testing. ESMA reported
that the average equity/

appropriately reflects the
effects of the financial and
economic crisis. As CeFARR
found, in many cases
the disclosures relating
to impairment were of
a boilerplate nature and
not entity-specific due to
a failure to comply with
the requirements of the
standard and possibly IAS

CPD
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36 not providing specific
enough detail, especially as
regards the nature of the
sensitivity analysis.
As a result of the ESMA
review, they have identified
five problem areas:
1 Key assumptions of
management
In the ESMA sample,
only 60% of the entities
discussed the key
assumptions used for
cashflow forecasts other
than the discount rate and
growth rate used in the
impairment testing and half
of these entities did not
provide the relevant entityspecific information.
2 Sensitivity analysis
ESMA has identified
different practices with
regard to disclosures
on sensitivity analysis.
Only half of the entities
presented a sensitivity
analysis where the book
value of their net assets
exceeded their market
capitalisation. This is a
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surprisingly low figure
considering that this is an
indication of impairment.
3 Determination of
recoverable amount
‘Value in use’ is used
by most entities for
goodwill impairment
testing purposes
and 60% of
entities used
discounting to
calculate ‘fair
value less costs
to sell’. Thus
a significant
number of
entities estimate
the recoverable
amount using
discounted cashflows.
IAS 36 requires
different criteria for
cashflows when using value
in use or fair value less
costs to sell to determine
the recoverable amount.
One would expect that
third party information
would prevail over entity
based assumptions when
determining ‘fair value less
costs to sell’ in this way.
4 Determination of
growth rates
IAS 36 states that for
periods beyond those
covered by the most recent
budgets and forecasts,
they should be based on
extrapolations using a
steady or declining growth
rate unless an increasing
rate can be justified. ESMA
found that more than 15%
of issuers disclosed a
long-term growth rate above
3% which, given the current
economic environment, is
optimistic and probably
unrealistic.
5 Disclosure of an average
discount rate
ESMA found that 25%
of issuers in the sample
disclosed an average
discount rate, rather than
a specific discount rate

on each material cashgenerating unit. The applied
discount rate has a major
impact on the calculation
of value in use. Therefore
separate discount rates
should be disclosed and
used which fit the risk profile
of each CGU. The disclosure
of a single average discount
rate for all CGUs obscures
relevant information.
As a result of the above,
ESMA and the national
regulatory authorities are
focusing on certain key
aspects of IAS 36. The key
areas include the application
by entities of the rules
re impairment testing of
goodwill and other intangible
assets, the reasonableness
of cashflow forecasts,

the key assumptions
used in the impairment
test and the relevance
and appropriateness of
the sensitivity analysis
provided. ESMA expects
issuers and their auditors
to consider the findings
of their review when
preparing and auditing the
IFRS financial statements.
ESMA also expects national
regulatory authorities
to take appropriate
enforcement actions where
needed. ■
Graham Holt is associate
dean and head of the
accounting, finance and
economics department at
Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.ifrs.org
www.esma.europa.eu
Read the CeFARR report at: http://tinyurl.com/d7aaevm
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More than just the numbers
A dynamic internal audit function is a crucial indicator of good governance. But it needs
to get its priorities right and focus on areas that really matter – such as operational risk
Internal audit has moved on
from the days when it was
all about double-checking
the figures. Nowadays it is
still about double-checking
the figures, but so much
more as well. Virtually
every business activity
you can think of,
from setting strategy
through to managing
an organisation’s
reputation on social
media, can fall
within the remit of
the internal audit
department. So,
is your internal
audit team devoting
sufficient resources to the
right activities and, if it is,
does it have the appropriate
skills to carry out its work
effectively?

But, interestingly,
internal audit research by
CEB, a leading memberbased advisory company,
suggests that internal audit
teams may over-focus on
finance and accounting risks
and neglect other
important threats
facing their
organisations.
In a global
survey of
audit directors
carried out
earlier in 2013,
it found that the
highest number

months: data privacy
(92%), third-party vendor
management (87%) and
‘advanced persistent
threats’ (84%).
An example of
an advanced
persistent
threat is a
determined
hacker
specifically
targeting the
organisation.
‘Concerns
over data privacy are
exacerbated by strict laws,
which vary from country to

convenient way.’
Another area where
internal audit has a role to
play is in reviewing strategic
risk – particularly strategy
formulation and
execution,
and talent
management.
Beale points
out that it is
essential to get
management buyin, however.
‘If you can’t get
management buy-in,
you will never be able
to drive change and improve

▌▌▌‘IF YOU CAN’T GET MANAGEMENT BUY-IN,
YOU WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO DRIVE CHANGE AND
IMPROVE THINGS WITHIN THE BUSINESS’

Risk areas
Finance has long been
a major focus area for
internal audit and many
internal auditors come
from accounting
backgrounds. This is
because fraud remains a
common and persistent
threat and one that has
the potential to fell even
the mightiest enterprise.
The global financial
crisis of 2008 also
made cash and liquidity
management a major
priority for internal
audit. Now, taxation is
increasingly seen as a
high-risk area, given the
significant cooperation that
exists between international
tax authorities. So internal
audit teams must assess
whether their organisations
are complying with both
the letter and the spirit
of the law.
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of deficiencies
identified over the
past year actually
related to
operational risk,
particularly
the areas of
third-party
relationships
(cited by 54% of
respondents), business
continuity planning (47%)
and international operations
(43%). This was despite
the fact that the vast
majority of audit executives
were ‘confident’ or ‘very
confident’ about their team’s
abilities to understand and
audit operational risk.
CEB’s research also
identified information risk
as a major organisational
threat, with the following
issues seen as ‘very
important’ or ‘important’
over the next six to 12

country, and there are
a number of public
cases where this has
gone wrong,’ says Ian
Beale, a senior CEB
director, who addressed
to a recent ACCA event
in London, entitled ‘The
2013 Pulse of Internal
Audit’.
He adds: ‘They are also
exacerbated by increasing
interconnectivity
within organisations,
outsourcing IT
systems and,
particularly, using
the cloud. So
it is extremely
important, and
an area that
many audit
teams are
focusing on, to
ensure that they
remain compliant in a costefficient and operationally

things within the business,’
he says.
Internal audit can
also help to mitigate
new risks such as the
organisation’s use of
social media channels
including Facebook,
LinkedIn and Twitter.

The way forward
If internal audit needs
to have a broader
remit within your
organisation, how
can you make that
happen in practice?
Beale advises
surveying key
stakeholders
to find out
how well
the internal
audit team is
delivering against
expectations at present
and what they think the
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team’s priorities should be
in future.
‘The second piece is
whether your stakeholders
are actually asking you to do
the right things,’ he adds.
It is essential to review
the composition of the
internal audit team to
ensure it includes
a broad range of
professionals
with different
backgrounds
and expertise.
Internal audit
is not just the
preserve of
accountants;
it should be
able to draw on
a diverse talent pool.
‘Financially competent
and qualified people will
always be needed,’ says
Beale. ‘But they should
be able to move into other
related areas, such as
financial risk, liquidity,
treasury and some
operational areas.’
There are certain
audits – for example,
of cloud computing
or social media
activities – where
the internal audit
function needs the
input of experts with very
specialised skills. This can
be achieved by seconding
individuals from other
departments, such as IT, or
by bringing in experts from
different geographies within
the organisation as
‘guest auditors’.
Then there is the question
of skillsets. Does your team
have the right combination
of technical competence
and soft skills to do
its work effectively?
Beale

says it is important to be
able to create empathy,
communicate, negotiate and
resolve conflicts. He says
internal auditors must be
able to ‘build a consensus
and get management to say:
“This is important.”’
The constant emergence
of new threats – after all,
who worried about
monitoring their
reputation on Twitter
five years ago? –
means that internal
audit can never stand
still. So there’s no
time like the present to
review how internal audit
is performing within your
organisation and see where
it can become even more
effective in future. ■
Sally Percy, journalist
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INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN –
TOP 10 HOTSPOTS
Are you devoting sufficient time and resources to the
areas outlined below?
1 Contingency planning
Not all organisations are equally prepared to respond
to the next catastrophic or systemic disaster, whether
it’s environmental, macro-economic or political.
2 Strategy creation and execution
Companies need confidence that they are setting
the right strategic objectives based on sound
assumptions.
3 Bribery and corruption
Compliance with anti-corruption laws presents
challenges in terms of meeting legal requirements,
reconciling differences between jurisdictions and
communicating company standards to an increasingly
diverse workforce.
4 Tax management
As tax authorities become more aggressive, tax
departments are under pressure to process and
disclose more information.
5 Basic operating controls
The effective oversight and execution of basic
operating controls is under pressure as a result
of rapid business change. For example, there is
a heightened risk of complacency around basic
procedures such as employee contract management.
6 Project management
Organisations are investing in large-scale,
transformational projects to fuel growth, but
controls are needed to underpin those projects.
7 Third-party relationships
Companies increasingly rely on third parties such as
contractors and outsourcing firms for core business
functions. Supply chain disruptions are a risk due to
the economic crisis and commodity price volatility.
8 Talent management
High demand for individuals with specific technical
skills and leadership qualities means that many
organisations are struggling to attract and retain staff.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

For information about ACCA’s Internal Audit Network,
visit www.accaglobal.com/ab14

9 Tone at the middle
Middle managers can disproportionately influence the
behaviours of individual employees and teams, both
positively and negatively.
10 Reputation risk
Most organisations lack consistent processes and
practices to manage reputation risk.

For CEB, go to www.cebglobal.com
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly
round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, tax and law
REPORTING
STRATEGIC REPORT

The Companies Act
2006 (Strategic Report
and Directors’ Report)
Regulations 2013 will
apply to financial years
ending on or after 30
September 2013.
Guidance produced by
the Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) (see below)
should be reviewed by all
companies, with Appendix
III providing Companies Act
references to the directors
report requirements.
However, the bulk of the
guidance and the strategic
report element relates to
quoted companies, other
public companies, large
companies and mediumsized companies that
are required under the
Companies Act to comply
with strategic report
disclosure requirements.
Appendix II provides a
useful reminder of these
statutory obligations.
Where to start? The
staff guidance produced
by the FRC – Staff Guidance
Note: The Companies Act
2006 (Strategic Report
and Directors’ Report)
Regulations 2013 – Key
Facts – summarises the
requirements set out
in the regulations. The
document, which highlights
the legal background and
key elements, is easy to
understand and will be
an invaluable document
for those explaining the
changes to the board and
other stakeholders.
Exposure Draft: Guidance
on the Strategic Report has
been issued and the FRC
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UK GAAP: HOW ACCA CAN HELP
An ACCA factsheet and video podcast highlight the
changes to UK generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) and the tax consequences.
In addition, ACCA has published individual model
accounts for a small company voluntarily applying
FRS 102 and model accounts for a company applying
the FRSSE 2015, to enable comparison between the
implications of the two accounting standards in terms of
recognition and disclosures for specific items, and these
are now available to members. These follow the same
format as the current model accounts. The current range
includes FRSSE accounts, LLP accounts, abbreviated
accounts, dormant accounts and sole trader accounts,
which can be requested via email quoting your name and
membership number.
Details can be found at www.accaglobal/advisory

is requesting comments by
15 November. It sets out
that the ‘existing guidance
on the business review
(the part of the directors’
report that the strategic
report will replace) is in
the form of the Accounting
Standards Board’s Reporting
Statement: Operating and
Financial Review (RS)’ and
that the new strategic report
guidance ‘aims to be:
1 principles-based;
2 shorter and more

streamlined than the RS;
3 mindful of recent
developments in narrative
reporting best practice;
and
4 aligned with the
requirements in
the UK Corporate
Governance Code.’
The consultation
guidance takes readers
through the process of:
the annual report;
the narrative reports;
strategic reports and

*
*
*

materiality; and
the strategic report.
It summarises that the
‘content elements for the
strategic report set out in
the [draft] guidance are
derived from the Companies
Act 2006, as amended
by the Companies Act
2006 (Strategic Report
and Directors’ Report)
Regulations 2013, and
include a description of
the entity’s objectives,
strategies and business

*

CHARITY SORP
The Charity Commission and Office of the Scottish
Charity Regulator (OSCR), the joint statement of
recommended practice (SORP)-making body, have
issued an exposure draft SORP for comment. The SORP
and accompanying invitation to comment document can
be accessed via www.charitysorp.org; the consultation
closes on 4 November 2013.
Nigel Davies, secretary to the SORP Committee,
highlights proposed changes in a podcast you can find at
www.accaglobal/advisory. The podcast complements last
month’s Accounting and Business article on charity SORP,
which you can access at www.accaglobal.com/ab24
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model. In addition, the
strategic report should
include an explanation
of the main trends and
factors affecting the
entity; a description of
its principal risks and
uncertainties; an analysis
using key performance
indicators; and an
analysis of the development
and performance of the
business. Disclosures
around the environment,
employees, social
issues, and diversity are
also incorporated.’
Details at www.
accaglobal/advisory

INHERITANCE TAX IN SCOTLAND
The following new inheritance tax forms
and guidance for Scottish estates have
been made available:
C1 – Confirmation Inventory
C2 – Inventory continued
C5 (2006) – Return of estate
information
C5 (OUK) (2006) – Return of estate
information (person domiciled abroad
and their UK assets consisted of
cash/and or quoted stocks and shares

*
*
*
*

RESIDENTIAL
MANAGEMENT
COMPANIES

The Financial Reporting
Council (FRC) has issued
FRED 50 Draft FRC Abstract
1, Residential Management
Companies’ Financial
Statements and Consequential
Amendments to the FRSSE,
requesting comments by
11 November. The objective
‘is to address how RMCs
shall recognise transactions
with third-party suppliers in
[their] financial statements
when discharging their
duties to manage and
arrange maintenance of a
property, on the basis of
the legal opinions obtained
that state that all RMCs act
as principals (not agents) in
these transactions.’
You can view the
document at http://tinyurl.
com/frc-rmc

TAX
INHERITANCE TAX –
GIFT SCHEMES

Discounted gift schemes
can exist where a gift or gifts
are made by an individual
whose estate is likely to face
an inheritance tax charge
and where the gift or gifts
are structured to ensure
that the value of the gift is
less than the value of the
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assets being removed from
the individual’s estate. The
most common schemes are
insurance product based.
Revenue & Customs
Brief 22/13, Discounted
Gift Schemes: Ten Year
Anniversary values for
Inheritance Tax and updated
guidance on the calculation
of transfer values when
Discounted Gift Schemes are
effected sets out HMRC’s
view on ‘how to calculate
the value that will be subject
to inheritance tax for a
discounted gift scheme
held in a relevant property
trust when the 10-year
anniversary charge arises
for the trust.’ The brief also
updates the guidance that
HMRC has made available.
The brief reaffirms that
the ‘open market purchaser
will take account of the fund
value at the valuation date
and will have to allow for:
the expected withdrawals
to be received by the
settlor between the
valuation date and the

*

only, gross value less than £150,000)
C5 (SE) (2006) – Information about
small estates
C3 (2006) – Notes to help you fill
in form C1 Confirmation Inventory
and form C5 (2006) HM Revenue &
Customs return
Integrated Inventory – contains
form C1 confirmation and form C2
continuation
More at http://tinyurl.com/hmrc-scottish

*
*
*

settlor’s date of death,
and
the expected delay
between the valuation
date and the eventual
death of the settlor.’
It then states that the
‘closest equivalent asset
which is sold in the open
market is considered to be
an interest in reversion’.
Guidance, including
worked examples, is then
provided on the health of
the settlor at the 10-year
anniversary and options
that are available. Updated
guidance is highlighted on
the calculation of transfer
values when a discounted
gift scheme is effected. It
includes reference to the
European Court of Justice
decision that the use of
gender as a factor in setting
insurance premiums is
no longer permissible
from 21 December 2012,
and states that as this is
‘one of the main factors
used to establish the
value transferred when a

*

discounted gift scheme
is effected is the cost of
insuring the life of the
individual who has effected
the scheme, the valuation
basis needs to be changed
to reflect this significant
change in how life assurance
premiums are calculated.’
It concludes that the
‘position at the date of
a 10-year anniversary is
somewhat different. At a 10year anniversary the open
market purchaser would not
be concerned to insure the
life of the settlor. Rather
the purchaser’s concern
would be in establishing
the settlor’s life expectancy.
This would be affected by
the settlor’s age, gender
and state of health at
that time and would use
a different valuation basis
from that used for valuing
the retained rights when
a discounted gift scheme
is effected.’
You can find links to the
brief at www.accaglobal/
advisory

»
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THE EMPLOYEE SHAREHOLDER
The new employment status is now in place. It is
now possible to offer or accept a job on an employee
shareholder basis that is different from jobs offered
on other employment contracts, as long as both the
employer and employee agree to certain actions.
Tax incentives and employment rights have been
amended to create this new status.
The employee shareholder will be awarded at
least £2,000 of shares in their employer or its
parent company. The Finance Act 2013 provides tax
reliefs for employee shareholders:
Income tax and NICs will usually not be chargeable
on the first £2,000 of share value received by an
employee shareholder.
There will usually be capital gains tax (CGT) exemption
for £50,000 of shares received by an employee
shareholder.
When an employer funds the costs of the
independent legal advice received by a person
considering an employee shareholder offer, this will
not usually be a taxable benefit.
Employees will not have certain employment rights.
These are:
Unfair dismissal rights (apart from the
automatically unfair reasons, where dismissal is
based on discriminatory grounds and in relation to
health and safety)
Rights to statutory redundancy pay
The statutory right to request flexible working
except in the two-week period after a return
from parental leave
Certain statutory rights to request time off to train
An employee shareholder will have to give 16 weeks’
notice to their employer if they intend to return early
from maternity, additional paternity or adoption leave.
There are six mandatory conditions that apply. These are:
The individual and the company must both agree that
the individual will be an employee shareholder.
The employer must give the individual fully
paid-up shares in the employer’s company or
employer’s parent company, and they must be worth
at least £2,000.
The individual must not pay for the shares in any way.
The employer must give the individual a written
statement of the particulars of the status of
employee shareholder.
The individual must obtain advice from a relevant
independent adviser on the terms and effect of
the written statement. The company is required
to pay for that advice whether the individual
accepts the job or not.
The individual cannot accept or agree to an employee
shareholder job until seven days have passed following
receipt of the advice. The seven days commence on
the day after the advice has been received.
The guidance issued on GOV.UK also details what must
be included in the written statement. In addition to

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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details of employment rights, the statement also requires
details of shares being offered including rights to income
or distributions, rights on winding up, preemption rights,
redemption rights, any restrictions on transfer and ‘any
other information that may be relevant or useful for the
individual to know’.
GOV.UK provides guidance for employers who are
considering whether employee shareholder status would
work for their business.
HMRC’s guidance explains that ‘Income tax and NICs is
not usually chargeable on the first £2,000 of share value
received by an employee shareholder. This is because
the employee shareholder is deemed to have made a
payment of £2,000 for the shares. The normal rules for
the taxation of employment-related securities apply to any
value received in excess of £2,000.’ This only applies on
accepting the new status and doesn’t apply to those who
have a ‘material interest’ in the company.
HMRC also states that a CGT exemption is available on
the disposal of up to £50,000 worth of shares received
by the employee shareholder. It is highlighted that this
is also subject to the employee shareholder not having a
‘material interest’.
In addition, the HMRC guidance also looks at valuation
of employee shareholder shares and reporting requirements
for employee shareholder shares (Form 42), and states that
the costs will be, subject to certain conditions, eligible as
expenditure to reduce corporation tax.
Guidance can be found at www.accaglobal/advisory
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PENSION REMINDER

HMRC has issued guidance
and a tool that reminds
those with pension savings
over £1.25m that for fixed
protection to be valid
they must apply for ‘fixed
protection 2014’ by 5 April
2014. More at http://tinyurl.
com/hmrc-pension; there
is also guidance at http://
tinyurl.com/hmrc-news

CENTRAL AMERICA

The implementation of
the Reciprocal Preferential
Trade Agreement between
the European Union and
Central America came into
force on 1 August 2013. It
impacts on all importers
and exporters to and from
Central America (Costa Rica,
El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras, Nicaragua and
Panama) and requires
detailed examination
depending on product. More
at http://tinyurl.com/
hmrc-ca

DISINCORPORATION
RELIEF

HMRC has issued
guidance on how to claim
disincorporation relief.
You can find links to this
guidance, along with ACCA
guides and factsheets, at
www.accaglobal/advisory

ANNUAL TAX ON
ENVELOPED DWELLINGS
Residential properties
owned by a company (or
other collective investment
vehicle) are described as
being ‘enveloped’. This is
because the ownership sits
within a corporate vehicle
which acts as a ‘wrapper’
or ‘envelope’. Annual tax
on enveloped dwellings
(ATED) is a tax charged on
a company, a partnership
with a company member
or a collective investment
scheme which hold an
interest in one or more UK
residential dwelling(s). It
applies when the single

dwelling interest is worth
more than £2m. The first
chargeable period is 1 April
2013 to 31 March 2014
The technical guidance
for ATED has now been
issued and includes
special rules concerning
the filing of returns for
the chargeable period. The
technical guidance also
includes questions that aim
to assist in determining if a
liability to ATED exists. The
guidance states that ‘for a
liability to pay ATED to arise
a potential taxpayer will
need to answer ‘yes’ to all
of the following:
Do you meet the
ownership condition?
Are you beneficially
entitled, either alone or
with others, to a singledwelling interest?
Does that single dwelling
interest have a value of
greater than £2m on the
latest valuation date?
Do none of the
exemptions apply to you?
Are you unable to claim
a relief?
It provides references for
each of the questions to
help determine the answer.
You can find the guidance at
http://tinyurl.com/
hmrc-ated

*
*
*
*
*

US TAX RESIDENTS

HMRC has issued an
update on the Foreign
Account Tax Compliance
Act (FATCA). This highlights
that FATCA is part of the
US Hiring Incentives to
Restore Employment Act of
2010. It aims to ‘combat
tax evasion by US tax
residents using foreign
accounts. It includes certain
provisions on withholding
taxes and requires financial
institutions outside the US
to pass information about
their US customers to the
US tax authorities, the
Internal Revenue Services
(IRS). Failure to meet these
new reporting obligations

would result in a 30%
withholding tax on the
financial institutions.’
To provide background
the update highlights that
‘FATCA provisions impose
new and substantial
burdens on UK businesses
in identifying US taxpayers,
and registering and
reporting information to
the IRS. Significantly for
UK institutions, the Data
Protection Act precludes UK
businesses from passing
the required information to
the US.’
The update then
highlights that since the
original agreement sections
have been updated, the
most recent in July. This
update has resulted in
deadlines being pushed
back six months, which
means that there will be no
reporting for 2013. More at
http://tinyurl.com/
hmrc-fatca

STATUTORY RESIDENCE
TEST

The guidance on the
statutory residence test
has been updated and the
current version replaces
the guidance issued in May
2013. The guidance has
been updated to improve
clarity, correct errors and to
reflect legislative changes
made during the passage of
the Finance Bill 2013. The
legislative changes are:
Fourth automatic UK test
Example 32: amended to
reflect legislative changes
made to the fourth
automatic UK test
Split-year cases priority
order
Split-year case 6:
amended to reflect
legislative changes made
about priority order
Paragraph 8.11:
amended to reflect
the date that Finance
Act 2013 received
Royal Assent.
Paragraph 8.12:

*
*
*
*
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INTERNAL
AUDITOR
The internal auditor
carries out internal
audit assignments
and other assurance
work, and operates
either independently
or as part of a team.
Experience of IT
audit is preferable.
However, the following
are essential:

* Professionally
qualified

*
*
*
*

accountant or
fully qualified IIA
internal auditor
with relevant
experience
Internal audit,
governance and
risk management
experience
Excellent
interpersonal
skills and written
communication
Discretion, tact
and diplomacy
Attention to detail

To apply
Please forward a
copy of your CV and
a covering letter,
explaining why you
are suitable for this
opportunity, to jobs@
accaglobal.com
(quoting ‘internal
audit’ in the subject
line). A full job
description and
person specification is
also available.

*
*

»
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reflects the fact that the
Statutory Instrument to
update some previous
temporary non-residence
rules is now in place.
Links to this guidance and
ACCA articles can be found
at www.accaglobal/advisory

SDLT REFUNDS

Charitable organisations
should consider if they
have overpaid stamp
duty land tax (SDLT)
following the decision of
the Court of Appeal in
the case of The Pollen
Estate Trustee Company
Limited and Kings College
London v HM Revenue &
Customs (HMRC). HMRC
has highlighted that
the ‘substance of that
judgment was that, when a
charity purchases property
jointly with another person
who is not a charity
(‘non-charity purchaser’),
relief from SDLT under
paragraph 1 of Schedule
8 to the Finance Act 2003
is available on the charity’s
share of the property. Relief
is subject to a test based
on the extent to which the
charity’s share is used for
charitable purposes.’
To illustrate the position
the following simple
example was provided: ‘A
charity and a non-charity
jointly purchase a nonresidential property for
£800,000, each owning a
50% undivided share in
the property. The charity
intends to use its portion
of the property wholly
for charitable purposes.
Under section 55 the
SDLT due on the purchase is
£32,000 (£800,000 x 4%).
Charities relief is available
on £16,000 of this, with
£16,000 SDLT payable
on the proportion of the
interest held by the noncharity purchaser.’
Charitable organisations
should consider their
position and any claim.
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Details on the cases,
time limits and other
procedures at www.
accaglobal/advisory

UPDATES

Revenue & Customs Brief
23/13, Guidance on the
provision of storage facilities,
announces that VAT
Information Sheet 10/13,
VAT: Provision of Storage
Facilities, has been issued.
The guidance is
applicable to ‘suppliers of
any facility which is used,
or could potentially be
used, by their customers
for the storage of goods;
and customers who
rent facilities to store
goods’, and replaces VAT
Information Sheet 14/12,
VAT: Self Storage, which is
cancelled with immediate
effect. It impacts on all
forms of storage including
container storage.
HMRC Reference: Notice
780, Common Agricultural
Policy import procedures and
special directions for goods,
updates and corrects the
March 2013 version of
the notice.
Revenue & Customs
Brief 24/13, European
Commission investigation
into certain exemptions and
reliefs contained within the
aggregates levy, states that
the European Commission
has decided to open a
formal investigation relating
to certain exemptions
and reliefs within the
aggregates levy. The brief
provides a background
and highlights that ‘if any
reliefs or exemptions are
found to be unlawful state
aid there is a possibility
that the Commission could
require the UK government
to request businesses that
have benefited from those
reliefs or exemptions to
repay that aid.’
As part of its aim to
improve the end-to-end
processing time for paper

forms 64-8, HMRC has
issued a note suggesting
that ‘SA1, CWF1, SA
400 or SA 402 should be
stapled to the 64-8 when
it is submitted’ and that
covering letters should no
longer be sent.
Further details of notice
changes can be found at
www.accaglobal/advisory

LAW
IP SUPPORT FOR
BUSINESS

In the September edition
of Accounting and Business,
Paul Storer from the
Intellectual Property
Office (IPO) highlighted
a new tool that supports
advisers and businesses
(www.accaglobal.com/
ab23). It is being launched
at the end of October
but ACCA members who
wish to view the tool and
provide feedback can do
so by emailing advisory@
accaglobal.com with the
subject line ‘IPO tool’.
The tool provides users
with information on how
to protect assets. It also
allows users to access a
library of materials that
includes business checklists
for this very important
financial reporting and
tax area. You can find
details of the treatment of
intangible assets in the UK
GAAP updates and guidance
on R&D and Patent Box at
www.accaglobal/advisory
The IPO is launching
this tool and other business
support products to help
businesses identify and
manage their IP assets,
and will include full details
in the next edition of IP
Connect: http://www.ipo.
gov.uk/news

EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP
Employee ownership
is a business model
associated with the John
Lewis Partnership and

Arup. It can equally apply
to smaller businesses
at any stage during the
lifecycle, but is normally
considered more as
an option for startups
or on succession. A
considerable amount of
guidance is available:
brief guidance for
employees on how
to request a move to
employee ownership
and model company
documentation on moving
to employee ownership,
published by the
Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills
new guidance on
employee ownership
(including model
documentation)
published by HMRC
a new guide, Employee
Ownership: How To Get
Started, published by the
Employee Ownership
Association
Simply Buyout, a new
guide to cooperative
models of employee
ownership, published
by Co-operatives UK
in association with the
Wales Co-operative
Centre, Co-operative
Development Scotland
and Preston City Council.

*

*
*
*

FINANCE
DIRECT LENDING
SCHEME

Guidance on the direct
lending scheme, together
with application forms,
is available on the GOV.
UK website. The direct
lending scheme provides
an overseas buyer with
finance of between £5m
and £50m to finance
the purchase of capital
goods and services from
exporters carrying on
business in the UK.
Detailed Guide: Direct
Lending Scheme can be
found at http://tinyurl.
com/gov-dls ■
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The view from

‘

MOST SECTORS ARE BEING FORCED INTO
LOWERING MARGINS IN ORDER TO WIN WORK’
PAUL WESTWOOD FCCA, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
WESTWOOD & CO, BROMSGROVE
I left school at 16
winning a graduate
apprenticeship, gaining
broad experience of the
commercial departments
of an electrical wholesale
plc. The influence and
professionalism of the
financial and group
accountancy departments
led me to the profession,
with me consequently
remaining in the finance departments
there for five years.
On qualifying, I worked in the
public sector for a housing
association for a year and then for a
construction plc as a group financial
accountant for another five years.
In my third senior finance role as
a turnaround director at an ailing
printing company, the resultant
successful company became the
target of a hostile takeover.
With future security in mind, I
negotiated with the board a two-day
contract on a non-executive basis
and secured another non-executive
role with a construction company.
These non-executive roles pushed me
to build a general practice offering
accountancy solutions to corporate
clients and individuals.
My role at Westwood & Co is to steer
the direction of the practice, assuring
high-quality service and ensuring that
the resources are in place to provide
that level of service. The practice
has more than 140 clients around the
country – from non-executive roles,
large and small limited companies
to high-net-worth individuals. It also
looks after Spanish, Austrian and
Dutch subsidiaries, providing corporate
governance, monthly assurance

reporting, year-end reports
and general practice
services.
The main challenge our
clients currently face is
adjusting to pricing work
correctly to win work
and working profitably at
lower margins. In order
to win work and survive,
most sectors are being
forced into being higher-volume,
lower-margin businesses. If working
efficiencies do not correspondingly
adjust, such low margins may readily
produce losses. This in my view is not
recession-driven but a reset of the
way of working and I can’t see this
changing in the near future.
The key development I would like
to see happen in the future is some
kind of statutory restriction on the
use of the word ‘accountant’.
There should also be promotion
of the chartered title, and the
assurances it should give, not
just by chartered bodies but by
government. A non-chartered
accountant may not understand the
full implications and consequences
of decisions and advice, missing
opportunities and creating future
problems. Accountants must not
compete on a fee basis but on the
basis of quality and assurance.
By being an accountant you can make
a real difference. It is important to
learn as much as possible about your
client, not only looking at their financial
records but also learning about
their products, and understanding
the market they operate in. With
proficiency in different sectors, I feel
able to understand my clients’ needs
well and best advise accordingly.

■

SNAPSHOT:
CORPORATE
FINANCE
A lively sector to be in,
corporate finance offers
opportunities to work in areas
such as acquisitions, joint
ventures or fundraising, or
realisation of value through
sales or restructurings.
Accountants working in
the corporate finance field
have clients who need an
adviser that can make deals –
whatever they are – work.
‘The recent financial crisis
has seen a reduction in the
volume of corporate finance
transactions,’ says Peter
Howarth, operations director,
accounting and finance at
Badenoch & Clark. ‘Services
have generally been less
in demand, as focus has
shifted towards corporate
restructuring teams that sit
between the corporate finance
and corporate recovery
teams. This has meant the
type of skills sought after has
changed and any experience
of corporate refinancing and
restructuring of debt is looked
at favourably by those hiring.
‘Regionally we are noticing
that teams are diminishing
in size as the volume of
transactions across the board
has reduced.’

39

According to Experian, the
number of £1bn-plus UK
deals announced in 2012
rose 15% to 39, worth a
total of £128bn.
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Strategy for success
In the second article in their series on building sustainable and successful practices,
Andrew Jenner and Phil Shohet look at how strategy can enable competitive advantage
The recent recession has produced
a tougher, more demanding market.
Margins are slimmer, funding is
tighter, profits are harder won. In
this environment there is a general
acceptance that in the longer term
it is only those firms capable of
developing their businesses to gain a
competitive advantage and outperform
their rivals that will ensure long-term
prosperity.
Most practitioners would agree
that the ability to perform at a higher
level than rival firms depends on
developing key resources such as
better trained and more skilled staff,
or adopting a more efficient delivery of
services. However, where partners have
traditionally been hands on, now their
emphasis must shift to organising,
managing and practice development,
using staff and technology more
efficiently. This is an uncomfortable
change for many to contemplate. What
is needed is recognition that income
and a satisfactory work/life balance
come at a cost and require hard work
and a fresh approach.

DO YOU KNOW...
What your most profitable
* opportunities
are?
What the potential demand for
* your specialisms is?
Where you should position
* yourself
to build capability?
How you can generate more
* revenue from your current

*
*
*
*

client base?
How you can reduce the risks
of losing clients?
Which of your clients have
untapped potential for
categories of work you
currently do not do for them?
Where in your intermediary
referral relationships there is
untapped potential?
What the external risks to the
future of your business are?

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

Partners usually say, ‘We are a
general practice’, but this is of course
a relative term. If they truly looked
at themselves they would realise
that they have more to offer, whether
specific sector specialisms, service
offerings or skills. Rather than talk in
generalities they should take a fresh
look at themselves to assess what they
realistically wish to achieve and assess
their strengths and weaknesses.
For the ambitious, growth is the key
to increased success, but while doing
more of the same will undoubtedly
result in a larger business, will it be
more profitable or more successful?
Growth must be carefully managed and
have the full cooperation of all partners
and staff; partners should have a clear
idea of the direction they want their
business to take in growing and how
they intend to make that happen. Any
new partners coming into the practice
must also buy into the business plans.

Robust challenge
Investigating whether the firm is in
good shape or not requires a robust
challenge on everything about the
practice. Research, analysis, discussion
and planning will be the foundations
for decisions. By taking this more
introspective approach, high on the list
would be the following concerns:
survival – where succession,
retirement, client demographics,
local competitors and market forces
combine to threaten the business
client services – the need to give
clients a broader and deeper range
of advice more suited to their
current status and business
improved operational structure – to
bring about better delivery of client
services and faster turnaround
stronger staff relationships – to
retain and attract the best people
improving profitability – to a higher
and sustainable level.
Thoughts would then turn to the key
external market influences, including:
attracting and retaining good people
clients who require more/better

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

value for money
the regulatory environment in which
the practice operates
IT systems and communications for
delivery of the serviced product
efficiency and job turnaround.
The logical outcome of this is a further
series of questions. Are partners
content to stay as a small, local general
practice? Is it essential to maintain
status as an audit firm? Are the best
skills of partners being fully or only
partially utilised? Do they want to
expand and compete with the local
offices of national or regional practices?
Is there any desire or opportunity to
specialise and become a niche practice?
There are many different paths
to choose which must be carefully
considered before deciding on the right
direction. The alternative is haphazard
and uncontrolled growth that can easily
result in inferior profitability, instability
and vulnerability.
The answers to challenging
questions should not be seen as an
insurmountable barrier. Rather, they
should be seen as opportunities to
gain competitive advantage, adopting
a smarter approach to running the
firm and making it more productive
and profitable, targeting the key
issues and finding the right solutions.
More importantly, the question to be
answered honestly must be: do we have
the willingness to change?
At the core of business planning
will be positive actions stemming
from feedback from clients and
intermediaries about their perception
of the firm; where the firm’s and the
partners’ perceived strengths and
weaknesses are; whether the firm can
service their ongoing needs; and how
the firm matches up to competitors.
Asking and learning, and then using
the knowledge, is fundamental.
Client-based Pareto analysis is also
essential. Many firms simply regard
this as a comparison of the number
of clients in each fee band to assess
potential vulnerability. What they
should be seeking is whether within

*
*
*
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those ranges there are services that are
offered but are currently not provided
to a client; offering more minimises the
risk of losing a client to a competitor.
While it is often more straightforward
to address external influences, internal
factors tend to be more difficult to
deal with; high on this list are partner
performance issues. People vary and
aspirations and performance levels
do not always run in parallel. If it is
clear that anyone is in a comfort zone
while others are going the extra mile,
there will undoubtedly be questions
about remuneration. Provided the

profit pot is large enough there can
be a different way of cutting the cake
which rewards appropriately. That is
why, when creating a strategy for the
times, there has to be consideration
given to rewarding performance based
around individual roles. This could
open up reorganisation or restructuring
for increased efficiency and workflow,
recruitment of better people,
succession planning issues and new
partner recruitment to meet perceived
future demands facing the firm.
Change is not personal; it is
business. Barriers to progress are
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present in every firm, but the ability
to challenge, question, discuss and
agree a course of action is fulfilling
and positive. ■
Andrew Jenner FCCA and Phil Shohet
FCCA are directors, Kato Consultancy
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Time for a change, AB.UK,
September 2013:
www.accaglobal.com/ab13
www.kato.uk.com
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Inside the finance factories
Critics say tax compliance centres lead to missed tax-planning opportunities for clients and
limited career progression for staff. Proponents dispute this and point to the cost efficiencies
KPMG’s Tax Centre of Excellence
launched in Glasgow’s International
Financial Services District on 1 July,
creating more than 150 jobs. It aims
to process client tax returns from the
firm’s 22 UK offices. Centre director
Colin Williamson says: ‘By centralising
our tax compliance work we will create
cost and operational efficiencies which
will benefit both our clients and us.’
Operations on this scale may throw
up snagging issues, so work will be
migrated gradually and capacity built
up slowly. ‘We expect to take at least a
year to get up to speed, but our clients
won’t see any teething problems as we
have processes in place to mitigate the
impact of these,’ says Williamson.

The risk factors
There are risks that centralisation can
affect control and communication, and
that some tax planning and advisory
prospects will be missed because
of the heavy reliance on systemised
procedures. Some say an assembly
line approach means that tax planning
opportunities are not actively looked for.
However, Anna Young (name changed),
who works in a tax returns processing
centre at a top 10 UK accountancy
firm, disagrees: ‘In my experience
the emphasis, although mainly on tax
returns preparation, is also on spotting
opportunities and we are measured
against the number we spot.’
On the other hand, Young admits
she and her co-workers are considered
by other tax staff within the firm ‘just
as processors’: ‘They don’t see what
we see. When it actually comes down to
it, each case is individual. Each person
submits their information in a different
way and each client has different
expectations, so the overall experience
is as far removed from a factory or mere
processing approach as you can be.’
Being able to nurture close client
relationships is also key. Local offices
may have more time to add value with
advisory work if compliance processing
goes elsewhere. ‘Software tools and
online filing has reduced the client
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value in tax compliance,’ adds Jake Iles,
director at independent property tax
specialist Six Forward.
‘The introduction of a general
anti-abuse rule (GAAR) has moved the
emphasis from sophisticated schemes
to commercial planning that is taxefficient by making best use of reliefs
and allowances in the way parliament
intended. While this would appear to
close the opportunities for tax planners,
in reality the tax adviser role will
become critical in ensuring clients pay
no more tax than required.’
In a processing centre, getting the
software right is paramount, but it is
the people who must be able to deliver

way,’ says Williamson. Young’s firm
also offers opportunities for career
progression in personal tax compliance.
‘People can also branch out into
corporate tax or advisory,’ she adds.

Offshoring compliance
Other Big Four firms have set up tax
compliance centres overseas. Deloitte
has centres of tax excellence in
Belgium, India and Singapore. Its global
compliance centre in Belgium handles
more than 18,000 VAT and CIT returns
in 40 countries, and files more than 500
statutory accounts every year for many
large organisations looking for a panEuropean service.

▌▌▌‘WE USE A HYBRID MODEL… IT ENABLES
US TO GUARANTEE LOCAL COMPLIANCE
WHILE CENTRALLY CONTROLLING COSTS’
a service that clients can trust. ‘It can
take 10 months to change a technology
platform, but 10 years to create a
team of qualified people,’ says Simon
Watson, head of global outsourcing at
BDO, which provides global compliance
services, company secretarial, payroll
and business process outsourcing at its
processing centres around the world.
What kind of personnel want to work
at processing centres? Some of the
positions at KPMG’s centre have flexible
working hours and the firm has targeted
graduates, parents returning to work as
well as mature professionals looking for
a career redirection. All will be ‘skilled
tax professionals, from junior to senior
managers’, Williamson says.
In a standalone tax compliance
centre, staff may have limited career
opportunities, but this is not the case
in a large, multi-disciplinary firm
like KPMG. ‘We’ve had a number of
employees enquire about moving
into our compliance centre, either
on secondment or permanently,
and anticipate being able to offer
opportunities to move the other

Offshoring compliance comes with
challenges. ‘It’s important to find the
right balance between centralising
activities to achieve economies of scale
and using local expertise to get the best
compliance service,’ says Watson. ‘This
is why we use a hybrid model where the
processes are co-ordinated centrally
but executed locally – it enables us
to guarantee local compliance while
centrally controlling costs.’
Smaller firms also offshore bookkeeping and tax compliance to
countries with considerable expertise.
Mukesh Shah, director of FisherE@se,
part of accountancy firm HW Fisher &
Company, says: ‘We operate multiple
centres in India as joint ventures.
Cloud computing has changed the way
book-keeping services are provided,
and it’s important we do this to stay
ahead of our competitors. We also take
advantage of the time difference.’
Do people in Bangalore, say, know
about UK tax compliance? ‘All staff are
vetted by our joint-venture partners and
are qualified to undertake the required
services,’ says Shah. ‘Performance is
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continually reviewed and compliance
training is provided so that they are fully
aware of the legislation and guidelines,’
he adds. Staff are also fluent in English.
‘There will always be cultural differences
but this is part of the excitement of
today’s global marketplace.’
Offshoring is not for everyone. ‘We
tried outsourcing to India but it didn’t
work for us,’ says Carl Reader, director
at Dennis & Turnbull (D&T). ‘We could
not manage the operation remotely and
we didn’t manage the process well with
our existing staff, either. They feared
change and job losses and, in turn, were

reluctant to assist the outsourcers and
tried to nit-pick problems.’ Instead, D&T
developed its UK expertise in servicing
franchising and tuition. ‘In franchising
we effectively act as a compliance
centre on behalf of franchisors, who
get all their franchisees to use us for all
their accounting needs,’ says Reader.
Many other SMEs are developing
back-office accounting, payroll or tax
returns processing as specialisms. ‘By
outsourcing their payroll, firms save
on the cost of software and training,’
says Diane Brennan, managing partner
at Jackson Stephen. ‘Also, HMRC is
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currently contacting those who are
unaware of RTI and as a result haven’t
started submitting their returns but
this shouldn’t affect those who have
outsourced their payroll to us.’
Brennan dismisses criticism that
this is an assembly line or factory
approach. ‘We take an individual
approach which includes processing
to a high standard while managing
specific client requirements, with
plenty of client contact and on-hand
support,’ she says. ■
Iwona Tokc-Wilde, journalist
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Forum of the future
As chairman of the Forum of Firms, an association that
represents international accountancy networks, RSM’s
Bob Dohrer talks about audit’s changing role
Bob Dohrer was this year re-elected
chairman of the Forum of Firms, an
organisation that brings together
nearly two dozen of the world’s leading
international accountancy networks.
An American, but based in RSM’s
executive office in London, Dohrer
now has three more years to promote
consistent, high-quality financial audits
worldwide, and tackle the challenges
of transnational audits in the future.
It will be a key time for the
organisation that was borne out of
the accounting scandals of more
than a decade ago. But although the
profession is unlikely to witness such
events this time around, audit is under
the spotlight like never before.
‘If you think back to the early 2000s,
it was quite a turbulent time,’ Dohrer
explains. ‘In the global markets we had
the Enron and WorldCom scandals,
which then led to the issuance of
Sarbanes-Oxley and the creation of the
Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board (PCAOB). It was becoming quite
evident that in particular countries
there were movements taking place to
strengthen regulation.
The International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC) realised there were
some key large accountancy networks
that carried out a significant proportion
of transnational audit work, and it
would be important to have that group
coalesce around some basic objectives,
first and foremost of which was audit
quality. At that time, the convergence
of any international standards was not
very advanced, either on the auditing or
accounting fronts.
This picture has been changed by
the hard work of the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB),
whose rules and principles are now
applied in more than 100 countries,
and by the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB),
which has quietly been getting on with
the task of converging and clarifying
a set of audit standards to be
implemented worldwide.
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And it is the Forum’s membership,
which stretches from the Big Four
firms to smaller, more regionalised,
international networks, that is at
the forefront of this process. ‘The
Forum was formed to bring the
profession together around the primary
objectives of enhancing audit quality
and consistency around the world,
supporting the quality of financial
reporting,’ Dohrer says. ‘We have
undertaken to make it into a place
where practice issues and audit issues
can be discussed; and because of
our association with IFAC, we have
the ability to liaise with different
professional accountancy organisations
and standard-setters around the world.’

Transnational aspirations
To become a member, a network or
firm must first carry out, or have an
interest in carrying out, transnational
audit work. They should promote
a consistent application of highquality audit practices and standards

▌▌▌‘FOR A GLOBAL NETWORK, ONE OF THE
DIFFICULTIES IS THE NEED TO DEAL WITH
INCONSISTENT REGULATION’
worldwide, support the convergence
of national audit standards with
international standards, adhere to
IESBA ethical codes and conduct
regular globally coordinated internal
quality reviews.
‘For a global network, one of the
difficulties is the need to deal with
inconsistent regulation, and what we
find so often is that while we all use the
same auditing standards, the way that
those standards and requirements are
interpreted and enforced in different
countries can vary greatly. So when
a network has to put this together
in a global methodology it becomes
challenging. If you want to use it
worldwide you have to design your

policy and procedures to meet the
most rigorous level,’ says Dohrer.
The Forum can bring issues to the
attention of influential bodies both
within and outside the profession. It
can also help accelerate the maturity
of the profession in jurisdictions where
auditing is less developed as a skill.
‘The Forum can act as a catalyst to
help the profession itself to move
forward,’ Dohrer says.
In addition to his role at the Forum
of Firms, Dohrer is RSM International
global leader for quality and risk, and
has 23 years’ experience with McGladrey
& Pullen, a US member of RSM,
including serving as its international
assurance services practice leader.
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Looking forward, Dohrer is keen to
highlight the importance of auditor
reporting and transparency. In some
ways, he is critical of attempts at a
European level to introduce legislation
that would change how and why auditors
report on work. Instead, Dohrer, and
the Forum, argue that what is needed
is improved auditor reporting through
standard-setting, not legislation. ‘We
have been vocal in that regard,’ he says.
The IAASB is working on an auditorreporting model that Dohrer describes
as critical to the future of the audit
profession. ‘Whether you want to tie it
to the financial crisis or other trigger
events, the fact is that consumers of
our services are definitively asking for
more information,’ he says, ‘and that is
coming through loud and clear.’
Dohrer is concerned that if, as a
profession, auditors do not respond to
this demand, and if they do not resolve
concerns of liability and litigation, then
a void could be created between what

ABOUT THE FORUM
The Forum of Firms is an
association of international
networks of accountancy firms
that perform transnational
audits. It works with IFAC to
support the work of independent
standard-setting boards
and promote adoption of
international standards.
The 23 members are
committed to adhering to and
promoting high-quality audit
practices worldwide.

users want and what auditors are able
to provide. ‘There’s a very real risk to
our profession that someone else will
fill the void,’ he argues.
Dohrer sees the Forum as being
able to talk about the value that is
created during the audit process.
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‘Although litigation risk does not allow
an auditor to detail publicly all the
adjustments that were made during
the audit process before the final
financial statements are published,
people need to understand that
that process adds value to financial
reporting and the Forum can be a voice
to articulate that value.’
Company audit committees have
a key role to play in this debate, and
a great deal depends on the relative
maturity of this aspect of corporate
governance. But Dohrer is determined
to make the Forum a clear advocate for
the profession. In his own words: ‘We
need to speak out and to educate people
about the value of our profession.’ ■
Philip Smith, journalist
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Forum of Firms,
tinyurl.com/forum-firms
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DATA PAGE
Bank Base Rates

Date
7.8.97
6.11.97
4.6.98
8.10.98
5.11.98
10.12.98
7.1.99
4.2.99
8.4.99
10.6.99
8.9.99
4.11.99
13.1.00
10.2.00
8.2.01
5.4.01
10.5.01
2.8.01
18.9.01
4.10.01
8.11.01
6.2.03

Rate
7.00%
7.25%
7.50%
7.25%
6.75%
6.25%
6.00%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.75%

Retail Prices Index

Date
10.7.03
6.11.03
5.2.04
6.5.04
10.6.04
5.8.04
4.8.05
3.8.06
9.11.06
11.1.07
10.5.07
5.7.07
6.12.07
7.2.08
10.4.08
8.10.08
6.11.08
4.12.08
8.1.09
5.2.09
5.3.09

Rate
3.50%
3.75%
4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
5.50%
5.25%
5.00%
4.50%
3.00%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%

Source: Barclays

Mortgage Rates
Date
1.6.01
1.9.01
1.10.01
1.11.01
1.12.01
1.3.03
1.8.03
1.12.03
1.3.04
1.6.04
1.7.04
1.9.04
1.9.05
1.9.06

Rate
7.00%
6.75%
6.50%
6.25%
5.75%
5.65%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%
6.25%
6.50%
6.75%
6.50%
6.75%

October 2013

Figures compiled on 10 September 2013

Date
1.12.06
1.2.07
1.6.07
1.8.07
1.1.08
1.3.08
1.5.08
1.11.08
1.12.08
1.1.09
1.2.09
1.3.09
1.4.09
4.1.11

Rate
7.00%
7.25%
7.50%
7.75%
7.50%
7.25%
7.00%
6.50%
5.00%
4.75%
4.50%
4.00%
3.50%
3.99%

Existing Borrowers - Source: Halifax

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1998
159.5
160.3
160.8
162.6
163.5
163.4
163.0
163.7
164.4
164.5
164.4
164.4

1999
163.4
163.7
164.1
165.2
165.6
165.6
165.1
165.5
166.2
166.5
166.7
167.3

13th January 1987 = 100

2000
166.6
167.5
168.4
170.1
170.7
171.1
170.5
170.5
171.7
171.6
172.1
172.2

2001
171.1
172.0
172.2
173.1
174.2
174.4
173.3
174.0
174.6
174.3
173.6
173.4

2002
173.3
173.8
174.5
175.7
176.2
176.2
175.9
176.4
177.6
177.9
178.2
178.5

2003
178.4
179.3
179.9
181.2
181.5
181.3
181.3
181.6
182.5
182.6
182.7
183.5

2004
183.1
183.8
184.6
185.7
186.5
186.8
186.8
187.4
188.1
188.6
189.0
189.9

2005
188.9
189.6
190.5
191.6
192.0
192.2
192.2
192.6
193.1
193.3
193.6
194.1

2008
4.1%
4.1%
3.8%
4.2%
4.3%
4.6%
5.0%
4.8%
5.0%
4.2%
3.0%
0.9%

2009
0.1%
0.0%
-0.4%
-1.2%
-1.1%
-1.6%
-1.4%
-1.3%
-1.4%
-0.8%
0.3%
2.4%

2010
3.7%
3.7%
4.4%
5.3%
5.1%
5.0%
4.8%
4.7%
4.6%
4.5%
4.7%
4.8%

2011
5.1%
5.5%
5.3%
5.2%
5.2%
5.0%
5.0%
5.2%
5.6%
5.4%
5.2%
4.8%

2012
3.9%
3.7%
3.6%
3.5%
3.1%
2.8%
3.2%
2.9%
2.6%
3.2%
3.0%
3.1%

2013
3.3%
3.2%
3.3%
2.9%
3.1%
3.3%
3.1%

Source: ONS

HM Revenue & Customs Rates
“OFFICIAL RATE”*

Effective Date
6.3.99
6.1.02
6.4.07
1.3.09
6.4.10

Rate
6.25%
5.00%
6.25%
4.75%
4.00%

*Benefits in Kind: Loans to employees
earning £8,500+ - official rate of interest.
Official rate for loans in foreign currencies: Yen:
3.9% w.e.f. 6.6.94; Swiss F: 5.5% w.e.f. 6.7.94
(previously 5.7% w.e.f. 6.6.94).

INTEREST ON UNPAID / OVERPAID
INHERITANCE TAX

Effective Date
27.1.09
24.3.09
29.9.09

Rate
1.00%/1.00%
0.00%/0.00%
3.00%/0.50%

INTEREST ON LATE PAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Effective Date
6.12.08
6.1.09
27.1.09
24.3.09
29.9.09

Rate
5.50%
4.50%
3.50%
2.50%
3.00%

INTEREST ON OVERPAID
INCOME TAX, CGT, STAMP DUTY
AND STAMP DUTY RESERVE

Effective Date
6.11.08
6.12.08
6.1.09
27.1.09
29.9.09

Rate
2.25%
1.50%
0.75%
0.00%
0.50%

w.e.f. 6.3.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)
0.75% (0.00%)

w.e.f. 6.2.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
1.00% (0.50%)
0.75% (0.25%)

w.e.f. 9.1.09
0.00% (0.00%)
0.00% (0.00%)
1.50% (0.75%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)
1.25% (0.50%)

Encashment rates shown in brackets. Above rates are paid gross but are liable to tax.

Late Payment of Commercial Debts
From
1.1.12
1.7.12

To
30.6.12
31.12.12

Rate
8.50%
8.50%

From
1.1.13
1.7.13

To
30.6.13
31.12.13

Rate
8.50%
8.50%

The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998
For contracts from 1.11.98 to 6.8.02 the rate applying is the Bank of England
Base Rate that was in place on the day the debt came overdue plus 8%.
The Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Regulations 2002
For contracts from 7.8.02 the rate is set for a six month period by taking the
Bank of England Base Rate on 30 June and 31 December and adding 8%.

LIBOR
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
0.62%
0.64%
0.65%
0.68%
0.71%
0.73%
0.75%
0.73%
0.74%
0.74%
0.74%
0.76%

2011
0.77%
0.80%
0.82%
0.82%
0.83%
0.83%
0.83%
0.89%
0.95%
0.99%
1.04%
1.08%

2012
1.08%
1.06%
1.03%
1.01%
0.99%
0.90%
0.74%
0.68%
0.60%
0.53%
0.52%
0.52%

2013
0.51%
0.51%
0.51%
0.50%
0.51%
0.51%
0.51%
0.52%

3 MONTH INTERBANK - closing rate on last day of month

2008
209.8
211.4
212.1
214.0
215.1
216.8
216.5
217.2
218.4
217.7
216.0
212.9

2009
210.1
211.4
211.3
211.5
212.8
213.4
213.4
214.4
215.3
216.0
216.6
218.0

Courts
ENGLISH COURTS

2009
-1.7%
-5.7%
-1.1%
1.7%
0.9%
1.1%
0.3%
0.3%
0.9%
0.7%
0.8%
0.7%

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
217.9
219.2
220.7
222.8
223.6
224.1
223.6
224.5
225.3
225.8
226.8
228.4

Whole GB economy unadjusted
*Provisional

2010
0.6%
5.2%
6.6%
0.4%
1.1%
2.1%
1.8%
2.1%
2.3%
2.1%
2.1%
1.3%

2011
229.0
231.3
232.5
234.4
235.2
235.2
234.7
236.1
237.9
238.0
238.5
239.4

2012
238.0
239.9
240.8
242.5
242.4
241.8
242.1
243.0
244.2
245.6
245.6
246.8

2013
245.8
247.6
248.7
249.5
250.0
249.7
249.7

Source: ONS

2011
4.3%
1.0%
2.4%
2.5%
2.4%
3.4%
3.1%
2.1%
1.8%
2.1%
2.1%
2.0%

2012
0.1%
0.5%
0.9%
2.4%
1.8%
1.4%
1.6%
2.3%
1.8%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%

2013
1.1%
0.7%
-0.7%
4.4%
2.0%
0.6%*

2011
522.6
523.3
524.8
525.3
525.4
529.6
533.1
524.6
525.5
531.8
520.4
510.7

2012
514.2
514.3
528.9
521.7
523.6
528.3
526.3
518.5
519.3
517.2
521.1
524.0

2013
519.8
524.3
530.6
540.6
543.2
550.8
556.7
550.5

Figures include bonuses and arrears
Source: ONS

House Price Index
2009
517.2
515.3
508.3
508.6
520.7
514.0
520.1
524.1
533.5
535.4
536.0
541.3

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2010
535.7
537.2
543.1
552.7
547.6
538.5
544.8
546.6
529.6
534.9
528.4
522.7

All Houses (January 1983 = 100)

Exchange Rates

Certificates of Tax Deposit
up to £100K
£100K+ 0-1 mth
£100K+ 1-3 mth
£100K+ 3-6 mth
£100K+ 6-9 mth
£100K+ 9-12 mth

2007
201.6
203.1
204.4
205.4
206.2
207.3
206.1
207.3
208.0
208.9
209.7
210.9

% Change Average Weekly Earnings

% Annual Inflation
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2006
193.4
194.2
195.0
196.5
197.7
198.5
198.5
199.2
200.1
200.4
201.1
202.7

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

YEN
233
198
142
142
133
132
143

MARCH
US$ SFr
1.97 2.39
1.99 1.97
1.43 1.63
1.52 1.60
1.60 1.47
1.60 1.44
1.52 1.44

Source: Halifax
on last working day

€
1.47
1.25
1.08
1.12
1.13
1.20
1.18

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

DECEMBER
YEN US$ SFr
222 1.99 2.25
130 1.44 1.53
150 1.61 1.67
127 1.57 1.46
120 1.55 1.45
139 1.62 1.48

€
1.36
1.04
1.13
1.17
1.20
1.23

Income Support Mortgage Rate
Effective Date Rate

Effective Date Rate

Effective Date Rate

17.12.06
18.2.07
17.6.07

12.8.07
13.1.08
16.3.08

18.5.08
16.11.08
1.10.10

6.58%
6.83%
7.08%

7.33%
7.08%
6.83%

6.58%
6.08%
3.63%

From 1.10.10 the standard interest rate will be the BoE published
monthly avge mortgage interest rate. Can claim mortgage interest
on, up to £200,000 of the motgage. Waiting period 13 weeks.

SCOTTISH COURTS

Judgment Debts: High Court (& w.e.f. 1.7.91 County Courts) 8% w.e.f. Decrees: Court of Session & Sheriff Courts 8% w.e.f. 1.4.93 (previously
15% w.e.f. 16.8.85).
1.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 16.4.85).
Funds in Court: Special Rate (persons under disability) 0.5% w.e.f.
NORTHERN IRISH COURTS
1.7.09 (previously 1.5% w.e.f. 1.6.09). Basic Rate (payment into court) Judgment Debts: High Court: 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f.
0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09 (previously 1% w.e.f. 1.6.09).
2.9.85). County Court 8% w.e.f. 19.4.93 (previously 15% w.e.f. 19.5.85).
Interest in Personal Injury cases: Future Earnings - none. Pain &
Interest on amounts awarded in Magistrate Courts 7% w.e.f. 3.9.84.
Suffering - 2%. Special Damages: same as “Special Rate” - see Funds
in Court above (½ Special Rate payable from date of accident to date ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES
of judgment).
England & Wales: Interest on General Legacies: 0.3% w.e.f. 1.7.09
Interest Rate on Confiscation Orders in Crown & Magistrates Courts: (previously 1% 1.6.09). Interest on Statutory Legacies: 6% w.e.f.
1.10.83 (previously 7% w.e.f. 15.9.77).
same rate as applies to High Court Judgment Debts.

All rates and terms are subject to change without notice and should be checked before finalising any arrangement. No liability can be accepted for any direct or
consequential loss arising from the use of, or reliance upon, this information. Readers who are not financial professionals should seek expert advice.

Data specially compiled for

by

the adviser’s portal

www.moneyfactsgroup.co.uk

The UK’s largest provider of savings and mortgage data

Tel: 01603 476 476
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The view from

‘

THE CROWN ESTATE HAS TRANSFORMED ITSELF
FROM A PASSIVE LANDOWNER AND MANAGER
TO A MORE DYNAMIC AND PROACTIVE BUSINESS’
JOHN LELLIOTT FCCA, FD, THE CROWN ESTATE
Each day is different.
Reflecting the broad
range of portfolios we
have at The Crown Estate,
I can be called on by
different teams around
the organisation, be it
urban, rural and coastal,
renewable energy or
colleagues from Windsor
Great Park, as well as
fulfilling the normal
activities of a finance director.
My work has become very diverse as
the organisation has changed over
recent years. The business has grown
from a traditional estate steeped
in history to a modern, successful
commercial business, providing real
value to the nation and investing in the
future of some of the most important
assets the country has to offer. In the
last 10 years, revenue has grown by
over 43% to £253m and we have had
capital growth of over 100%.
We are unable to borrow, which
means we have to generate funds for
investment from capital activity. This
has included a move to joint venturing;
we now have eight, the largest of
which is with Norges Bank Investment
Management in Regent Street, London.
The Crown Estate is a commercial
organisation tasked by parliament
with generating revenue and
enhancing our capital value –
currently about £8.1bn. We work
to a clear investment strategy,
concluding hundreds of millions of
property transactions every year,
delivering some of the most ambitious
redevelopment schemes in the heart
of London. We manage one of the
nation’s largest rural estates, and are
investing over £100m alongside some

of the world’s largest
energy companies, to help
drive the UK’s offshore
renewable energy industry.
We are always looking to
increase revenues, but
also to secure long-term
sustainable capital growth.
This is all balanced
against our three core
values of commercialism,
integrity and stewardship.
This year, The Crown Estate produced
its first integrated report. One of
the most significant changes and
challenges this year was the adoption
of integrated reporting. This has
included reporting our sustainability
issues separately; these have been
woven into the body of the report so
that sustainability is at the core of
what we do and a driving factor in
our growing business. We are proud
to have been one of the first
companies to produce this type
of report in the spirit of the draft
framework of the International
Integrated Reporting Council.
My ACCA Qualification has given me a
profession and a career that has been
varied and fulfilling. It has provided
the opportunity not only to become
a finance director but also to be
involved in issues and initiatives that
are wider than my remit at The Crown
Estate. For example, I am a member of
ACCA’s Global Forum for Sustainability
and The Prince’s Accounting for
Sustainability Project.
Away from work I am vice chair of
Asthma UK, an organisation which is
close to my heart. Otherwise, cricket
is my passion; golf is what I play. And
music – although I have an eclectic
taste, I am a prog-rocker at heart. ■

SNAPSHOT:
PUBLIC SERVICE
MUTUALS
The government aims to
mutualise much of the public
sector – creating businesses
that are owned in full or
in part by their workers.
Cabinet Office minister
Francis Maude (above) hopes
that a million public service
workers will eventually
be employed in mutual
organisations – and moved
off the public sector payroll.
MyCSP – My Civil Service
Pension – was the first joint
venture mutualisation. It
involved the government, the
workforce and a private sector
partner, Equiniti.
A National Audit Office
(NAO) report endorses
government hopes to
generate a 25% reduction
in revenue costs over seven
years through mutualisation.
However, the NAO has also
warned that better planning
is required for future deals.
It criticised poor governance,
inadequate data and
timetable delays.
It also says that the
government must remain
involved to ensure that
savings are delivered and that
project risk is transferred to
the private sector.

£1.2bn

Since 2010, 62 public service
mutuals have been formed,
3,000 jobs have been created
and £1.2bn of services have
been provided annually.
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Which way now?
Straitened times have left many finance leaders struggling to navigate the new landscape.
Gillian Fawcett examines ACCA research on strategic leadership in public services
At a time when resources are tight and
public services under pressure, there
is growing interest in how financial
leaders in the public sector are coping,
how they are implementing strategic
financial management, and how they
can be supported. To find out, ACCA
commissioned Nottingham Business
School to review the evidence, initially
across the public sector in the UK. Its
report – The importance of strategic
financial leadership in a time of
financial austerity – will resonate with
all countries in the austerity spectrum,
from those squeezing the public sector
pips to those just tightening their belts.
Strategic financial leadership is
important in public services, which
account for around a third of GDP in
most countries. Finance functions in
public bodies also depend on public
funds and are subject to the same
austerity measures as the rest of the
public sector.

Since 2008–09 a large proportion
of the world economy has experienced
recession on a scale unseen since the
great depression of the 1930s. Since
2009 economic growth in the UK has
remained more or less at a standstill.
The pattern across Europe is similar
and in some cases far worse.
Public sector organisations must
plan for a future where resources will
continue to contract. Better financial
management is required as well as new
solutions to the provision of services.
The lack of public money will bring into
sharper focus how existing funds are
being spent and how to make changes
to cope with budget reductions. The
challenges for finance managers
are immense; most have spent their
working lives in an environment of
budget growth rather than reduction.
The ACCA research focused on how
public bodies in the UK are applying
strategic financial management

approaches and solutions. It considered
the following:
the key challenges faced by public
bodies
their response to austerity
the effectiveness of their strategic
financial leadership in dealing with
the challenges
how such strategic leadership is
being applied.
A range of public bodies took
part in the research including local
government, health bodies and further
education colleges; anecdotal evidence
was taken from ex-civil servants from
central government.
So what is strategy and strategic
leadership? Loosely speaking, a
strategy implies three conditions:
It tends to be longer term – anything
from three to 20 years.
It has some sort of vision – for
example, to create a better place to
live, work and be educated.

*
*
*
*

*
*

»
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It requires significant organisational
* change.
Whatever strategy an organisation
is pursuing, it needs the support of
an appropriate financial strategy
and financial forecasts. It is
equally important that the strategy
is economically, socially and
environmentally sustainable.
Strategic leadership is usually
distinguished from the management
of the organisation. Managers are seen
as responsible for ensuring order and
efficiency, while leaders are responsible
for having a vision of the future and
enabling the organisation to adapt.
Historically, research focused on the
traits of leaders, but more modern
research suggests that effective
leadership depends on the situation;
for example, an authoritarian style may
be better suited to an organisation
in crisis, whereas a more democratic
style may be better suited for building
consensus or where the organisation
is growing. Arguably, this is a
simplistic view.
Other academics view
strategic leadership as the
collective leadership of
the management team.
The picture of strategic
leadership becomes more
complex for multi-agency
working, where a leader will
have to predict how multiple
stakeholders will be affected
by decisions.
The ACCA research highlights
that leaders in the public sector
feel that budget reductions –
sometimes as much as 30%
of their resources – have
largely been achieved by the
downsizing of support services
and the commissioning of
services and by the sale of
fixed assets. This has not
been easy because it has
involved significant job
losses and reconfiguring
organisations to protect
front-line services.
However, what is
perhaps the most
worrying finding of all
is the lack of vision and
strategic thinking beyond
2015. Some interviewees
have some initial ideas
for the long term, but
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there is little detailed analysis and few
long-term financial projections. Some
of the strategic themes also contain
shortcomings.

Flexibility needed
Most leaders interviewed are used to
budget stability or growth and leading
with the goal of improving quality
and service outcomes; some are less
comfortable with managing change to
cut back on services. Austerity and an
inability to switch leadership style are
both barriers to innovation. A number
of leaders also have little training and
experience in strategic leadership,
so ultimately they are performing
managerial roles.
The strategic role of finance in
dealing with austerity measures is
seen as critical. In many cases it is
at the forefront of strategic planning
and organisational strategy is
financially led. Some organisations
have shed their operational financial
responsibilities, such as transactional
payments and payroll, either
by outsourcing or by
delegation, to allow
their FD to focus on
strategic financial
management.
An effective working
relationship between the
chief executive and FD
underpins a dynamic
approach to financial
management. This is
helpful in communicating the
true nature of the financial
challenges to service managers
and makes non-finance
professionals more aware of
their responsibilities for budget
constraint. In some cases
organisations are focusing on
improving the financial skills
and literacy of non-finance
professionals.
Multi-agency working at a
strategic level is important for
better service outcomes and
the use of resources. However,
the research found limited
engagement on co-ordinating
strategies. It is often thought
‘just too difficult’, with

outcomes not seen as justifying the
time and resource spent.
It is clear that lack of political
direction can inhibit the role of
strategic finance since there is no
clear narrative to work with. Political
direction is necessary for successful
innovation. Lack of corporate support,
particularly from chief executives, is
also a barrier, as is lack of resource
for strategic finance and inadequate
skills. In looking specifically at
central government and comparing
it with the private sector, an Institute
of Government report Financial
Leadership for Government highlighted
that strategic financial roles are
often weaker in government, that the
structure of financial leadership is
more fragmented across government,
and that supporting performance
management roles are underdeveloped.

Long-term view
Austerity will continue to dominate the
public sector landscape and there is
little doubt that new leadership skills
will be needed. The lack of longterm vision is a worrying factor as
many strategies are neither properly
developed or financially grounded. The
thorny issue of how to overcome the
short-termism driven by the political
cycle is an issue that must be tackled
to build long-term sustainability and
maximise public value.
Strategic working at a multi-agency
level is still seen as too difficult and
managers struggle to find the time
for it. The finance function is making
a positive contribution to developing
and implementing strategies, as well
as communicating them more widely.
However, there is a pressing need to
strengthen financial management in
central government.
There is much to be done to equip
financial managers with formal strategic
management skills and experience.
There should also be a greater priority
on attracting and developing innovative
leaders. The challenge now is to embed
strategic financial leadership into
organisations. ■
Gillian Fawcett is ACCA’s head of
public sector
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

The report is available at www.accaglobal.com/technical
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Commercial imperative
Continuing our series on financial professionals at the heart of front-line projects and
initiatives, Greg Lee FCCA describes how Accenture embraced a different business model
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*

‘You have to pick your battles. Spot the issues that
will “kill” you and concentrate on fixing those. It’s not
about defending the indefensible.’

TIPS

Many accountants see themselves as
business people first and accountants
second. This is particularly true of
Greg Lee, managing director, finance
and commercial director at Accenture.
The commercial director role, a
critical but still relatively unusual one in
professional services organisations, has
its origins in Accenture’s previous life
as a partnership. A public listing and
change of name created Accenture but,
by Lee’s admission, while some of what
made the partnership owner-operator
model successful rightfully remained
in place (most notably the process
by which individual partners found
new clients and delivered the service),
other elements, such as deal shaping,
business case management and
commercial and contract management
generally, had to change.
Accenture has grown rapidly to
become a Fortune 500 company,
and its work has become much more
complex. ‘Accenture came from a
partnership mentality so it’s in the
blood that the client partners want
to make all the decisions,’ Lee says.
‘But the sheer size and complexity of
the deals we carry out meant that one
individual no longer had the bandwidth
or skillset to deal with the whole of the
traditional client-partner role.’
Instead, the role has separated
into two distinct parts: the strategic
relationship and delivery, dealt
with by the client-facing team; and
all commercial aspects, including
business case management, which are
dealt with by the commercial team.
This segmentation has propelled
finance professionals like Lee into the
front line of client-facing roles.
Lee is one of more than 100
commercial directors worldwide at
Accenture (around 25 are based in the
UK) who function as the equivalent
of a chief operating officer on the
largest and most complicated client
relationships. Their responsibilities
include the monitoring and
management of the financial health
of the contract, helping with staffing

*

‘It’s very hard to get a win-win situation when there are only
two parties involved. What is more common is situations
where one party wins and the other doesn’t lose – in other
words, the client gains but it doesn’t cost us anything.’

*
*

‘Don’t assume that you always know what is motivating
client behaviour. Instead, take the time to understand them;
I have often been pleasantly surprised!’
‘Adopt a “no-surprises” approach. This does not mean that
you will not have unexpected challenges; rather, foster early
visibility of issues so that you have the best timeframe
within which to react.’

▌▌▌‘ALTHOUGH I THOUGHT WE MIGHT
STRUGGLE TO GET OVER THE OLD PARTNERSHIP
OWNER-OPERATOR MENTALITY, WE HAVEN’T’
plans, contract and legal compliance,
and generally acting as the focal point
of the commercial relationship with the
client. It’s an unusual structure but not
unique to Accenture.
A commercial director is ideally
called in after a client relationship
has been formed and the basis for a
deal suggested, but before the deal is
finalised or the contract negotiated and
signed. Lee will manage the contract
for typically around nine months to two
years. ‘You need to know everything
about the client in order to really
influence things, so we tend to work
with only one client at a time. The most
a commercial director will typically
work with at once is two clients.’

‘Delicate task’
The task of negotiating the contract,
executing change orders once signed
and contracting for any future work that
may arise is a delicate task that can
sometimes pitch commercial directors
against both the client and their own
colleagues. ‘I try to influence things as

much as I can to be sure that both we
and the client get the best outcome,
but you have to accept that some things
don’t turn out in the way you would
like,’ is how Lee explains it. ‘But even
the most negative thing can have some
positive value, or can support something
else that I’m trying to do in the future,
provided you don’t forget about it.’
Perhaps the trickiest question to
negotiate is, whose side are you on? ‘The
most important thing is that the client
understands that we’re trying to help
them, and not to necessarily just to do
the best for Accenture in every situation.
After all, if they don’t succeed, neither
can we,’ he says. The integrity of the
commercial director depends on clients
understanding this, and it is something
that Lee and his colleagues fiercely
protect. ‘We don’t have sales targets
because we don’t want to compromise
our position,’ he explains.
About half of Accenture’s
commercial directors have a finance
background, and it is a position that sits
naturally within the finance function.
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But it calls for a wider range of skills
and that is something that suits Lee
well. ‘My intention was never to be an
accountant; I was looking for a wider
business role than that,’ he says. ‘It just
so happened that what I wanted to do
married well with what the organisation
needed as a commercial director.’
Lee trained and qualified with
London Transport, before moving to a
small engineering company and then
to Rank Xerox, and in 1982 joined the
firm that became Accenture. He set
up the management accounting
function for the London office and
four years later moved to the firm’s
fledgling outsourcing business, and
never looked back.

Perfect answer
When the commercial director role
was suggested to him about six years
ago, Lee felt that he had found the
perfect answer – not only for his skills
and experience but for his approach
to business and negotiation. He says:
‘It felt a very natural fit to me, like
breathing. I can spend time at the
office thinking about how we keep our
business case and the client business
case on track when something
changes, and then drive home while
thinking about how I could reduce my
gas bill in the face of rising charges.
It’s more about a mindset than a
skillset; you will find accountants
who will fail at this role and nonaccountants who will do well.’
Initially, he adds, people within
Accenture struggled to understand
what a commercial director was, but
their role is now widely accepted and
valued. ‘We’re five years plus into
the commercial director structure
now and although I thought we
might struggle to get over the old
partnership owner-operator mentality,
we haven’t,’ he says. ‘You tend to
find that once someone has already
worked with a commercial director,
they will always ask for one on any
future deal.’
For Lee, though, it is clearly the best
place to be. ‘The best thing about the
role is that you know that you’re making
a difference, for your company and for
the client,’ he says. ‘You can see your
contribution, almost every day. That’s
what brings me to the office.’ ■
Liz Fisher, journalist
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Celebrating new members
We continue our quarterly listing of new ACCA members, here showing those who
achieved membership in the second three months of 2013. Congratulations to all!
Sopio Abashidze
Ayodele Abdul
Adeel Abdullah
Nafeesah Abid
Temitayo Omoseke
Abimbola
Busola Louisiana Adeniji
Innocent Kwasi Afawubo
Baba Issah Ahamed
Davinder Ahluwalia
Mian Zeeshan Ahmad
Umair Akbar
Kingsley Ike Akunwa
Sasha Cassandra Ali
Aram Alikhanyan
William Allen
Muhammad Hassan Amin
Joyce Amponsah
Louise Michele Andrews
Sophie Louise Andrews
Saimah Anwar
William Argyle
Ali Arshad
Nicol Arthur
Aravind Arun Guna
Sekaran
Morenikeji Aruna
Kalman Arvai
Aghogho Valerie Asah
Benjamin Ayimadu
Asamoah
Asmahan Ashamoon
Dipti Ashar
Emmanuel Kwame
Ashiadey
David Atkins
Elizabeth Atkins
Neil Atkins
Azim R Choudhury
Olugbemiro Badewa
Seema Bagry
Adrian Ball
Matthew Ball
Matthew Ball
Damien Barrett
Abass Barrie
Ilona Bartyzel
Shauna Beardsley
Joanna Beck
Marc Gerard Berger
Bethlehem Ayalew
Sitotaw
Doris Xiang Bi

Jason Bigg
Claire Biginton
Anne-Marie Billingham
Sarah Elizabeth Bishop
Keith John McEwan Black
Jacob Blackmore
Aaron John Blackwell
Amanda Michelle Blay
Scott Bolton
Elizabeth Booth
Mark Braithwaite
Simon Brawn
Lucy Brierley
Marcia Bron
David Brown
Gareth Brown
Leonard Thomas Brown
Rachel Brown
Simone Janet Brunson
Tom Bryant
Derek Andrew Buchan
Nicola Bucke
Chloe Buckmaster
Michael Bunt
Lorraine Alexandra
Burton
Katerina Byrtusova
Julia Cai Qin
Letitia Callinan
Craig Campion
Zhe Cao
Leah Carne
John Carroll
Richard James Carver
Benjamin Catlin
Lucy Cawthorne
Katy Ann Cayzer
Sotha Chann
Shruti Chaudhry
Andrew Chee
Shaozhe Chen
Yayun Cheng
Phillip Blessings
Chibwana
Mechelle Jane Chipping
Amiruz Chowdhury
Avinash Chowdhury
Ishbel Christie
Sabina Chvojkova
Mohana Clancy
Richard Clancy
Gemma Clatworthy
James Conrad Coade
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Stephen Cochrane
Jennifer Coles
Victoria Colquhoun
Helen Columb
Aaron Condron
Deborah Connolly
Grant Conroy
Rachael Conway
Dean Cooper
Jennifer Cooper
Liza Corbally
Paul Cotillard
Ellen Courtney
Richard Cowell
Natalie Cowman
Janine Craig
Elaine Creter
Miles Sean Cripps
Ian Graham Cruickshank
Graeme Cummings
Steven Patrick Curr
Paul Curry
Paulina Czarnecka
Nicola Daly
Naomi Daniel
Undram Davaadorj
Nathaniel Davidson
Gareth Davies
Marlon Dawkins
Nicola Day
Richard Day
Halina De Corde
Simon Alfredo De Souza
Solomon Yayra Deku
Deng Rui
Richard Graham Dixon
Simon Dobson
Anna Don
Aidan Peter Donaldson
John Doran
Piotr Mariusz Dudek
Michelle Dunstan
James Edgell
Grace Edwards
Osinachi Nkechi Egboga
Babajide Egunjobi
Adedeji Bazil Egunnike
Melek Ercan
Gerry Fagan
Naomi Elizabeth
Fagandini
Karen Denise
Farrelly

Lawrence Adedolamu
Fatona
Charlotte Faulkner
Sarah Louise Fern
Timothy Finn
James Robert Fish
Laura Fleming
Aleisha Fletcher
Nicola Flinn
Nicholas Forbes
Nicholas Ben Ford
Joanne Frost
Guoqiang Fu
Harry Game
Lin Gao
Kathryn Gard
Peter John Garfoot
Matthew Garner
Adam George
Peter Mark Ghaut
Amy Gill
Manjinder Kaur Gill
Paul Glynn
Pauline Goldsmith
Zuzana Gonova
Neil Gorman
Sandeep Goyal
Lauren Maria Grant
Lucy Eleanor Grantham
Hannah Gray
Susan Gray
Julia Catherine Greenall
Chloe Greenbank
Amy Greenwood
Jonathan Gregory
Dyfan Griffith
Jamie Griffiths
Nikhil Gupta
Maciej Gwozdz
Ngoc Khanh Ha
David Anthony Hackett
Julia Ann Hamer
Umair Hamid
Cordelia Hamilton
Malika Vijayanthi
Hapuarachchige Don
James Harding
Paul Hardy
Richard Harker
Michelle Hart
Richard Hartwell
Jason Harwin
MD Ashraful Hasan

Melanie Hay
Naresh Heer
Julie Ann Hemmings
Andrea Henshaw
Steven Paul Herbert
Ricardo Herrera Delgado
Ashika Hindocha-Daud
Matthew Hirst
Trusha Hiten Bhatt
Nami Hodge
Richard Holdsworth
Louise Mary Holmes
Laurene Hommeau
Andrew Hopkins
Jaimee Hopkins
Elena V Houghton
Crispen Tamirirashe
Hove
Stephanie Hudson
Laura Hughes
Louise Hughes
Timothy Hughes
Basharat Hussain
Alex Hutchinson
Robert Hyde
Casey Illingworth
Muhammad Mueez Ilyas
Bryan Jackson
Philip Jackson
Hadia Jamil
Jamshed Akram
Mojisola O Jelugbo
Mohamed Farshan
Jemildar
Danielle Jenkins
Gagandeep Kaur Johal
Diane Margaret Johnson
Humphrey Johnson
Iain Johnston
John Johnstone
Dean Alun Jones
Elgan Wyn Jones
Matthew Jones
Owen Rhys Jones
Rachel Jones
Sarah Jones
Shayla Jones
Sophie Jones
Hema Joshi
Sanjay Joshi
Simpy Joura
Junaid Shakeel
Noreen Kanyangarara
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M Rezaul Karim
Samina Karim
Kashif Ayub
Sandeep Kaur
Beata Andzelika KedraJones
Danish Majeed Khan
Monjur Khan
Shazad Khan
MD Motiur Rahman
Khan Pavel
Miok Kim
Kelly Marilyn Kimberley
Andrew King
Louise Kingdon
Rizwan Kiyani
Hristina Dimitrova Koleva
Kong Lingjia
Charlene Krige
Thelma Shamani
Kugaswaran
Mindaugas Kunce
Malgorzata Kunowska
Ololade Kusimo
Karen Laing
Shahzad Ali Lalani
Gemma Claire Lang
Natalie Langley
Michelle Lau
Simon Laurie
Ibrahim Adetunji Lawal
Stephen Alexander
Lawrence
Jonathan Le Grange
Jane Lee
Thomas Leonard
Katherine Anne Lewis
Yuanyuan Li
Li Qingnan
Chao Liang
James Liddiard
Rhia Lintott
Shijun Liu
Liu Peng
Linda Jane Lloyd-Evans
Nund Kumar Lofur
Sarah Logan
Tomas D Lynch
Eriap Mabhodo
Jane Elizabeth
Mace
Steven Mackie
Yasir Mahmood

Patience Mahoro
Munezero
Naziya Mehnaz Malik
Leszek Malynicz
Christopher Markall
Nick Marks
Anthony Martin
Marianna Martinkuviene
Inderpal Singh Marway
Nicola Mason
Adrian Mathews
Michal Matyas
Gerard Anthony
Mccarthy
Lianne McCarthy
Jason McCloskey
Richard McDougal
Alison Mcgowan
Douglas Graham
McGregor
Charlotte McInerney
Christopher McKenzie
Lilit Mehrabyan
Farhad Miah
Neil Miller
Jennifer Marion Milnes
Mala Mistry
Sarah Mitchell
Sonali Mitra
Reza Moledina
Karen Moore
Paul Edward Moore
Rudo Rachael
Mudzingwa
Muhammad Abdul
Raheem
Sajjad Munir
Daniel Musgrove
Shepherd Muza
Asma Ah Mwinyi
Kawaljit Kaur Nandha
Nazia Rashid
Laura Newnham
Steven Nguyen
James Nicholls
Uzma Noreen
Jessica Louise Norman
Joshua Nowak
James O’Grady
Adewale Rafiu Odemosu
Christopher Offord
Boluwatife Ogunseyinde
Chukwuma Bruce Olekah

Omer Saeed
Andrew Ormiston
Moyo Lateef
Osifodunrin
Osman Shahid
Martin James Owens
Ayandayo Helen Oyetade
Stuart Page
Rupal Patel
Sheena Patel
Elvira Patrasco
Kamil Patzer
Karl Pearson
Dennis Peibst
Helen Jacqueline Percy
Joanna Petch
Steven Peters
Elizabeth Phiri Dalo
Daljeet Phull
Aleksandra Pillay
Denis Pogu
Anna Polewaczyk
Leanne Pollock
Theophilus Pratt
Paul Price-Whelan
Diane Pusledzki
Joanna Putkowska
Tamara Quinn
Emma Raby
Daniela Radulescu
Iswaree Rajiah
Roxanne Ramnauth
Beth Ramsden
Amanda Ratcliffe
Preeti Rattanchand
Dawdol Rattapasakorn
Jenna Lee Rault
Shreshtha Mukesh
Kumar Rawal
Charlotte Ready
Dale Reid
Juan Renshaw
Candice Megan Roberts
Joanna Roberts
Daniel Rodrigues
Nicola Ann Rogers
Monika RoslonMalkowska
Joanne Runalls
Lucie Russell
Denisa Ruttkay
Sabrina Jan
Andrew Sacher

Kashaf Saddique
Jaspal Singh Saini
Alfred B S Sankoh
Jesus Sanz
Joanne Elizabeth
Sargeant
Mandeep Singh Saund
Debbie Sawyer
Joanne Elizabeth Sawyer
Charlotte Scott
Danielle Anne Scott
Deborah Scott
Gillian Scott
Danielle Sebire
Amit Sehmi
Karen Senff
MG Serban Couto Cabral
Jason Jordan Shackell
Ahmer Shah
Hiren Babulalbhai Shah
Ahmad Sheikh
Elena Shestakova
Roshan Shiboo
Benjamin Nicolas Shield
Bijesh Shrestha
Edward Shropshire
Jonathan Sidebottom
Deepika Sikka
Amandeep Singh
Alan Lee Sissons
Amy Skews
Katherine Slaine
Angela Smith
Christopher Smith
Katherine Smith
Louise Smith
Lucy Smith
Sheryl Smythe
Man Tak So
Sejal Solanki
Wei Song
Harry Allenby Speller
Jennifer Spendley
Helen Jane Spiers
Franco Spinelli
Humsayini Srikhantha
Leon Stafford
Inese Steinberga
Gemma Storey
Alan Storie
Michelle Ivy Strange
Analise Sturt
Kirstie Sutton
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Saqib Malik Tahir
Serene Tan
Chongwei Tang
Kathryn Tang
Gavin John Taylor
Lal Tejwani
Seema Thadani
Lyanne Thain
Hardik Thakkar
Subhash Thapa
Stuart Thomas
Rebecca Louise Thrupp
Jamie Timms
Van Titlow
Emilia Anna Tomasik
Joe Troughton
Linna Tu
Ku Kartini Tuan Yusoff
Adenike Fatima TundeDauda
Marina Turnbull
Duane Victor Underwood
Kathryn Susan Usher
Werner Van Gysen
Samantha Wallace
Tom Wallbank
Robert Wallis
Melissa Walton
Wan Noordiana Wan
Nasaroldin
Chun Wang
Andrew Welbourn
Karen Wells
Rebecca Weston
Kevin Michael
Westwood
Vicky Louise Wilders
Chris Williams
Christopher J Williams
Jason Williams
Thomas Winchcombe
Katarzyna Winter
Stephen John Wood
Tom Woodhouse
Xiao Bing Yang
Segi George Yaskey
Mark Young
Robert Nicoll Young
Aderonke Afusat Yusuf
Shamiala Zahir
Mohammad Zaidi
Sofia Zamir
Yanyan Zhang ■
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Upcoming events
ACCA UK runs an exciting programme of events across the country, featuring high-profile
speakers and offering network and CPD opportunities. Here are some of the highlights
MEMBERS’ NETWORKS
ACCA UK LOCAL
GOVERNMENT SUMMIT

17 October, London
Join ACCA to discuss topical
local government issues on
17 October in London.
The event will provide
a great platform for ACCA
members to meet and
network.
This is your chance to
hear at first hand from
Margaret Hodge MP, Tony
Travers, Dermot Joyce of
Liberata and Mike Burton of
the Municipal Journal.

DIVERSITY OF THINKING
AND THE CRISIS
14 November, Edinburgh
This joint business lecture
with IIA Scotland will see
Jonathan Ledwidge, an
author and commentator,

demonstrate why examining
history is a much better way
to predict financial crises
than analysing mathematical
models.
Learn first hand how this
way of thinking could benefit
you and your business.

COMMUNICATING WITH
IMPACT

20 November, Newcastle
Join ACCA and Andi Lonnen,
an experienced commercial
finance director, and ensure
that you take better business
decisions in the future.
This workshop will
provide attendees with an
engaging and practical
overview of how to
powerfully present and
cleverly communicate
financial information both
verbally and in writing – a
critical skill for accountants.

▲ CULTURE CLUB…

The event is close to the cultural quarter in Salford Quays

AUTUMN UPDATE FOR
ACCOUNTANTS
24-26 October, Manchester
This event provides a relaxed environment in which
members from the corporate and financial services
sectors can update their skills and gain CPD. You
can network and brainstorm, benefiting from the
experience of your peers as well as that of ACCA’s
expert speakers.

SOCIAL IMPACT BONDS
ONE YEAR ON

▲ BULL’S EYE

Conference is squarely aimed at those in the charity sector

CHARITY FINANCE
CONFERENCE
10 October, Birmingham
Featuring topical sessions for those working for or
advising charities, ACCA UK’s annual charity finance
conference provides an excellent opportunity to keep
up to date with latest developments and best practice
within the sector, allowing delegates to network with
other professionals in an informal environment.

28 November, London
Last year, Tony Eccles, a
key driving force behind the
initiative of social impact
bonds and founder and
development director at
Social Finance, gave an
introductory talk on this new
model of financing public
services. One year on, he
is returning to talk about
the progress that has been
made with the scheme.
Join ACCA at this free
event to discuss how the
initiative will add social
value and how appropriate
structures will need to
be created in order to
accommodate it.

ACCA CYMRU WALES
CONFERENCE

28 November, Cardiff
With a great line-up of
speakers this annual
conference will discuss the
opportunities available for
SMEs in the region, the
most effective business
strategies, business
improvement techniques,
benefits of apprenticeships
and the support that the
Welsh Government offers to
businesses.
The conference will be
opened by Martin Turner,
ACCA’s global president,
and will offer members
the chance to network and
to learn about the latest
technical issues. ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accaglobal.com/uk/members/events
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ACCA publishes integrated report
By focusing on ACCA’s long-term value creation process, the annual report provides a
succinct snapshot of exactly how ACCA is creating value through its strategy

EXPORT PRIZE

ACCA’s annual report
for 2012/13 has been
published, using for
the second year the
International Integrated
Reporting Council’s (IIRC)
draft framework.
The framework is centred
on material information
about strategy, governance,
performance and prospects
that reflect the commercial,
social and environmental
context within which an
organisation operates.
The report focuses on
ACCA’s long-term value
creation process, providing
a comprehensive view of
how ACCA created value

through its strategy over the
past year and how it intends
to do so in the future.
Helen Brand, ACCA
chief executive, said:
‘We are identifying and
communicating the value
of ACCA as an organisation
and through our members.
‘Following feedback
from our stakeholders,
we have made this year’s
report more concise while
improving the quality of
disclosure. We have paid
more attention to reporting
on our business model,
our risks and our view of
the future outlook for the
profession and for ACCA.’ ■
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

ACCA is backing a new competition, ‘Global jump
start’, from a service aimed at UK SMEs looking
for support in exporting goods or services. The
service, called Open to Export, is run by Yellow
Pages producer Hibu in partnership with government
department UK Trade & Investment.
Up to five winners will receive a support package
including training, market intelligence, marketing,
consultancy and flights to markets of their choice,
along with £2,000 worth of business planning support
from ACCA accountants. Details of how to enter are at
http://opentoexport.com
ACCA is also backing the support that Open to
Export provides to business. Among a number of
free webinars is one on the VAT and customs issues
encountered during early-stage exports. Recorded
in September, the webinar will feature experts from
professional membership body the Institute of Export
and HMRC (go to http://tinyurl.com/vatwebinar).
Two other webinars, along with other material,
focus on the food and drinks industry. One of the
webinars features successful exporters such as
Typhoo Tea sharing their experience of international
growth and building business abroad. The second
webinar features Defra, UKTI and online trading
platform Itradein, offering an overview of the support
landscape, in particular documentation and routes to
market (go to http://tinyurl.com/foodwebinar).
Other highlights on the website include case
studies and a feature on tackling the pain points in
expanding e-commerce offerings overseas.

Read the report at http://annualreport.accaglobal.com

CPD KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE!
There are many different learning methods available for you to complete your CPD
requirement. A number of flexible and interactive CPD activities can be found online at
My Development – www.accaglobal.com/cpd. You’ll find articles, podcasts, webinars,
face-to-face courses, research and qualifications which could count as verifiable CPD.
CPD need not be expensive – in fact, it can be free. You could attend the free webinars
at our online Accounting for the future conference (14-18 October, www.accaglobal.com/
accountingforthefuture) or read the CPD articles in this magazine and complete the
multiple-choice questions online. E-learning courses are also available from as little as
£30, while our IFRS technical webinars (http://tinyurl.com/p5hyeec) are only £25.
Finally, you may have recently carried out a learning activity and wondered if you can
use this as verifiable CPD. If so, you should ask yourself the following: was the learning
activity relevant to your career, can you explain how you will apply the learning in the
workplace, and can you provide evidence that you undertook the learning activity? If you
can answer ‘yes’ to all three questions, then yes, you can!
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Jones the TV mogul
You may not know his company, but you will certainly have seen what it does. Ron Jones,
executive chairman of TV production group Tinopolis, is very much a Welsh success story
As you settle down in front
of the TV tonight, there is
a good chance you’ll be
watching a programme
made by a company owned
by Tinopolis.
You might not know the
Tinopolis name but you
will probably recognise the
product: the international
media producer and
distributor is the force
behind such shows as
Question Time, Big Fat Gypsy
Weddings and Ricky Gervais’
Life’s Too Short, as well as
the award-winning London
2012 Paralympic Games
coverage. And that force is
about to get stronger as one
of the group’s companies,
Sunset+Vine, begins a
£100m contract to produce
BT’s new sports channels
this autumn.

into the victim culture that
says that we in Wales are
peculiarly disadvantaged
compared with other
countries and other regions.’
But he does concede
there are perceived
difficulties that can be a
barrier to success. ‘We have
had some tough times that
have left a corporate hurt in
the economic personality,
but clearly being successful
in the future isn’t about
doing the same things that
we used to do.’

Wales no worse off

▲ TIN MAN

Homage to Tintown
Chaired by Ron Jones, 64,
Tinopolis is one of the
UK’s largest independent
TV programme producers.
This year it will create some
2,800 hours of television
that will be seen in 180
countries. Not bad for a
company that still has its
international headquarters
in the Welsh mining town of
Llanelli; the group’s name
is a nod to the town’s tin
mining heritage.
Family circumstances led
Jones to return to his Welsh
roots following a career that
saw him reach partnership
level with Arthur Andersen.
In 1990 he founded
Tinopolis in Llanelli and set
about creating a diversified
stable of programmes,
winning some significant
contracts with S4C, the
Welsh-language broadcaster.

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

Ron Jones pitched his
company’s global HQ in
Llanelli, itself once known
as Tinopolis for its many
iron and tinplate works

Jones took Tinopolis
public in 2005, a period
of rapid expansion that
included a hostile takeover
of the largest listed TV
production company at
that time, The Television
Corporation. He then
took the company private
again, backed by private
equity house Vitruvian
Partners, since when it has
continued growing its roster
of production companies
and TV output, with heavy
investments in new media.
He recently took time
out from his schedule to
address an ACCA Cymru/

Wales Business Insight event
in Swansea. So what would
he tell his audience as they
watched the sun setting over
Swansea Bay? ‘I’m going to
talk about whether Wales
can host global companies,
what the benefits and
challenges are for a country
that doesn’t have a high
regard for its ability to be an
international player,’ he says
beforehand, ‘and I am going
to be speaking optimistically
about what we have here and
what we can achieve.’
He bases his optimism
on the experience of his
own company. ‘I don’t buy

He argues that difficulties
in education are a huge
issue, but no different from
other parts of the UK.
Infrastructure in Wales is
poor, but no worse than in
many other regions; and
that anyone who complains
about red tape and the
burden of regulation should
try running a business in
California (which he has
been doing, successfully, for
a number of years).
But he also makes the
point that the accountancy
profession in his part of
South Wales could be doing
more to help businesses find
the finance for growth.
‘One of the huge
advantages that we have is
that we are just a couple
of hours away from one of
the world’s leading financial
centres,’ he says, ‘and that
ought to put us in a very
privileged position. But
lawyers, accountants and
other professional advisers
are potentially part of the
problem; they haven’t built
the relationships with finance
in London. Unless you are
prepared to venture out and
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make sure you sell your
programmes as aggressively
as possible.’
This is shown by BT’s
investment in its sports
programmes, where it is
leveraging viewers’ demand
for TV sport to boost its
broadband subscriptions –
BT customers will get free
access to the new channels.
‘Sport is the universal
language,’ says Jones.
But even though Tinopolis
has come a long way – from
three employees above a
disused butter factory in
Llanelli to 1,500 employees
and over half the business in
the US – Jones remains true
to his homeland. A director
and former chairman of
Llanelli Scarlets rugby team,
he has also been treasurer

▲ TALL STORY

▌▌▌‘ACCOUNTANTS AND OTHER ADVISERS ARE
POTENTIALLY PART OF THE PROBLEM; THEY HAVEN’T
BUILT THE RELATIONSHIPS WITH FINANCE IN LONDON’

look for finance you are not
going to get anywhere.’
Jones himself has
certainly ventured out.
Before launching Tinopolis
in 1990, he had never
worked in the media world,
having built his career at
Andersen on international
regulatory issues facing
large companies.
‘But we did relatively
well, relatively quickly, after
winning some significant
contracts with S4C, the
Welsh version of Channel 4,’
he explains, ‘which gave us a
flying start. The whole of the
industry in the UK has really
prospered over the last 15
years, largely because of the
way the major broadcasters
are obliged to fund the
independent sector.’
A change in regulation
has allowed independent
producers to retain the
intellectual property rights
for their programmes,

so they benefit when
programmes are sold on
overseas. And this is why,
according to Jones, UK
companies are such a major
force around the world. The
combination of public sector
broadcasters, which do not
have to react to short-term
fluctuations in advertising
revenue, and the retention of
IP is very powerful.
Jones tapped into his
financial experience when
he reversed Tinopolis into
a shell listed company in
2005 in order to take over
The Television Corporation,
which he had been tracking
for several years. The
company produced high-end
documentaries for Channel
4 and the BBC, as well as
sports broadcasts.
Other Tinopolis
acquisitions have included
Sunset+Vine, which has
just picked up the contract
to be host broadcaster

Life’s Too Short was a sitcom
mockumentary about the life
of a showbiz dwarf, written
by Ricky Gervais and starring
Warwick Davis

for the Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth Games, and
A Smith & Co, the company
behind chef Gordon
Ramsay’s Hell’s Kitchen.
The group was taken
private by Jones, his
management and Vitruvian
Partners in 2008. The move
gave it access to acquisition
finance at a time when
raising money on the public
markets was not so easy.
Since then, the group has
also been able to invest
heavily in new media, an
area of growing importance
to TV production companies.

Always a demand
Despite the growth in
the internet and online
viewing, he believes there
will always be a demand for
his products. ‘People like
television programmes,’
he says, ‘and they are
necessarily expensive. The
name of the game is to

of Glamorgan County
Cricket Club and was on the
Sports Council for Wales.
He is also chairman of the
Welsh government’s advisory
panel for the creative
industries and has sat on
the Welsh Language Board:
‘English is not my first
language, but at least I can
speak it,’ he jokes.
He believe there is no
absence of entrepreneurial
spirit in Wales. ‘We haven’t
farmed London aggressively
enough,’ he tells his
audience. ‘Global Wales has
a global financial centre just
two hours away. To succeed,
we can’t be insular, we need
to be a hyperconnected,
sustainable economy that
is not dependent on the
public sector. The trick is to
retain the best of what we
have, while accepting the
influences from outside.’ ■
Philip Smith, journalist
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ACCA students
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completing their final
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ABOUT
ACCA
ACCA is the global
body for professional
accountants. We aim
to offer businessrelevant, first-choice
qualifications
to people of
application, ability
and ambition
around the world
who seek a
rewarding career in
accountancy, finance
and management.
We support our
162,000 members
and 428,000
students throughout
their careers,
providing services
through a network
of 89 offices and
active centres.
www.accaglobal.com
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ACCA conference
Members are invited to join ACCA’s annual online conference to
discuss current and future challenges facing finance professionals
ACCA’s annual online
conference, Accounting
for the future, will be held
on 14-18 October. The
free event brings together
finance professionals to
discuss the challenges
and opportunities facing
the profession.
Using live webcasts and
videos, finance leaders and
experts will share the latest
insights on how businesses
can maximise the value that
they deliver.
This year’s topics
include risk management,
corporate culture, reporting
for investors, finance
transformation, the CFO role,
future career pathways, tech
trends and SME growth.
Those registering for the
event will gain exclusive

▲ SOUND AND VISION

Content will also be available on demand to those registering
access to online practical
sessions that can contribute
towards their verifiable CPD.
All the conference content
will also be made available
on demand.

Last year more than
16,000 people registered for
the conference.
To register or find out
more visit www.accaglobal.
com/accountingforthefuture

AWARDS SHORTLIST REVEALED
Twenty firms with ACCA Approved Employer status have made the shortlist in the
regional categories for ‘Independent Firm of the Year’ at the British Accountancy
Awards. They join larger firms competing in the mid-tier and national categories. The
awards will be presented on 20 November at the Pavilion at the Tower of London.
View the shortlist or book your place at www.britishaccountancyawards.co.uk

NEW ACCOUNTANCY FUTURES JOURNAL
The latest edition of ACCA’s research and insights
journal Accountancy Futures is now available online and
for iPad download.
Interviewees include BA CEO Keith Williams on moving
from the CFO role into the top job, and Shell accounting
chief Paul Morshuis on how layer upon layer of regulation
is affecting the role of finance professionals. Former
Canadian PM Paul Martin talks about the benefits for
communities of good financial practice, while Infosys
veteran TV Mohandas Pai talks about the growth of the
accountancy profession in India. Other features include
integrated reporting, SMEs, audit, finance functions,
sustainability, and the public sector.
Go to www.accaglobal.com/futuresjournal

SpecIAlly negotIAted dIScountS
for AccA memberS

We Do.
At Hiscox, our insurance isn’t just a policy.
It’s a commitment to be there when we’re needed.

Save 10% on home insurance 0844 248 1614
Save 10% on office insurance 0845 512 0436
Save 5% on travel insurance 0845 643 6046
hiscox.co.uk/acca
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